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[Buddle-6-1]
October 13th 1811
Acklington Colliery
This colliery, as I am informed was first devised to and won by John Whinfrey about eighty years ago,
who worked that part of the field of coal in the present working seam which lies nearest the surface
in an angle between two Dykes as described on the annexed sketch. This part of the mine was
drained by a windmill.
The next lessees of the colliery I understand was Captain Redhead who won and wrought a certain
part of the south and west part of the colliery by a steam engine.
At the expiration of Captain Redhead’s lease the present lessee John Wailes made a new winning by
a steam engine to the west of Redhead’s winning and continued to work the colliery ‘till……

[Buddle-6-2]
….all the coal in the principal or five feet seam between Redhead and Whinfrey’s winnings and Lord
Grey’s boundary was wrought off. He then removed the engine to the eastward of Whinfrey’s old
workings and made an entire new winning in that part of the royalty which he is now working.
The situation and extent of the several winnings above named will be best understood by referring
to the annexed sketch.
The most regular part of this colliery is to south west when north east and west first winnings was
made. To the north eastwards in Wailes’s late and present workings the field of coal is much
intersected by Dykes and troubles.
The irregularity of the mine in this part of the colliery together with the trouble which intersects it
arise I should conceive from the proximity of a larger whin dyke which was in the east and west
direction, then the north part of the colliery. It is to be remarked that no coal has ever been wrought
beyond that which is to the north of this whin dyke and an idea prevails….
[Buddle-6-3]
… that no coal is to be found in that quarter but I cannot learn that ever any search has been made
for it.
As I understand that the chief object of my view was to ascertain that quantity of mine remaining
unwrought I made an actual survey of what remains in the five feet seam, between Mr Wailes’s
present workings and my Lord Grey’s and Mr Smith’s boundaries. Including troubles and the bad
coal which lines them I find about two and a half acres remaining unworked which will produce
allowing the half acre for loss by troubles and bad coal about 6,940 fothers which 1/4 or 1/35 of
small must be declined, leaves 5,205 fothers which according to the present vend will scarcely last
two years.

…..
In speaking of the quantity of mine here my ideas are solely confined to the explored part of the five
feet seam on the south side of whin dyke.
On examining this seam attentively I am of the opinion both from the appearance of the seam itself
and all its concomitants that it is the Hartley main coal and that of course there must be other seams
but at what depth these….
[Buddle-6-4]
…seams may lie or what may be their thickness characters or qualities affected borings alone can
determine.
With respect to that part of the colliery to the north of the whin dyke I think not much if any of the
five feet seam can exist within the Addington liberty. For although whin dykes seldom or ever alter
the level of the coal being mere fissures moving generally in right lines and passing vertically through
the stratification yet the natural rise of a colliery must throw the seam into the clay at no great
distance to the northward of Wailes’s present workings. This can only be prevented by the
intervention of a larger downcast dyke to the north or west of which I have not heard that any traces
have been discovered.
From the above observation it appears that no more of the five feet seam is available by Wailes’s
present winning nor ever explored than the quantity already stated viz two acres or about 5-6,000
fothers of round coals.
[Buddle-6-5]
Our next consideration therefore is whether the prospect of emolument to be derived from the
carrying on of this colliery is such as to warrant the expenditure of a sum of money sufficient to
make the necessary borings to explore the lower seams and to ascertain whether the five feet seam
exists on the north side of the Whin Dyke.
The basis of our calculation in this case must be the quantum of vend; but I face a difficulty as I am
not sufficiently acquainted with the consumption of the neighbourhood to enable me to judge for
myself on this point. I am therefore obliged to take Mr Wailes’s account in a great measure for my
government but which is supported strongly by the fact of his former vend. Indeed I should imagine
that the former vend must be a very fair criterion , unless we can suppose that Mr Wailes might have
some motive for restraining it or of some new source of consumption may arise.
On talking to him on this subject he declares himself to be firmly of opinion that the vend of
Acklington colliery cannot be increased owing to the surrounding country being supplied..
[Buddle-6-6]
….by Widdington,Morpeth Banks,Newton,Whittle and Shilbottle. And it is even possible that new
collieries may be opened in his more immediate neighbourhood.
Mr. Wailes’s short vend cannot have risen from his inability to work a sufficient quantity as I would
think that the colliery has generally been and is now in a state to produce yearly a much larger

…..
quantity than he has ever sold. I am therefore entirely at a loss to account for his very limited sale,
except from the want of demand.
As the expenditure of exploring or winning any colliery and the carrying it on ought to be
determined by the probable amount of sale, contrasted with the expense of such exploring etc. our
judgement ought in this instance also to be governed by the same principles. And as we have no
other fact on which to establish the annual amount of sales, than Wailes’s vend, I do not see that I
can with propriety assure any other datum as the basis of a calculation.
[Buddle-6-7]
Fothers
In 1809 the vend was…..4121
1810 ditto

4285

1811 ditto

4365
3|12841

Average………………..4280 1/3
4280 1/3 fothers sold @ 3s 9p………….£802 11s 3p

}

It will require 4 men and 4 boys to work the above and allowing

} £301 12 0

A man and boy to earn 29 s per week

}

Will be per annumBanksman 52 weeks……….@18/-

40 16 0

Gin driver 52 ditto………….@4/-

10 8 0

Gin horse 52 ditto………….@20/-

52 0 0

Engineman 52 ditto……….@12/-

31 4 0

Binding money to men and boys

0 10 0

House rent for pitmen

12 0 0

Leading engine and pitmen’s coals
And repairing coal roads

42 0 0

Sinking new pits

30 0 0

Prop wood and timber used underground 15 0 0
Barrowing wood and cast iron

20 0 0

…..
Keeping the engine in repair

30 0 0

Winding ropes, tubs, trams etc.

15 15 0

Taxes and cesses and poor rates

7 10 0
647 10 0

Left for rent of undertaker’s profit

£155 1 3

Dedt. Rent as paid at present @3

£45

1280 1/3 fothers over @4

£21 6 9 ¼

Net sum left for the lessees profit and interest of

}

Money expended, agency, risk of bad debts

}

£88 14 5 ¾

[Buddle-6-8]
In the above estimate the colliery is considered as being entirely independent of the farm and of
course no emolument, or advantage arising from that source is noticed, And I must beg leave to
remark, here, that in cases of this kind I generally estimate the profit to be made by the colliery
separate from the land at a reduced rent, in order to make the colliery pay; it appears to me that
the lessor both sacrifices his interest in the land to a certain extent and wastes his mine.
From the above investigation, it does not appear that this colliery is at present an object of sufficient
importance, either to warrant the lessor in expending such a sum of money, as would be necessary
to explore it effectively or to induce a lessee to adventure capital in the mining of it. I do not
therefore think anything else can be done, in the present case than to allow Mr. Wailes to work out
the remaining small tract of coal, which is situated to the dip of his present engine as represented…
[Buddle-6-9]
.. on the annexed sketch.
By referring to the sketch it will be seen that the working of Acklington colliery has in some measure
explored the adjoining Royalties of Earl Grey and Mr. Smith
J Buddle
[Buddle-6-10]
[Sketch map referred to in text above]

…..

…..
[Buddle- 6-11]
1st This colliery is now working the walls or pillars of coal it has been doing for many years past and
from every appearances cannot continue longer than about two years.
After that time the old waste will be filled with water and in consequence the winning and the
working of the lower seams of coal laying under the waste will be rendered very difficult; if means
were not used to secure access to them by tubbing a part of the present shafts.
It is therefore for your consideration, whether it may be advisable to endeavour to secure access to
the lower seams, by tubbing a part of the present shafts through the main coal waste; or to leave he
shafts open and trust the mining of the lower seams, to an adequate engine power.
2nd From a trial made many years ago at the Prosperous Pit it appears that there are three seams of
coal laying below the High main coal-vizt.
[Buddle-6-12]
Fathoms. yds. ft. in.
Metal Coal
Yard Coal

5 1 0
26 1

ft. in

0

3

0 0

Bensham Seam 12 0 0

0

0 thick

3 0 dt.
4 6 dt.

44 0 0 0 below the High main coal. From your knowledge of these seams and
the coal trade in general, how many years do you conceive may lapse, before they can be wrought to
profit, and what are they worth in the present money .
3rd Is it your opinion that the tract of coal about forty acres beyond the dyke, to the northward of the
Hope pits workings has been sufficiently explored by the lessees.

[Buddle-6-13]
REPORT ON BENTON COLLIERY
Ansr. 1st In compliance with the annexed request we have examined the plan of Long Benton Colliery
and investigated the several borings and sinkings which have been made to the lower seams. We
have also maturely considered the general situation and circumstances of the colliery; and after
weighing the whole maturely, we are of the opinion that the prospect of emolument, to be derived
from the letting or working of the lower seams will not warrant, the Earl of Carlisle in expending
such a sum of money in attempting to secure any of the present shafts, through the main coal waste
as the operation of tubbing would unavoidably cost.
It is therefore our decided opinion that no expense should be incurred on that account, but
recommend that any future winnings of the coal to the lower seams should remain to be affected by
an adequate engine power when the period of winning these seams shall arrive.

…..
Ansr. 2nd We have bestowed due attention on this query and are of the opinion that the larger
proportion of…

[Buddle-6-14]
… refuse and inferior coal contained in the lower seam, their great depth from the surface, and
distance from the Tyne; as also the indifferent quality of the best part of them( as reported by those
who have burnt the coal) renders them an object of scarcely any value at present. We cannot
therefore with propriety , venture to put a specific value upon them, as any such value would be
merely conjectural and would in all probability tend more to mislead than furnish useful information
on the subject.
Ansr. 3 We do not think that the measures resorted to for exploring the tract of land beyond the
dyke to the northward of the Hope pit have been sufficient to accomplish the objective of their
adoption. The borings made beyond the Dyke to the depth of 15- 20 fathoms have given us no
reason, not having been continued to a sufficient depths as we conceive to reach any concomitant
conclusions which we can distinctly recognise.
J Buddle
J Watson
[Buddle-6-15]
Newcastle 5th Sept. 1812
Messrs. Buddle and Fenwick
Colliery Viewers
Gentlemen,
You are desired to view Hawden colliery to state your opinion on the present method of working it
and to suggest such improvements as may seem to you necessary for the interest of the concern.
You will not omit to direct your attention particularly to the to the unfavourable nature of the roof
and to point out such means as may occur to lessen the expense and inconvenience attending it and
whether in your opinion it will be a prudent measure to attempt the opening out of any of the old
pits in the N. Western quarter of the estate to ascertain the nature of the roof in that part of the
field of coal.
I am
Gentlemen
Your obedient servant
John de Pouthieu

…..
[Buddle-6-16]
10th Sept. 1812
Report on
HAWDEN COLLIERY
Sir,
in compliance with the above request we have examined the workings of this Colliery and are of the
opinion that the field of coal to the east and north east of the Engine pit should be opened out as
expeditiously as possible.
The cover of the seam is so bad to the north west of the engine pit and in the vicinity of the present
sinking pit, as to put it out of our power to point out any plan by which the expense of working can
be lessened.
We can therefore merely recommend that the working of the mine should be pursued vigorously in
that direction where the least annoyance and expense is occasioned by the badness of the roof viz.
to the eastward of the engine pit. As the workings are opened out in this quarter the workmen may
be successfully withdrawn from the northwest of the colliery.
Under the present circumstances and situation of the colliery we cannot suggest….
[Buddle-6-17]
……any improvement in the mode of conducting the underground operations, neither are we of the
opinion that opening out the old pits in the Nth. West quarter of the estate can be either practically
useful, or afford any information which could be of use in conducting the workings of the present
Hawden winning.
We are
Sir
Your most obedient and humble servts.
J Buddle
Tho. Fenwick
[Buddle-6-18]
Dear Sir,
In consequence of the conversation I had with you last Friday evening I have given the situation of
Hawden Colliery my most serious consideration; and regret to state that it is one of the most
embarrassing cases that ever came before me.
In whatever point of view I consider the subject, nothing but difficulties present themselves, and the
question is how to choose the least.

…..
It is evident that the only chance of enabling the concern at this time even barely to pay its own way,
is by working and vending a large quantity of coal. But it is also evident that the present winning can
only obtain a very limited tract of the Royalty and is not capable therefore of affording the requisite
supply of coals, but for a very limited period.
Under these circumstances I see no (?) whatever of giving the concern a fair chance of yielding
profit; except by making an entire new winning near to the full dip of the Colliery. The engine to be
of such power and so placed as either to admit of being combined with….
[Buddle-6-19]
….or kept, independent of the future mining of Brunton Royalty as circumstances may point out.
It would appear that such new winning would be about 69 fathoms depth which, supposing the work
to be carried on with the utmost despatch might be accomplished in eighteen months. But the most
serious question to be determined in this case is; whether the working of coals can in the meantime
be carried on, without loss? This point alone can be ascertained by, a careful investigation of the
working and charges and the probable amount sales of the coals in the meantime.
If the result of this investigation should show that the coal could be carried on without loss, till the
new mining can be accomplished coal work ought to be pursued but if it should appear that the
concern cannot be carried on without loss even something less, than the amount of the certain
colliery and rents I should advise an entire suspension of coal work, until the new winning is
effected, in which case many of the materials of the present engine etc. might be applied in relief of
the absence of the new winning.
J Buddle
[Buddle-6-20]
Dec. 18th 1812
REPORT
ON
ACKLINGTON COLLIERY
At the request of DV Smith esq. (dated the 10th inst.) to examine some borings made by Mr. Wailes
at this colliery I have this day examined the premises and gained all the information I could on the
subject of my enquiry.
Since my former report 13th Oct 1811 all the merchantable part of the 5 feet seam then remaining to
the dip of Mr Wailes’s engine; have been wrought and the coal ceased to work about two months
ago.
The tract of coal near to Wailes’s engine stated in the above report to contain about 21/2 acres, was
found to be so much diminished by bad coal as not to be capable of producing the quantity of
merchantable coal then estimated.

…..
[Buddle-6-21
Three borings and a sinking have been made by Mr. Wailes to a seam of coal below the 5 yard seam.
These borings are all to the rise of the Colliery and beyond the Creep or the Outburst of the 5 feet
seam and do not of course ascertain the distance between the seams. But they show distinctly that
the lies very regular, with a moderate dip to the eastward, and that its roof improves in that
direction as it gains greater depth from the surface.
Since my former report Mr. Cookson’s Colliery at Togston has been won, the Pit is 14 fathoms depth
to the same seam as Wailes’s has bored to in Acklington; and as the 5 feet seam does not exist in
Acklington Liberty to the north of the When Dyke. I do not therefore now think that it is necessary to
make any Borings in search of the 5 feet seam in that part of Acklington Royalty.
By this view of the business it appears that the renovation of the Colliery entirely depends upon the
mining of the lower seam.
Both the Borings and the sinking into this seam, show the coal to be comparatively…..
[Buddle-6-22]
… of great quality and I have no doubt of its being wrought to advantage, provided an adequate
vend can be obtained. But of this there does not appear to be any favourable prospect particularly if
Togston Colliery should continue to work. This will almost inevitable injure the vend of Acklington as
it is on the Warkworth Road and a mile nearer to that place than Acklington.
Supposing Acklington Colliery to be rewon in the Yard seam, and in a current working state, I do not
think from the experience of former years that the vend is likely to exceed 3,000 fothers of best coal,
so long as Togston Pit continues to supply the neighbourhood of Warkworth. And as the best 3 feet
seam will necessarily be more expensive to work than the 5 feet seam; the colliery must be less
eligible than during the former case when working in the 5 feet seam and enjoying the Warkworth
trade.
The chief inducement I conceive must be of possessing an Engine, and other ….
[Buddle-6-23]
…material which will enable him to win the Colliery with scarcely any other expense than the cost of
labour; and he may also contemplate the relinquishing of Togston or some other rival colliery in
which case he may be satisfied to carry on the colliery for some time without profit or even to a loss
until his object is attained.
Under existing circumstances I should think that £50 a year rent or 4% fother for 3,000 fothers is the
utmost the colliery can afford, but in case the rent should reach 5,000 fothers 5% to be paid for
overs; and in the event of its amounting to 6,000 fothers 6% fother to be paid for overs.
The most eligible situation for the mining of the lower seam is I conceive to the westward of
Readhead’s winning; in so far to the rise of the Colliery, as to be above the level of the water in the
workings of the 5 feet seam. - (see the annexed eye plan and profile) A winning in this situation will
ensure a supply of coals for a great many years.

…..
Wide page 10-the Plan & Profile
Jn. Buddle
[Buddle-6-24]
Dec. 13th 1812
OBSERVATIONS
On
WATERHOUSE COLLIERY
I have perused the description of Waterhouse Colliery and examined the Plan and Profile of the
same, and have no doubt but that the measures projected for obtaining a further supply of the Yard
Bone and, Main Coal seam will answer the purpose. But as the angle or rate of dip of the seams is
not stated in the profile, nor any scale annexed to the plan no correct idea of the intent of the
intended winnings can be formed.
It would appear that the winning of the Main Coal, by the small tunnel from the level of the present
engine may be considered as the Grand Winning of the Colliery as it will drain a considerable tract of
main…
[Buddle-6-25]
…coal as of the Bone and five feet seam.
I should however be inclined to prefer the following mode of effecting this mining provided the
present engine is of adequate power, & the stratification favourable for driving a small horizontal
tunnel or water level Drift, as that between the five feet seam and the Main Coal.
As it is desirable to avoid complicated machinery as much as possible, and to confine the drawing of
water in a Colliery to one point. It occurs to me as being most eligible, in this case, to sink the
present Engine Pit down from the level of the Main Coal to such depth as will allow an horizontal
Drift from its bottom, to intersect the Main Coal, at any professed distance to the fall dip of the
Colliery. By the section it appears that by sinking the Engine Pit about 35 yards below the main coal
an horizontal drift from its bottom would cut that seam at 220 yards to the full dip of the Colliery.
[Buddle-6-26]
..And as little or no water is made below the 5feet Seam it is to be presumed that as small a portion
of the present Engine power would be required, according to this plan as would be required of the
Winding Engine, according to the plan proposed. In this case a small sett of pumps attached to the
present Engine would answer the pumps and the shaft need to be of such of a larger diameter below
the main coal seam than would be barely sufficient for the small sett of pumps and for ventilation
and drawing the stones to be produced from the horizontal Drift.
By extending this Drift it would win a large extent of the 5 feet Bone and Yard seams.

…..
Whether a Band of Rail Way or a cut from the Canal may be most eligible must depend solely on an
intimate knowledge of the local situation and in circumstances of the premises.
J Buddle
[Buddle-6-27]
Profile of Water-House Colliery
[Buddle-6-28]
Mr Buddle your opinion is requested to the following questions but previous to those questions it
may be necessary to inform you of the following circumstances-. In November last year 23 feet of
cast metal tubbing was put inside the Sinking Pit at Hetton, and on the top of which was fixed a
strong wood tub of 10 feet making in all 33 feet as per plan. Now the act of sinking the tub, and
cleaning out the land within the frame the bottom of the tub could never be convenient and even
now, not higher than 4 feet (marked in the plan) the tub now is found resting on a sandy clay, when
ever more land was cleared in the Bottom was to reduce those distances before mentioned an
immediate rising of land on the inside of the tub too place to the height of A, in a general way to
restore the equilibrium, after which several Shrinks took place on the ….
[Buddle 6-29]
…Surface and a considerable strain was laid in the tubbing during that time; in order to relieve the
pressure of the Earth on back part of the tub during the shrinking, an excavation was made nearly 70
feet wide at the top of the land(as shown on the plan) which I consider relieved the pressure in a
great degree, also holes were bored through the wood Cribs, between the metal tubbing, into the
land, on the back part of the tub, for the purpose of preventing an accumulation of water there, as
also a metal pipe was driven down into the Land nearly as low as the bottom of the metal tub, which
was kept open for the purpose..
[Buddle-6-30]
Question 1st From the progress that has been made together with the nature of the Clay and land,
below the bottom of the metal tub 9as per plan) is it your opinion the Stone head can be
approached?
Question 2nd If you are of opinion the Stone head can be approached would you recommend to carry
the metal tub, further down or introduce another strong tubbing in the inside therefore or what
other reasons would you advise to be pursued to obtain that point?
Thomas Fenwick
[Buddle-6-31]
Bottom Section of Hetton New Winning
[Buddle-6-31]
Middle Section of Hetton New Winning

…..
[Buddle-6-31]
Top Section of Hetton New Winning
[Buddle-6-32]
.. Diminish about 12 inches in that distance.
The upper part to be cylindrical.
Previous to resuming the sinking of the Pit, the whole of the interior tub or as much of it as possible
should be placed into the present tub. In doing this it would be proper to fix 6 or 8 perpendicular
Bars of Iron at equal distances round the inner surface of the present tub to prevent the flanges
from interrupting the descent of the interior tub.
The outside of the interior tub should be smeared with tallow or soft soap to facilitate its passage
through the Leavy Clay and land.
When placed in the bottom of the pit; the interior tub must be properly loaded and sliders of timber
must be placed in the interval between its outer surface, the interval between its outer surface and
that of the present tub. These sliders will tend to preserve the tub in a perpendicular direction as it
sinks.
When all matters are prepared….
[Buddle-6-33]
.. as above stated, the sinking may be commenced, and should be pursued with the utmost
expedition and unremittingly until the tub has reached its destination.
For it is to be remarked that the more rapidly the sinking is carried on, the more easily will the
tenacity of the surrounding sand etc. be over-come, and therefore if possible, the tub ought to be
kept in constant motion until it has sunk as far as may be required.
I recommend the tub be sufficiently long to reach a foot into the strong clay under the impression
that the lower stratum of Leavy clay (3 feet thick) will not be sufficiently strong to form a bottom for
the tub to rest upon, until it can be secured with timber.
John Buddle
[Buddle-6-34]
Hetton April 12 1813
Mr Buddle,
Your opinion is required to the following questions, and to enable you to form a more correct
judgement, it may be necessary to inform you of the following circumstances.
In November last 33 feet of tubbing was put into the sinking Pit at Hetton (as per plan) for the
purpose of passing through the Quicksand, now in the act of sinking this tub and clearing out the

…..
sand with in it, the bottom of the tub could never be approached higher than 10 feet, the tub now
having touched the Sandy Clay as shown in the plan and to all appearance has become stationary,
and in consequence its bottom was approached within 21/2 feet AA, however to where the pressure
on the outside of the tub during the time of sinking, the clay which rested on the sand..
[Buddle-6-35]
..was totally renewed as shown by the excavation on the plan which was considered to be of benefit;
in order therefore to pass through the Sandy Clay and other Sands which lie between the bottom of
the present tub and the Stone-head, it was determined to sink a wooden tub in the inside therefore
of 13 feet long and mounted at the bottom with a wedge formed from shoes, composed of Cribs 6
inches deep, fixed 4 inches distant and planked on the back side with 3 inch deals, on this tub being
put in and the sinking recommenced, an immediate rising of the sand took place which rose nearly 4
feet and raised the wood tub with it upwards of 4 inches.
The water in the pit in a general way does not exceed 10 gallons per minute, a Staple having been
previously put through the sand for the purpose of draining it and drawing the waters..
[Buddle-6-36]
Question 1st From the progress made together with all the attending circumstances; are you of
opinion the stone-head can be approached?
Question 2nd If you are of opinion the stone-head can be approached what would you recommend to
be done to accomplish that and/ would you advise to persevere in sinking the wooden tub, or draw
it out and introduce metal? If metal be recommended what thickness do you suppose the shell or
side of the tub should be made?
Observation. The metal tub already put in is 13 feet in diameter outside and 31/2 inch thick in the
shell cast in 3 feet lengths entire, the flanges of the 4th tub we find cracked from the unequal
pressure during the shrinking of the surface and about1i/2 inch ovaled, but it is of no moment.
Thomas Fenwick
[Buddle-6-37]
Wallsend Colliery April 16th 1813
I have attentively perused the annexed statement of the proceedings in the quick-sand at Hetton,
and have also given the question put by Mr Fenwick my best consideration. But do not find that I can
add anything further of consequence in addition to the answer which I gave on the 31st as I think the
plan of proceedings then pointed out will ensure the sinking of the Pit to the stone-head.
The late unsuccessful attempt to sink the wooden tub is not in my mind of the least consequence, as
when withdrawn it cannot affect the operation of the proposed interior cast iron tub any more than
if such attempt had not been made.

…..
As I do not think it practicable to sink the pit through the Quick-sand by the aid of a wooden tub; I of
course confine my ideas to a Cast Iron tub exclusively. In my former answer to Question 2 nd I
presented the…
[Buddle-6-38]
.. form of the tub and have now only to add that I think the shell of the proposed interior tub, should
be 14 inches thick at the bottom, and 11 1/2 inches thick at the top where it is to be connected to the
present tub should not exceed ¾ of an inch in thickness in order to enable it to cut its way through
the land with greater facility. It should be chamfered to this thickness from its inside for about 6
inches from the bottom edge.
I do not think that any change case can be made for the better in the mode of putting the tub
together, and should therefore advise it to be cast in 3 feet lengths entire as described.
The ovaling of the present tub 1i/2 inch from unequal pressure is of little consequence; but after the
tapering part of the interior tub is lowered down, I should think it right to support the cracked
flanges of the 4th and 5th rings by inside cribs.
John Buddle

[Buddle-6-39]
Wallsend Colliery 27th April 1813
Messrs. Buddle & Watson
Gentlemen
The lessees of Wallsend Colliery submit the following statement for your opinion.
The Split Seam in Wallsend Colliery is wrought to the two pits called the Catch pit and union pit. The
Catch pit was first sunk and the working carried on with a 10yard winning (viz. 6 yard wall and 4 yard
broad) and 22 yard pillar but as his Grace the Duke of Northumberland did not permit a second
working in the Splint Seam, least an unwrought seam called the Main coal lying about 14 fath. Above
the split Seam should be injured, the lessees were advised to reduce the winnings in the Split Seam
to 8 yards (viz. 4 yards wide & 4 yards broad) and to drive the pillars from 28 to 30 yards. This mode
of working…
[Buddle-6-40]
..being adopted, a Creep ensured in both pits and Drifts have since been driven in the main coal
seam, above that part of the Split Seam where the Creep was quickest, for the purpose of
ascertaining of any, and what damage had been sustained by that seam after looking at the said
Drifts it is your opinion that the Main Coal has or has not been injured by the Creep in the Split
Seam.

…..
Second. A second working in the Split Seam not being allowed, which, do you consider the most
advantageous mode of working the Split seam in future both for Lessor and Lessee as obtaining the
greatest possible quantity of coal out of that seam, without injury to the Main Coal.
Third. Suppose His grace the Duke of Northumberland should think proper to allow a second
working in the...
[Buddle-6-41]
…Splint Seam which in that case; would you consider the most eligible mode of working that seam in
the first working?
(Plan of workings is ‘annexed’ below)
[Buddle-6-42]
Walbottle Colliery 7th May 1813
To enable us to answer the foregoing queries we have examined the exploring Drifts, which has
lately been extended from the Union pit shaft in the main coal Seam immediately above that Part of
the Catch Pit workings in the Split Coal seam where the Creep was most violent.
This pit extends 40 yards in length from the Union pit shaft in an east loadways course direction- at
100 yards along this drift two flank drifts are driven out of it at right Angles the one extending 55
yards to the southward –the other extending 85 yards to the northward-exploring in the whole
space of 19,600 square yards or upward of 4 acres.
From the most attentive examination of the above tract of the Main Coal seam, which is rendered
accessible by the exploring drift already described, we have to state in reply to Query 1st that it is
quite clear to us, that the Main Coal seam has not been injured in the least from the late Creep in
the Splint…
[Buddle-6-43]
..Coal Seams below it.
Answer to Query 2nd. Under the circumstances stated in the query we are of the opinion that the
most eligible mode of working the Split Seam with reference to the presence of the Main Coal and
other seams above to work it in small divisions successively with reduced winnings. Such divisions to
be separated by barriers of coal sufficiently strong to prevent the extension of Creep from one
division to another. The winnings we conceive ought not under this system to exceed 7 yards 3 of
which to be left in Pillar and 4 to be taken away by the Board. The walls to be holed at 30 yards. In
this case the extraction will be in proportion to the pillar left as in 6 to 4 or in other words 6 parts of
the seam will be wrought and 4 will remain in pillars.
We are however inclined to think that if the districts should not exceed 4 or 5 acres in extent that
¾ ths of the seam may be obtained by widening the Boards a little which in our opinion may be
considered as the maximum…

…..
[Buddle-6-44]
… produce of the seam.
In recommending the above plan it is our intent that the pillars should be barely strong enough to
bear the weight of the Cover until the working of one district is finished, after which the sooner the
workings of such districts Creep close the better.
Answer to Query 3rd in the event of the privilege of a second working being granted as stated in the
Query we have our doubts whether by a regular first and second working a larger proportion of the
Splint Seam would be obtained than by the mode above described, and we are still more in doubt as
to its effect upon the Main Coal seam.
The only mode of ensuring a good second working would be to leave strong Pillars in the first
working and afterwards to make a general of those Pillars. By this mode of procedure a constant
succession of Thrusts must take place as the walls are wrought off. What effect of such Thrusts
might be upon…
[Buddle-6-45]
…the Main Coal Seam we cannot pretend to state distinctly but the probability is that they would in
some degree injure it.
We conclude as the fact before us that a Creep in the Split coal seam does not injure the Main Coal
seam. We advise the plan described in the answer to the 2nd query to be carried into effect in the
first instance, as being calculated to combine the interests of the Lessor and Lessee. At the same
time we think it advisable wherever a favourable opportunity occurs try by way of experiment on a
limited scale the plan of a first and second working with longer winning. An experiment of this kind
would decide whether a greater produce of the Split Seam might be attained, in this way as also
whether it would materially injure the Main Coal Seam and would of course point out most
satisfactorily which of the two modes might be pursued.
J Buddle
J Watson
[Buddle-6-46]
Report
On
Cowpen Colliery
Messrs. Buddle,Fenwick,Watson and Hobart
Gentlemen,

…..
A squeeze or Creep having of late taken place amongst the Pillars of the old working in the low seam
of coal at this Colliery which appears to spread and towards the present working places, your
opinions are particularly requested to the following queries.
I am,
Gentlemen
Your obedient servant
T Winship
Dec 1st From the state and application of the Creep at present existing amongst the pillars of this
Colliery and partial to the west of the Rolloy Kay leading…
[Buddle-6-47]
..to the workings of the Pit, what in your opinion is the most advisable method to be pursued in
order to stop its progress, and securing a continuation of working coals in that quarter?
Answer. On examination the old workings of the B pit we find the Creep has already advanced as far
as the stowed barrier late made to the north of the west mothergate of that Pit and still has the
appearance of advancing northwards though, we therefore are of the opinion that the only measure
to be used to prevent its overrunning the Rolloy Way leads on by forming a regular line of driving
towards the length of 20 winnings westwards. We further recommend that the whole range of
adjoining pillars in the outside of the above line of winnings be wrought out with a view to obtain
breach of the strata in the event of a Creep approaching to that quarter, we likewise recommend an
additional security against the ingress of the Creep that the two boards in between be stowed and
marked aaa etc., upon the Plan, as also two walls to be taken off for the whole length of the
winning, and immediately adjacent; the same to the South, all this we recommend to be effected
with expedition, in order that the whole may be completed before the arrival of the Creep there.
[Biddle-6-48]
Que.2nd what is your opinion with respect to the Engine Pit Shafts, and what would you recommend
to be done for its further security?
Answer. We conceive that when the measures at present in progress are completed the Engine Pit
Shaft will be perfectly secured.
Que.3rd A new machine being placed upon the Engine Pit Shaft what steps would you recommend to
be taken to ensure the working of coals to that pit and in what direction would you advise that drifts
should be driven and openings made for a new pit upon the Colliery, and from what part would you
advise that Coal should be wrought until a new pit is obtained?
Answer. As the Creep still exists in the east and south workings by the Engine Pit it renders the
ensurance of regular coal working at this Pit in the low seam uncertain. We therefore recommend
that the opening out of the southeast field of coal be suspended until the Creep subsides; in the
mean time every exertion must be made to open out the Yard Coal south by drifting it north and

…..
south west or the level to raise about 8,000 chaldrons annually therefrom; with respect to the
situation of a new Pit and the mode of proceeding to run the same depends upon a full investigation
of the strata..
[Buddle-6-49]
… and the different seams of coal by other with their respective distances from which other, we
cannot however proceed with their investment nor point out what may be the best mode of
procedure until the sinking account of the present pit is laid before us.
Dec.4 That quantity of coals you conceive under the present circumstances can be obtained having
the current year and annuity until a new Pit is sunk? And will you have the goodness to point out
anything which the foregoing queries do not comprise, that you conceive may be conducive to the
welfare of the Colliery.
Answer We feel ourselves under some duty of entanglement is so far as relates to the quantity to be
obtained for the present year, for should the methods we have recommended for stopping the
creep find the raising of any considerable quantity will be attended with great uncertainty until
opening are made to the south and east parts of the colliery, and although a mining of the Yard Coal
may be made, yet it will require considerable time to make the necessary openings in the seam for a
sufficient number of workmen to raise the requisite quantity.
Should it however happen as we hope; by the measures recommended; the Creep may be
prevented from affecting the present winnings in the B Pit and the yard Coal seam turns out
favourable, we are of the opinion that..
[Buddle-6-50]
.. the quantity of 30,000 may be raised from the two seams until a new pit is raised.
By the present mode of working little more than one third part of the mine has been obtained in the
first winning over (the winnings being made 13 yards each leaving 8 yards for a pillar taking 5 yards
for a Bord, and taking the walls at 30 yards) notwithstanding which the Creep has taken place; we
therefore recommend in future where circumstances will permit that a change in the system of
working will be adopted. The system of working which we advise to be pursued in future is to divide
the remaining field of coal into divisions or districts, each to be of 10 to 20 acres in extent, to be
separated into divisions or districts, each to be of 10 to 20 acres in extent, to be separated by
Barriers of coal; those districts to be wrought in detail according to the succession which existing
circumstances may point out; the pillars to be wrought out of each tunnel after the first working is
completed; this mode conducive to the welfare of the colliery and will effectively prevent the ill
effects of future creep.
J Buddle
Thomas Fenwick
John Watson
William Stobart

…..
[Buddle-6-51]
Hawden Colliery June 16th 1813
Messrs. Buddle and Fenwick
Gentlemen
You are requested to examine the coal at the face of the drift to the north and east of the Howden
Colliery. The state of the Drift from the Shaft to the face and also the roof over the coal and to give
your opinion whether with a view to the sale of the lease of those mines any advantage arise from
keeping the mine open and continuing to draw the water from the whole of the workings or from
any part of them and whether the Cranks and materials should be taken out.
[Buddle-6-52]
Sir we have in compliance with the request examined with great attention all the workings of the
Colliery, together with the state of the seam and its roof to the north east extremity of the workings
viz. for the last 8 or 9 Bords in the easternmost north winning. Here we observe a decided
improvement both in the seam and its roof; the post on these Bords having become the regular
uniform cover of the seam.
This part of the workings is about 7 fathoms below the engine level, and is drained by two Crank
pumps which employ 6 horses to raise the water to the level of the engine.
It appears that the expense of draining the water from the mine etc. by the Cranks and engine is
about £40 per week to keep the colliery open for the inspection of purchasers will incur the regular..
[Buddle-6-53]
..expense of the sum, so long as the Colliery may be kept open. But as we are of the opinion that
keeping the workings open for a longer time than may be required to take out the railways and
other materials can materially aid the sale of the concern we think it for the interest of the present
lessees to cease, to draw the water by laying off the Cranks as soon as the materials can be drawn
out of the workings.
We are more inclined to recommend this measure under the conviction or inspection of the mine
that if it should really be found essential to its sale even after the lapse of six to eighteen months or
two years the water may then be drawn out at an inconsiderable expense.
As it would be difficult to describe by words the nature of the roof in the different parts of the
workings we have marked upon the plan of the same, the places where we observe the Post to
repose upon the coal, as also the thickness of the Rimmel in the several places where it interposes
between the post and the coal.
While the colliery is kept open for the purpose of taking out the materials which may probably
occupy about two months we recommend the lease of the mine etc. to be advertised for sale, which
will allow opportunities for purchasers to inspect the mine if they should be so inclined.
J Buddle

T Smith

…..
T Fenwick

G Hall

J Watson

R Dodds

[Buddle-6-54]
Report on the Water-house Colliery
On examining the seam of the underground operations of this Colliery I find winnings in all the
seams too limited in extent to admit of being wrought to the best advantage.
The openings in the Yard Mine are not yet sufficiently attended in the Pit B-. The Field of Coal is
nearly exhausted. There is not sufficient Wall in the 5 feet seam and through access is not yet
obtained through the Weight or Creep in the Main Coal Seam, to admit that part of the Colliery
being wrought with the best effect.
The measures now in progress for extending the opening in the Yard Mine Pit B for winning an
additional tract of the Bone Coal by a Drift from the Main Coal Engine Level, and for regaining access
through the Creep to the rise Field of Coal in the Main Seam are …
[Buddle-6-55]
..judicious and ought to be pursued unremittingly till completed.
The principal object to be obtained by the completion of these measures is the more effectual
concentration of the mining operations of the Colliery.
Under the present system of management and circumstances of the Colliery it requires five pits to
work the required quantity of coals-say 22,000 tons yearly. This number of pits for so small a
quantity unavoidably extends the expense of Browmen & Co. beyond its bounds.
This excess in the establishment may be obviated by a judicious occupation of such of the seams as it
may be deemed most expedient to work the supply of Coals from, and the Yard Mine and Boane
Coal are nearly of similar quality as also are the 5 feet seams and Main Coal. I think it would be
advantageous as soon as passage is opened through the Creep to the rise part of the Main Coal, and
the opening sufficiently extended in the B Pit to work the whole quantity from those seams. In this
case the Bone and 5 feet seam relinquished for the present and two working pits only will be
necessary to enable pit B to supply the increased quantity, the plan of Short Work should be pursued
underground.
[Buddle-6-56]
On investigating the expense of working the several seams it appears in the present state of the
Colliery that the Yard Mine costs about 5s 10p per ton
Bone Coal 6s 4p per ton
5 Yard

8s 10p

Main Coal Seam 5s 9p

…..
The Yard Mine sells for 7s 0p per ton
Bone Coal

7s 6p

5 Feet seam

8s 0p

Main Coal

8s

0p

Thus it appears that the 5 feet seam costs as much working as the coal sells for the Main Coal is the
least expensive and the yard mine and Bone Coal will each have about the same profit- the
difference in the selling price being equal to the difference in the cost of working. It is however to be
remarked that the Bone coal may be ..
[Buddle-6-57]
…other seams, more particularly the Main Coal ought to be pursued to the utmost extent, what the
vend will admit of.
In my inspection of the workings I have not observed any extravagance in wages so the principal
objection which I can find to the system pursued is the trifling quantity of work done at the several
pits. I must therefore earnestly recommend the concentration of the work, and the letting of all the
surface operations as Browmen, Engine Drivers etc. by the ton. This I am confident will lessen the
expenses materially, at the same time it must be observed that the utmost stretch of economy
cannot compensate for the very reduced prices at which the coals are sold.
The following brief recapitulation states distinctly my opinion as to the line to be pursued in the
management of Water-house Colliery.
1. The opening through the Creep in the 5 feet seam to gain access to the whole Coal ought to
be completed as soon as possible.
2. The Stone Drift from the Main Coal Level to win the Bone Coal to be steadily pursued till
completed. The Pit ‘A’ to be bored and sunk in the meantime to facilitate this operation. A
Drowned Drift may be driven into the Main Coal Seam from the Engine Level, to meet the
bore hole in Pit ‘A’.
3. The winning of the five feet seam ought to cease, as soon as the present Walls are finished
but the narrow work should cease immediately.
4. The present winning of the Bone Coal should be dis=
[Buddle-6-58]
..continued as soon as the men can be stowed in the Yard Coal workings ‘B’ Pit.
5. The whole quantity of coals ought as soon as possible be wrought from two pits, as for
instance from the Bye pit in the Main Coal seam and from the B pit in the yard Mine until the
projected winning of the Bone Coal is amplified when wither the latter or the Yard C until
the projected new winning of the Bone Coal is completed, when under the latter or the Yard
Mine may be wrought to the utmost extent that the trade will admit of.

…..
I am aware that the plan here recommended of reducing the number of winnings to two may be
objected to on the grounds of the difficulty of getting the Collieries to acquiesce in it. But as no
objection on this ground has been stated to me which does not appear to be superable, I cannot
of course cancel my opinion on a point which is most decidedly for the benefit of the Collieries.
As the introduction of this system may however require some address and management, which
may subject the works to a temporary interruption, I should advise it to be done at any time
when the demand for coals is not brisk.
I do not know whether it is customary in this country to let the working of coals to respectable
people conversant in the management of collieries. But I am of the opinion that if the working of
the Water-house Colliery could be let to a person of this distinction who could undertake to
deliver the coals into the boats, at a certain price per ton taking upon…
[Buddle-6-59]
..himself the keeping and repairing of the machinery. Finding horses management of the Colliery etc.
that it would be advantageous to the proprietors in this case the attention of the Colliery Agent
would be merely directed to the proper conduct of the Undertaking, to prevent his injuring the mine
and to the sale of the coals. The economy of the working departments would be entirely with the
Undertaker.
J Buddle
[Buddle-6-60]
Lancaster Dec. 24 1813
Dear Sir,
Do you think it would be advisable in our Main Coal seam to have the Horse Road on the higher side
of the Creep, and to have the Road divert from there into the Bye Pit? It was mentioned that a Road
should be made through the Creep to connect the coal we are working with our present Horse Road.
There is a road from the Bye Pit directly up Brow, and that I should suppose might be made into a
Horse Road and save the expense of cutting through the Creep. I have not mentioned this idea to
Smith, not having been at the Colliery since you left.
I am
Dear Sir
Your obedient servant
Samuel Gregson

[Buddle-6-61]
Water-house Colliery Dec 31st 1813

…..
Gentlemen,
On investigating the several circumstances which affect the profits of the Water-house Colliery, I
cannot help noticing with some degree of surprise and regret that the principal cause which
operates against your interests arises from a certain want of cordiality amongst a few individuals and
not from any unfavourable circumstances in the Mine itself. The information which I have obtained
respecting the Collieries bordering on the Lancashire Canal, induces me to believe that their profits
do not sufficiently remunerate the proprietors for the Capital expended in their respective
establishments, which arises more from the comparatively lower selling price of these coals, than
from the high price of working them. It seems the more extraordinary that the selling price of the
coals should remain so low, when the limited number of colliery proprietors (who have the whole
trade to supply) are considered.- It seems to be a complete game at beggar my neighbour .
My surprise subsided in a great measure, on being informed that the managers at some of the
principal Collieries were allowed a premium on the number of tons sold yearly-not on the profits, if I
am rightly informed on this point and such a practice does really exist I don’t wonder that the price
of coals has been reduced from time to time, nor that it should still continue to be reduced, until
such an absurd practice is abolished. Under this system the interest of the Colliery Proprietors and
that of his agent are completely at variance as it is too much to expect of human nature that the
agent is to sacrifice…
[Buddle-6-62]
..his own interest to that of his employer. If an Agent is to be allowed any extra remuneration at all,
Over and above his yearly salary, it must surely be on the profits made not the quantity sold.
Where the selling price of the Coals is so obviously to low, I should not imagine that there could be
much difficulty amongst so few proprietors, in advancing it to a pro per standard say 2/6 or 3/- per
ton, and the same time the apertures of the Riddles should be lessened so as to reduce the quality of
Coals taken out to 2/3 or ½ of the present quantity this might be done without injuring the sale (
providing all the proprietors acted uniformly on the same principle) and could not fail to render the
Collieries much more profitable. The present time I should suppose to be very favourable for making
such an advance when the many factories and commerce of the County are reviving so rapidly. I
should by no means recommend such an advance as would bear the appearance of a monopoly but
merely to such an amount as would afford a fair and modest remuneration to the Mine holders.
If the proprietors could but once fairly understand each other on the main point, other salutary
measures relative to the economy of their Collieries might easily be adopted.
J. Buddle

[Buddle-6-63]
December 27th 1813

…..
Sir,
At the request of Mr Thomas I have examined the Hart Estate for the purpose of giving my opinion
as to the probability of finding Coal in the same.
On inspecting the surface and examining the Quarry in late Corner’s Farm as also the rocks on the
Sea Shore at Hartlepool, together with the account of the stratification bored there in 1807 and
1808 it appears very distinctly that a thick mass of Magnesian limestone covers the whole estate.
This mass of limestone is I am fully of opinion a continuation of the Cladon, Bowden, Piddington,
Harrington etc. under which the independent coal formation of the Newcastle and Sunderland
District of coal has not been pursued.
Although we have reason to believe that the independent Coal formation does pass under the
Limestone and that it may extend under the same as far as Hartlepool and even beyond it; yet the
Limestone is hostile to the Coal, as …
[Buddle-6-64]
..is ascertained by the fact of all the seams in the Newcastle & Sunderland District becoming
deteriorated as they approach the No. Western edge of the Limestone- this has been traced with
little interruption from South Shields to Ferryhill.
Recent geological investigations in the North of England show pretty clearly that the following is the
order of the Strata from the East Coast at Hartlepool to the Primitive Ridge of Old Red Sandstone at
Crofts Fell.
1st Magnesian Limestone
2nd Independent Coal Formations
3rd Blue Limestone with patches of coal, the lower part of which forms the Lead mine District
4th Red Sandstone (see the annexed section)
According to every appearance the Magnesian Limestone dips and consequently thickens in a So.
Eastern direction from its No. Western edge near Rainton & Hetton towards Hartlepool, and
therefore in perfection towards the sea coast near Hartlepool, it is but too clear that they may lie at
very great depth below the surface. This conclusion drawn from a due consideration...
[Buddle-6-65]
.. of the general law of the stratification of this District is strongly corroborated by the appearance of
the Rocks at Hartlepool, and all along the coast to Sunderland which is highly indicative of the
remoteness of the Coal. The stratification near to Hartlepool and in Hart Estate is very much
intersected with Slips or Dykes which makes it still more unfavourable for Coal Mining.
Notwithstanding the appearance of the stratification in Hart Estate is so very hostile to the presence
of coal yet when it is considered that in all probability the independent coal formation does not exist
in it, although at an extreme depth-that a supply of coal is wanted in the neighbourhood, and that

…..
the surface of the Country is highly favourable for colliery operations wither for inland or export
trade. There does appear to be strong grounds for settling all speculation on the subject at rest by
boring it to such a depth as will ascertain whether the coal does or does not exist within a
practicable distance from the surface.
The station of the former boring is decidedly the most eligible being so placed as to explore the
greatest depth at the least expense.
But as it seems impracticable to resume this boring on account of the bed of sand at which it was
stopped..
[Buddle-6-66]
.. in 1808 I should advise in the event of its being deemed expedient to make another boring, that
the hole should be bored in the Water level line of the strata, from the former boring, at a distance
of 800-1000 yards either in a S. West or N. East direction from the same as may be determined most
convenient in point of surface accommodation, and I should also recommend the boring to be
continued to the depth of 100 to 120 fathoms as I do not think it likely that a Boring of less depth
will ascertain anything satisfactory as to the existence of coal at a workable depth in this part of the
County.
J. Buddle
[Buddle-6-67]
Plan referred to in 6-63-6-66 above
[Buddle 6-68]
Hetton Colliery July 30 1813
Messrs. Buddle & Steele
Gentlemen,
As the new Pit at Hetton is now sunk to the Stone head, your opinion is requested by John Lyon esq.
for the purpose of determining the probable expense of completing the mining of the High Main
Coal there presuming the wagon way to join the Newbottle wagon way at Middle Herrington. Also it
is intended that the Pit should be connected in 2 coal pits and Engine pit 1 and should anything occur
to you in your investigations relative to the future sinking of the pit which you may think necessary
to observe you’ll have the goodness to suggest it in your report.
Thomas Fenwick
For
John Lyon esq.
[Buddle 6-69]

…..
… estimated to cost £33 each in making turntable, 16 workmen’s houses complete and 1 storehouse
together with 1 joiner’s shop, and shade and also Agent’ s house & office, stables for 25 horses and
sufficient Granary Room are ready at Hetton Town.
The principal apparatus & pumps for a Pumping engine with a 65 inch cylinder are already on the
premises, and also about 270 tons of Hay of the produce of 1812.
[Buddle-6-70]
Newcastle Aug 1813
In consequence of Mr Fenwick’s letter of the 30th we have commenced the intended Engine pit at
Hetton, as also the proposed line of wagon way from the Pit to Middle Herrington where it may join
Newbottle wagon way.-we have also taken into consideration such other matters connected with
the winning of Hetton colliery has enabled us to estimate the expense of winning the same and
placing it upon an establishment competent to supply a Vend of 30,000 chaldrons of Best Ship Coals
yearly.
We observe that the pit is sunk to the Stone head and secure through the Quick Sand. But the top of
the pit the foundations of the Engines are not yet finished.-Our estimate therefore includes the
expense of completing these operations.
To render the Pit capable of working 30,000 chaldrons of Best Ship Coal the shaft must be formed
into three separate divisions, two of which to occupied by the machinery for drawing coals.
[Buddle-6-71]
Our estimates include the expense of erecting a covered Shed or Staith near to the Ship’s Spouts
capable of holding 2,800 chaldrons of coals but although we consider this erection as an
indispensable accommodation after the Colliery is established in current coal work, it must be
optional with Mr Lyon whether to erect it before the winning is completed, or in the course of the
first or second year after the commencement of coal works.
J Buddle
E. Steele
[Buddle-6-72]
Estimate of the Expense of Completing the winning of Hetton Colliery belonging to John Lyon esq.
Completing the top of the Pit, including timbers nails workmanship
etc…………………………………………..£547 11 4
Sinking the Pit from the Stone head to the High Main Coal, including 3 fathoms of Sump- sinker’s
wages working for keeping the pumping Engine, finding leather, oil, tallow and coals. Also working
and keeping the winding engine during the time of sinking. Smith work, upholding the sinking gear,
gunpowder, candles and tin cartridges etc. 63 fathoms at £50. ………………£3,150 0 0
Tubbing and walling the shaft…………………………………………………………………………………………….£2,350 0 0

…..
Bratticing the Pit from the top of the Pully Frame, to the bottom of the Engine sump……..£1,554 17 4
Erecting the Pumping Engine, including the piling of the foundation, masonry etc. together with the
digging of the Ponds, Shear Leggs, Crabs,Pumps,Spears etc. etc…………………………………………£5,500 0 0
Deduct materials already purchased…………………………………………………………………………………£2,684 10 0

£2,815 10 0
Forward…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………£10,417 18 8
[Buddle 6-73]
Brought Forward…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..£10,417 8 8
Erecting the winding engine, hooks ropes and chains…………………………………………………..£3,372 10 0
Building the Heap Stead level Ling & paving Ditto tram way to the screens etc……………£275 0 0
Wagon way preparing ground laying with cast iron, fencing & ballasting, leading materials, dunnage
of ground etc. 3 miles 1000 yards……………………………………………………………………………….£8,563 12 81/2
Two ship Spouts………………………………………………………………………………………………………….£1,200 0 0
Wagon way from Mr. Mesham’s way to the Spouts, with batteries
for the On-gate and Off-gate………………………………………………………………………………………£800 0 0
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………£2,000 0 0
Staith complete to hold 2800 chaldrons of coals…………………………………………………………£6,165 10 0
Wagon way branch in the Heap stead………………………………………………………………………….£360 0 0
Inclined plane Engine and machinery, including ropes, rollers and chains……………………£1,716 16 0
Labourage of every description including the keep of draught, Crab and horses during the time of
winning the Colliery……………………………………………………………………………………………………..£1,500 0 0
Forward……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….£34,371 7 41/2
[Buddle-6-75]
September 29th 1813
Valuation of the Coal in the Kip Hill Estate belonging to the executors of the late Thomas Lawson esq.
Freehold contains 99 acres 0 roods 21 pecks
Contains following seams
Main Coal …….. 5 feet 4 in.

…..
Hutton seam……4 feet 3 in.
Low Main………..4 feet 1 in.
All the 5/4 seam wrought off in the Main Coal viz.-by the 8th Pit on the North or Dip side of the Gill
Pit Dyke………………………………………….. A R P
6 2 17
By the Damp Pit…………………………….. 2 2 0
Lost by the Gill Pit Dyke & Bad Coal…..7 3 12
Total content

A R P
99 0 21

Deduct

16 3 29

Leaves entire in the Main Coal……………82 0 32
Say 82 Acres
[Buddle-6-76]
The Hutton Seam of the Lower Main are whole and the only deduction is for the loss by the Gill pit
Dyke.
7 3 12 leaves 91 1 9
But say 91 acres
PRODUCE OF SEAMS
Main Coal 4ft 8 ins thick
4 8 40
2 4 20
2 6 8
-------------7 5 28
---------------2,509 chaldrons 70 acres total content
Winnings 71/2 yards- 4 Bord- 31/2 Wall- Walls holed at 25 yards.
The Boards are driven 3 yards up 11/2 wide and then laid out-They are also drawn in narrow 2 yards
before they reach the Pillars.

…..
(Plan attached with dimensions of workings and calculations)
[Buddle-6-77]
Then 2509 x 51 = 1279.59 say 1280 chaldrons obtained by first working
First working 1280 chaldrons
Left in Pillars 1229
½ of Pillars may be wrought……..614+1280= 1894 chaldrons
Total produce per Acre
Deduct 1/6 for Small ……………..315
Neat ship coals………………………..1579
………………………………………………..82 Acres
………………………………………………..3158
Chaldrons…………………………………12632 {tons 7062}
440 Bolls per ton =1833……………129478
In round numbers 7,000 tons
Hetton Seam 4ft 3 ins
…………………………………………………4840
…………………………………………………1613.33
…………………………………………………..403.33
………………………………………………….6856.66
Contains……………………………………22855 chaldrons per acre
Supposing 2/3 to be obtained}
¼ small}
…………………………………………………761.8
………………………………………………..1523.7
………………………………………………… 380.9
…………………………………………………1142.8 per acre ship coal
………………………………………………………91

…..
……………………………………………………1142
…………………………………………………..10218
…………………………………………………..103922
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4840
1613.33
403.33
6856.66
Contains 22,855 chaldrons per acre
Supposing 2/3 to be obtained ¼ Small
761.8
1523.7
380.9
1142.8 per acre ship coal
91
1142
103922
18333 103922 (5668 tons
Say 5,600 tons
Low main 4ft 6 ins thick
4840
161.33
134
6587=2195 chaldrons per acre
2/3 to be obtained
732
1463 chaldrons per acre obtained

…..
365
1098
91
1098
9882
18.33 99918 (5450 tons
Quantities collect
Main Coal 7000 tons
Hutton Seam 5600
Low Main 5400
Supposing the annual vend to be 550 tons
Duration Main Coal 7000/550= 123/4 years
Hutton Seam 5600/550 =10 years
[Buddle-6-79]
Low Main 5400/ 550= 93/4 years
Rents
Main coal 550 @ 18/- £495 per year
Hutton Coal 550 @ 14/- £386
Low Main 550 @ 16/- £440
Value of Main Coal supposing the working of the main Coal to commence 12 months hence, and
allowing a purchaser 8% - an annuity of £495 for 123/4 years to commence 12 months hence is worth
7.233 years purchase or £3580 6 8.
As the Hutton Seam is not likely to be wrought for nearly a century, its value may be considered as
merely nominal.
From the quantity of coal in Beamish Colliery, together with the Kip Hill estate, it will be about 45}
years before the working of the Low Main seam commences. The rental must therefore be}£36 6 8
considered as an annuity in reversion to commence 45 years hence, which at 10% is worth .08275}
years purchase £3616 13 4

[Buddle-6-80]

…..
Beamish Colliery Sept. 29th 1813
We have this day estimated the value of the lessor’s interest in the Seams of coal which remain
unwrought in the Kip Hall estate and considering it as combined with the future management of
Beamish Colliery, are of the opinion that it is worth £3,600 to the proprietors of the latter.
As we consider the above to be the fair worth of the mine to the proprietor of Beamish Colliery-if it
can be purchased for a less sum, it may be considered as being bought, at so much below its real
value.
J Buddle
T Fenwick
[Buddle-6-81]
Team Colliery January 14th 1814
Messrs, Buddle & Hall
Gentlemen,
You are requested by Sir Thomas Henry Liddell Bart. The lessor and Wm. Burdon esq. the lessee of
Team Colliery to examine the state of the said Colliery and give your answers to the following
questions viz.Query 1st After perusing the Lease and plans of the Colliery and ascertaining the quality texture and
the quantity remaining unwrought to each of the three merchantable seams of coal viz. the Yard
Coal Top Coal and Low Main seams and particularly how far they are freed from water by the
present winning, your opinion is requested as to what proportion of the annual quantity should be
taken from each of the above three seams of coal during the unexpired period of Mr Burdon’s Lease
so as to work the Colliery in a fair and proper manner and thereby preventing any future loss of
mine?
Query 2nd Have the workings in each of the aforementioned seams of coal been made and carried
forward….
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… in a proper and regular manner with respect to the breadth of the Boards thickness of the walls
and length of the Pillars.
Query 3rd During the course of your examination of the premises should anything occur to you
conducive to the general good of the concern you are earnestly solicited to point out the same
without reserve.
Edward Steel

[Buddle 6-83]

…..
Team Colliery January 28th 1814
In compliance with the annexed request we the undersigned have examined the Plans of the
Workings in the several seams of this Colliery.- we have also viewed the working of the Top Coal
Seam in the Street Pit, and we have likewise investigated such other circumstances relative to this
Colliery and the mode of conducting it as were necessary to enable us to answer the several
questions now submitted to our consideration.Answer to Query 1st As to the extent that the working seams are drained by the present winning-We
find that the main water level drift extending from the Engine pit to the Amity Pit and from thence in
a S. Easterly direction to the Eastern boundary of the estate adjoining Eighteen Banks, lays dry the
Yard Coal Seam, throughout nearly the whole extent of the Colliery, so that the whole of this seam
may be considered as effectually drained by the present winning.
The whole of the Top Coal Seam except about 360 acres is also won by the same means, but only a
very small part of the Low Main Coal is won by those…
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…means- the water produced in the present workings of that Seam being drawn by buckets to the
level of the pumping engine.- We beg however to remark that the above observations apply solely to
that part of the Colliery situated on the South side of the 8 Fathom Dyke. The coal on the North side
of that Dyke being all worked off.
2ndly. As to the proportion of the workings to be supplied from each seam, we do not on perusing
the lease of the Colliery, find anything therein expressed for our government, but on estimating the
quantity of coal yet remaining unwrought in each seam ( see the annexed statement) we are of
opinion that under existing prospects and circumstances of the Coal trade the lessees ought to work
during the present year-1814 two thirds of his quantity of the Low Main seam; and the remaining
one third from the Yard and Top Coal seams.
We cannot however with propriety in the present uncertain state of public affairs undertake to
name the proportion which it may be expedient to work from each seam respectively during the last
three years of the term.Answer to Query 2nd. The present workings of the Top Coal…
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…Low Main seam are certainly conducted with regularity and judgement as to the Breadth of the
Boards etc. we think the quantity of coal taken away in the first working in each of these so far
proper, but we recommend as the working in the Low Main seam advances Eastwards and
consequently gain a greater thickness of cover from the rise of surface and dip of seam, that an
increase of 2 yards be given to the winnings making them 14 yards viz. 4 yards to be taken away for
the Board and 10 left for the Pillar- by this means we think a more effectual working of the Pillars
will be ensured afterwards.Answer to Query 3rd During our investigation of the state of the Colliery it has come to our
knowledge, that all the late working of the Chance pit, and also a considerable part of the workings

…..
of the late Green Pit in the Low Main coal seam are filled with water- the accumulation of water
has taken place in consequence of the drawing of the feeders from this seam having been
suspended, since the working of coals in these pits has been discontinued, and we conceive that the
Pillars will be injured, should this accumulated water be suffered to remain we advise that measures
be speedily adopted, not only for draining the water now lodged in the waste, but also the prevent
further accumulations in future- this of course must be at the expense of the lessee and may we
think be most easily accomplished by….
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.. sinking Amity Pit to the Low Main Seams and placing an engine on the same capable of working a
12 inch pump from the Low Main seam to the main water level drift commencing with the pumping
engine.
When this is effected a Drift may easily be made by which the water in the Green Pit waste may be
drawn off. In the mean time we recommend that the spare power of the pumping apparatus now
fixing at the Betty Pit for draining the water from the Low Main coal be applied to the draining of the
Chance Pit waste as a communication between the workings of these two pits can be made in the
coal at a small expense.
Quantity of Merchantable Coal estimated to be remaining unwrought in the Team Colliery
Yard Coal Seam……………….453492
Top Coal Seam………………..625282
Low Main Coal Seam………110647
Total……………………………….2187.421 chaldrons
J Buddle
G Hill
[Buddle-6-87]
Wallsend Colliery January 1814
In compliance with the request of Sir Henry Lawson Bt. Conveyed by George Silverton esq. I have
investigated the situation of Byker Colliery, and availed myself of all the information I could possibly
gain respecting the same, to enable to develop the real situation of that mine, as it stands at this
time. And although I have not been able to find any plans or written documents describing the old
workings, I flatter myself that the information I have gained together with my own local knowledge
of the adjoining collieries is sufficiently accurate for my present purpose.
The Royalty at Byker belonging to Sir Henry Lawson Bt. – called Byker Colliery is in two divisions
separated by a narrow tract of Royalty belonging to Sir M. White Ridley Bart. –the North Division
bordering on the Ouseburn contains I am informed about 192 acres- the South Division bordering on
the River Tyne contains about 210 acres.

…..
Both divisions contain the following….
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1st High Main Seam
2nd Metal Coal
3rd Stone Coal
4th yard Coal
5th Bensham Seam
6th Six Quarter Seam
7th Five Quarter Seam
8th Low Main Seam
Of the above none have hitherto been deemed workable except the High and Low Main Seams.
The Bensham Seam is said to be of good quality, but is too thin to be wrought to profit at this time.
The High Main Seam has with the exception of the Red Lane Barrier and a small tract under the Barn
Close, adjoining to Heaton has been wrought off through the whole Royalty by several successive
Lessees at different Periods. And that part of the Low Main Seam under Mr Hunter’s farm, was
wrought some years ago by the late owners of Walker Colliery to the extent of about 100 acres.
The High Main Seam was wrought…
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…off formerly in the South Division and as far East in the North Division as Red lane but by whom it
was wrought I am not informed-these old workings have been drowned up to the Tyne level for
many years.
A subsequent working of the East part of the North Division was made I am informed by the late
Alderman Ridley, in the High Main Coal all of which was wrought off in the whole mine, by him, and
afterwards by the late J. Hunter and parts in the pillars as far West as to the Red Lane leaving a
barrier of 80 to 100 yards in breadth to dam out the water in the ancient workings-this Barrier was
called the Red lane Barrier.
After this part of the High Main Coal was wrought off the Colliery seems to have lain dormant for
some time until the owners of Walker Colliery opened out the Low Main coal by sinking the Delight
pit down to it.
These gentlemen wrought the Low Main coal to the extent already described had not been able to
work it to profit, they relinquished the undertaking, the colliery was again abandoned, and the
Delight pit was filled up.
The Colliery has been dormant…

…..
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…several years when Mr Chapman & Co. took it with a view it is said to work the Red lane barrier.
They commenced the sinking of a new pit upon the Barrier, as they supposed but afterwards having
reason to believe they were mistaken in the point of the Barrier and being discouraged by the
general prospects of the concern, they abandoned the enterprise.
The Colliery did not however long remain dormant as the House of Harrison, Cook & Co. took a lease
of the Royalty soon afterwards, with the same view as Chapman & co. had entertained
They opened out the Delight pit, sent a passage through the old Crept Working in the High Main
Seam, to the Red lane Barrier.
They hoped to be able to work the Barrier together with any remaining Pillars that might be met in
the ancient Waste to the Westward of the Red Lane Barrier by letter off the water through it into
Alderman Ridley’s old workings from whence they expected it would find its way into the Walker
Colliery. In this however they were mistaken as the water did not find a passage into Walker’s
Colliery and they were obliged to stop up the holes which they had bored through to the Red Lane…
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…Barrier to avoid being drowned out of the Delight Pit themselves.
Just about the time this failed the House of Harrison Cook & Co. failed and the Colliery was carried
on for a short time by the assignees. In exploring the old workings to the S. & W. of the Delight Pit a
few acres of whole coal was discovered adjoin Heaton Colliery which had been rendered inaccessible
to the old People by the Whin Dyke-see the accompanying sketch-it was a part of this small tract of
coal which enable the assignees to carry on the Colliery for a short time after the bankruptcy took
place.
Soon after Harrison & Co. assignees gave up the Colliery, the owners of Heaton obtained permission
to work such parts of the remaining coal as they might be able to obtain by outstroke from Heaton
on paying a Pentale (?) rent of 35s for every ten of coals that they should work out of the High Main
Coal but they were limited from extending their workings beyond the Whin Dyke.
The late demise to Messrs. Straker and….
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..Taylor attends only two parts of the Division of the Royalty, which from some old accounts seems
to have been formerly wrought as a separate colliery, under the name of Arkley Dean Colliery.
Messrs, Straker and Taylor have made their winning, near to the Ouseburn at the full rise of the
Colliery-see the annexed profile, with the intention to drain the old waste as far as the dip on their
east level boundary by a Cross Level Drift from the Engine Pit. Mr Straker informs me that his object
in this proceeding, is, to find any Main Coal Pillars that the old People may have left, and to drain the
same seam in the Red Barnes by drifting through under the Ouseburn from his Engine pit-his whole
expectancy in the Red Barnes is about 8 or 9 acres.

…..
I am apprehensive that Mr Straker will be disappointed, in his expectations of meeting with any
Pillars of coal left by the old People, which will pay the expenses of working; but he places great
confidence in some old reports in his possession, which give him great reason to believe that a
considerable quantity of coal has been formerly left, and he may be able to work it to advantage by
the present winning- this is the reason which induces him, at…
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.. this time to apply for an extension of territory.As I cannot but consider Mr. Straker’s hopes of success in obtaining Coal from the old Pillars, as
founded upon the most uncertain grounds, are that he has already expended a considerable sum of
money in searching for it. I feel no difficulty in recommending a compliance with the terms which he
has offered for an extension of Boundaries.
I must however remark that I cannot by any means recommend an extension of boundary up “to the
whole extent of the Byker Royalty” as requested in Mr Straker’s letter of the 22nd December last, as I
am of opinion that Mr Straker and his partner may be accommodated to the fuller extent that can be
useful to or necessary for them to occupy without looking into the whole Royalty under one lease to
parties who in my opinion will never be able to pursue the working of the Mine on an extended
scale.
I should therefore recommend that Messrs. Straker and Taylor’s Boundary should not be extended
beyond the Whin Dyke to the eastward nor to the south…
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..Division of the Royalty which adjoins the River Tyne (see the sketch which accompanies this
report.This part of the North Division of the Royalty in the High Main Coal lying on the East side of the Whin
Dyke; is already demised to the Lessees of Heaton Colliery, and has been partially wrought by them.
They are now erecting a powerful Engine, with which they will endeavour to draw off the drowned
Waste of Byker Colliery West of the Red lane Barrier, and should they succeed they will not only be
enabled to work the remaining coal on the East side of the Whin Dyke, this will of course greatly
facilitate Mr Straker’s proceedings and may eventually save him the expense of working his Engine.
Although the South Division of Byker Royalty (coloured yellow on the accompanying sketch) is of too
limited an extent for a separate winning of itself. It may in my opinion be considered a complete Key
to the corporation’s coal, and that of Sir M. Ridley’s…
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… as well as to Birdsnest & St Anthony’s Lane therefore the more disposed to recommend its being
reserved o the present occasion as I have no doubt that it will be at a future period ( perhaps not
very distant) let conveniently with them on advantageous terms; as all the Royalties together will
form the proper extent for a Colliery in the lower seams, but separately they are too small for that
purpose.

…..
To conclude, I should rather consider the compliance with Mr Straker’s request, as an extension of
the Ouseburn Colliery than a letting of the Byker Royalty, and would prefer granting him the increase
of Boundary above described even without any advance of certain Rent, to a demise of the whole
Royalty, to have on almost any terms.
J Buddle
[Buddle-6-96]
Consists of a plan or profile of the area covered in the above report
[Buddle-6-97]
Manor Wallsend April 20th 1814
Messrs. Buddle & Watson
Gentlemen,
An attempt to extract the coal in the East part of the Boundary of Manor Wallsend Colliery by boring
having failed, it is supposed that the advanced state of the workings in the present Pit will not admit
of that delay in commencing to sink another Pit, which to wait the result of a fresh boring, will
necessarily take place- You are therefore requested to consider the probable state and quantity of
the coal in this part of the property, and to give an opinion whether with you present information on
these Points, you are satisfied that the Lessee will be justified in commencing without further delay,
be pleased to estimate the expense and time of completing a Pit to the coal in an eligible situation
and of laying a W. way to connect the Pit with the present staith; but should you think the existence
or state of the coal at all doubtful be pleased to point out what means you would recommend to be
adopted to ascertain the real state of this part of the mine.You are also requested to state whether in your mind, a working of the Pillars in the present pit be
practicable or likely to be attended with success, and if so, in what part of the mine the attempt
should be made and whether a partial or general working of the Pillars should be attempted.
I am gentlemen etc.
Geo. Hill
[Buddle-6-98]
Newcastle May 6th 1814
We the undersigned having taken into consideration all the circumstances stated in Mr. Hills’s
request relative to the Manor Wallsend Colliery and having availed ourselves of our own local
knowledge of this as well as the adjoining Collieries we are of the opinion that the state and quantity
of the Coal are such in the N. East part of the property, as fully to warrant us recommending the
proprietors to commence the sinking of a new Pit whenever they may think it expedient without
further delay or expense in boring.

…..
The most eligible solution for a new Pit appears to us to be in Mr Oyston’s Field at about 130 yards
to the N. West of Mr. Ogle’s Farmhouse, in a line bearing about S.55 East from the present Pit.
This Pit we conceive may be sunk in 15 to eighteen months, and will cost including the Pumping
Engine Machinery, Wagon Way and the necessary buildings and stock of Horses ( see the annexed
estimate).
With regard to the working of the Pillars in the present Pit we do not apprehend that any material
difficulty will attend carrying the measure into effect, and we advise a general in preference to a
partial working. The most eligible…
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..situation for commencing the working of the Pillars is in our opinion to the dip or N.West of the Pit
where a detached district may be prepared for the purpose, separated by proper Barriers rest of the
Working.
Expense of Making a New Winning at Manor Waterhouse Colliery}
Sinking the Pit from the surface to the seam, say 59 Fathoms and}
Fathoms of sump 62 fathoms in all, together with 84 yards of water}
Level Stone drift out of the Sump}…………………………………………………..

£3056 0 0

Working the Engine and Machinery during the time of sinking
Including the expense of leading coals and materials………………………

£593 0 0

Shaft Brattice…………………………………………………………………………………..

£708 0 0

Finding pack of Crab Horses while sinking & also cartage of all
Materials etc…………………………………………………………………………………..

£399 15 0

The Pumping Engine complete to be built in a Stone House……………

£4100 0 0

A Winding Engine…………………………………………………………………………….

£1400 0 0

Heap Head Screens etc……………………………………………………………………

£200 0 0

Wagon Way with sidings and branches…………………………………………..

£1550 0 0

Ropes……………………………………………………………………………………………..

£405 0 0

Forward…………………………………………………………………………………………….. £12412
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Brought Forward …………………………………………………………………………….£12412
Buildings viz. two dwelling houses, Smiths shops, joiners shop,}

…..
Saw pit, Boiler plate, Furnaces and sinking lodge}……………………………..£250
Sinking gear…………………………………………………………………………………………£21
Upholding ditto while sinking………………………………………………………………£55………………..£76
Finding sinking corves…………………………………………………………………………£645
Repairing the gin…………………………………………………………………………………..£30
£12813
Four horses……………………………………………………………………………………………£160
£12973
Dedicated value of the Pumps belonging to Gateshead Park Engine….£400
£12573
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Report of West Wemys’s Colliery
This colliery contains an extensive Field of Coal which comprises the following seams
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Wall Coal Fath……… Crop………..2.6
Barn Craig 13…………………………….4.9
Cockstwill (upper) 17………………..2.3
Ditto (under) 4…………………………..3.0
Den Coal 9………………………………….2.2
Chemiss 17………………………………….10.6
Bush Coal 10…………………………………3.7
Wood Coal (suppd.) 25…………………2.6
Parrot Ditto 27……………………………..1.6
Bow-house ditto 15………………………6.6
Branson ditto 7……………………………..4.0
Coal More 9………………………………….2.6
Coal Mengee 12……………………………2.6
Dysat Coal 55…………………………………24.0
190

72.3
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The Crop of all the above Seams which are workable have been wrought off formerly by virtue of Sea
Level as deep as the Branxton Seam, which is won by an Engine at West Wemyss to the depth of 40
faths. Below the level of the sea. The water level below the Engine pit at West Wemyss runs in a
North East direction and extends about two miles; the breast of coal in the Chemiss Seam, from the

…..
present Engine level to the former Sea Level is wrought off as far as East Newton, where the seam is
interrupted and rendered unworkable by a cut-off or Trouble-see Plan Pa. 235.
At present there are two working pits in the Chemiss Seam viz., the dip and crop E. Newton Pits but
from the seam being cut off from the Northwards by the Trouble, there is scarcely coal enough
remaining to keep them in work in the Chemiss seam for two years. An exploring mine has been
driven for about 130 yards into the Trouble, but from the appearance of the stratification through
which it has passed, I am satisfied no more coal will be met with in that direction which will pay the
expense of winning it. This being the case it becomes necessary to devise some plan or other to
obtain a permanent supply of Coal to enable the Colliery…
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…to furnish its regular yearly Vend.
It is supposed that a tract of the Chemyss’s Seam may probably remain unwrought to the S. West of
the Engine pit; to ascertain which General Wemys’s has very properly ordered the Reservoir Pit to be
cleared out. But as the result of this operation is uncertain, prudence requires that some more
efficient plan should be resorted to.
From the rapid dip of the stratification under the Sea, the making of an effective winning in the
Chemyss Seam, would require a larger expenditure of money than the finances of the concern will at
present warrant.
It is therefore necessary under the existing circumstances, to endeavour to adopt such measures, as
will insure an ample supply of Coals, without incurring more expenses than the profit of the Colliery
will defray in a short time.As an effectual winning of the Cheymss Seam cannot with propriety be made at this time for the
measures above stated we must endeavour to adopt such a plan for obtaining an additional supply
of Coals as our limited means will permit.
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On weighing the subject thoroughly, I am persuaded that the most eligible plan, is to increase the
power of the present pumping Engine at the Wemys’s as will be afterward stated, and to sink the
Engine and Reservoir Pit 10 fathoms below the Bush Seam. A cross level Stone mine must then be
carried to the full rise of the Colliery ‘till it cuts successfully the Bow-house and Branxton Seams.
When these measures are accomplished an ample field of Coal will be laid open for a great number
of years in the above Seams.A cross level Stone Mine may also be driven from the Engine pit to the full dip of the Colliery until it
cuts the Chemis’s seam, which will be at about the distance of 80 fathoms. This will win a Breast of
upwards of 80 Fathoms in that Seam.
A winding Engine of 5 or 6 Horses power may be placed at the bottom of the Engine or Reservoir Pit,
as may appear most convenient for drawing the Coals up the Bank from the winning to the bottom
of the Pit up which they are to be drawn by the Gig.

…..
Either or both of these plans if carried into execution without delay may be accomplished by the
time the Chemiss Seam is wrought out at East Newton. I should then recommend the whole of the
Colliery business with the…
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..inspection of the Colliery for the Method pans to be concentrated at Mr. Wemys’s. in this case the
Wagon Way to E. Newton together with the whole establishment of Wagons, Horses, etc. may be
dispensed with, as the Coals may be conveyed from the forehead of the winnings to the Pans and
into the ships in the tubs into which they were put by the Colliers. This will necessarily produce a
considerable saving of manual labour and also prevent the breaking of coals.
When the workings from this winning come to be extended, the Railways may be constructed as to
render the conveyance of the coal underground nearly as cheap as on the surface, by which the
sinking of Pits in the park may be avoided.
The first step towards carrying the Plan here recommended into effect is to repair the Pumping
Engine thoroughly, and to increase the powers to such an extent as to give security to the
underground operations. For this purpose a new cylinder of 641/2 ins. must be procured, it must be
cast with a flange and steam nozzle at the top as well as at the bottom , so that in case of need it
may be made double powered. It must be made of sufficient length to allow a 7 feet stroke in the
pump.
It seems that the present Engine has 20 hours work per day with a 121/2 in. pump going 6-8 feet…
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Strokes Per Minute}
Which is per day reckoning all the 24 hours about} Gallons 208 per minute}
The feeder as measure in the Reservoir Pit is….} 24
Total feeders at……………………………………………………232 per min.
It is proposed to increase the power of the engine so as to work a 14 inch pump 10-7 feet strokes
per minute from the present Engine level in the Chemiss Seam, and a 121/2 inch pump from the
depth of 20 Fathoms below the same.The power of the Engine when thus increased will draw with the 14 inch pump 457 gallons per
minute, which is 225 gallons per minute more than the whole of the present feeder, and will it is
presumed give ample security to the Colliery.The undermentioned materials will be required to give the necessary increase of power to the
Engine viz. a new cylinder with communication pipes, steam nozzle, valves etc. 2 new main chains,
221/2 fathoms of 141/2 or 15 inch pumps with a 14 inch working Barrel for the middle set 60 Fathoms
of Spears with iron work complete- a new feed Boiler….
[Buddle-6-107]

…..
Ironwork and repair to the beam-workmanship, masonry, loading materials etc. will cost £1150
Expense of winning the Bush, Bowhouse and Branxston seams viz. Sinking the Engine pit including
keeping of the Engine during the time of sinking 20 fathoms at £12}£240
Sinking Reservoir pit 26 Fathoms at £12}
Boring ditto £20}
36 Fathoms of Stone Mine from the Engine to the Reservoir Pit at £5} £180
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..£600
48 fathom of Stone mine from the Reservoir pit to access the Bow House seam at £5.. £715
Sinking and boring Pit No2 at £6…………………………………………………………………………………..£394
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………£1095
Removing a Gig from East Newton to Wemyss making Pit Heap laying railway to the Pans and
Harbour with inclined planes machinery and ropes……………………………………………………….£701
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. £951
Engine brought forward…………………………………………………………………………………………………£1100
Total of winning the Bush Bow House and Branxton Seams…………………………………………. £3750
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Expense of winning 82 Fathoms of Breast in the Chemiss Seam.Sinking the Engine and Reservoir pits and driving the Stone Mine between them} £600
Removing the Gig from W. Wemys’s making Heap Stead, laying Railways etc.} £450
82 Fathoms of coal mine in the Chemiss Seam from the Engine pit to cut the Stone mine, say double
drift @20/-} £82
Putting down braces from the Chemiss to the Stone Mine} £18
Winding Engine Underground to draw the Coals up from the dip} £650
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… £2200
Increasing the power of the Engine…………………………………………… £1100
……………………………………………………………………………………………………£3300
Thus it appears that 82 Fa. Of Breast in the Chemiss Seam may be won for £3300, and that an
immense tract of the Bush Bow-house and Branxton Seams may be won for £3750
To carry both plans into execution would cost…

…..
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…£4850. It is therefore with Genl. Wemys’s to decide whether to carry both plans into effect or only
one, and which of them.
In the above estimate the expense of sinking a Pit No.2 is included but I am not satisfied of the
necessity of sinking this Pit, as according to the System of undermentioned conveyance
recommended in the former part of this Report, the pit No.2 as well as the inclined Plane may be
dispensed with.
No deduction is made from the estimate for the sum which the Wagon horses etc. may sell for,
when the projected mining is completed and the Colliery establishment removed from East Newton.
J Buddle
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Quest. 1st In what state is the Mine at Felling generally?
Ans. We find the Mine at Felling is in a safe working state, and the air course good.
2nd What state is the Waste?
Ans. The waste is in a fair travelling state, and although subject to falling may be kept thoroughly
open by an adequate number of Wastemen.
3rd Do you recommend the Furnace to be kept above ground or below?
Ans. We recommend that the furnace be kept at the bottom of the Pit.
4th Is the supply of atmosphere air sufficient for the through ventilation of every part of the mine?
Ans. The air course when we observed it was perfectly sufficient for the thorough ventilation of the
Mine the current being upward of 900 (?) per minute.
5th Were the times of visiting the Waste, and the mode of travelling it according to the Plan for
merely arranged sufficient in your judgement or do you recommend any…
Ans. The time of visiting the waste and mode of travelling it, as formerly arranged was as it appears
to us from perusing the Wastemen’s journal, sufficient, and in our opinion the working Waste being
gone completely through once a week, and the Old…
[Buddle-6-111]
5 ….alteration or what?
….Waste once in fourteen days, will be sufficient to ensure the complete ventilation of every part of
the mine. The only deviation which we recommend from the former system is that the Waste should
be travelled with Candles instead of Mills.
6 Were the number of men employed in the Waste sufficient for the performance of the above
duties or do you recommend any augmentation and to what extent?

…..
Ans. We are of opinion that the present establishment of Wastemen is sufficient for the
performance of the regular duty of the Waste. Wherever extra duty occurs, an additional number of
men may be sent to their assistance.
7 What is your opinion of the cause which led to the late unfortunate accident?
Ans At present we do not find any visible cause existing in the working to enable us to account
satisfactorily for the late accident and the account given of the state of the Waste, and the strict
orders issued respecting the keeping of the Furnace immediately before the accident happened
render it still more mysterious. It is evident that the accident could only happen from the ignition of
an accumulated body of inflammable Gas but how….
[Buddle-6-112]
… this accumulation of Gas would take place unobserved under the cautious system of management
practised both in the Wastemen’s and Overmen’s departments of the mine it is to us inexplicable.
On examining the Back West Mothergate Drift we observe a high fallen excavation in the fissure of
the Trouble from which a considerable quantity of water has been discharged. This is to be
remarked an entirely new feature in the Colliery as every other part of the workings is perfectly dry.
We must further remark that this excavation has every appearance of the orifice of an exhausted
Blower. It is not therefore improbable that the incident may have been occasioned by a Bag of
Foulness bursting off from the fissure of the Trouble and overpowering the air course on the
Mothergate. This is the more likely as there is every appearance of the fire having taken place in the
vicinity of the Crane which stood in the Mothergate at about 130 yards from the Trouble.
[Buddle-6-113]
8th After weighing the information you may receive respecting the Colliery at felling is it your
opinion that it can be carried on with any reasonable prospect of security to the men and advantage
to the owners?
8th Ans. We do not observe anything in the working of this Colliery to render it more hazardous than
ordinary and well conducted the system of ventilation and discipline established well calculated to
give as ample security to the Workmen, as the general nature of the Coal working will admit of; we
are likewise of opinion that there is a reasonable prospect of the Colliery being carried on with
advantage to the proprietor provided a fair vend, and an adequate price for the coals .
9th Is the late and present establishment of Overmen and Deputies sufficient for conducting the
working with ordinary safety and regularity? If you recommend an enlargement to what extent.9th Ans. The late and present establishment of Overmen and Deputies is we conceive to be quite
sufficient for the performance of the duty of the Colliery…
[Buddle-6-114]
REPORT ON STANLEY COLLIERY
It appears that a Lease of this Colliery was granted by a Lord Widdrington to Lord Ravensworth and
parts in 1754 for 63 years, which expires in 1816 and a reversionary Lease was also granted by Mr.

…..
Langdale from Lord Widdrington’s death in 1774 for the same term – this lease expires in 1837. The
terms of the lease are.£300 a year certain of rent for 4281/3 tons of Coals-each ton to consist of 22-19 Boll wagons or 418
bolls to the ton and 14/-. Ten to be paid for all Coals wrought and led away over the stipulated
quantity of 4281/3 tons.
[Buddle-6-115]
From the last information I can obtain the extent of the Field of Coal in Stanley Estate appears to be
about 400 acres; and contains the following seams viz.1st The Shield Rows. This seam is about 4ft 9 ins thick a band of stone in its middle- it remains entire
but is of inferior quality and lies from 15-20 fathoms below the surface.
2nd the five Quarter Coal or Hard Coal Seam lies 15 fathoms below the Shield Row seam is about 4ft
6 ins. Thick including 1 ft. 6 ins of Splint Coal at the bottom. The whole of this seam is wrought off
except a few acres in the South East part of the estate. Towards its crop where the coal is of inferior
quality.
3rd The High Main Coal or Brass Thill Seam lies about 10 fathoms below the Five quarter Seam is
about 4ft 8 ins thick-this seam is of tolerable quality and remains entire.
4th The Low Main Coal lies about…
[Buddle-6-116]
…32 Fathoms below the High Main Coal, it is supposed to be 4 feet thick (not having yet been
explored by boring) but of inferior quality similar to that which it was found in adjacent colliery of
Beamish.
5th The Hutton Seam lies about 5 Fathoms below the Low main coal-it has never been wrought
but is supposed to be about 4 feet thick, and of better quality the Low Main-for so it is found in
Beamish Colliery. Stanley Colliery is won or drained by a free water level in the High Main Coal
Seam-this level discharges into the Beamish Burn-it passes through Beamish colliery into Stanley
for which the Lessees of Stanley pay a water course rent of £300 a year.
There are 22 Pits in all in Stanley Colliery 3 of which are only sunk to the High Main Seam viz. the
First Pit –the Charlotte and Jane. The other 10 pits were only sunk to the 5 Quarter Coal. The
first pit wrought a few Coals out…
[Buddle-6-117]
…of the High main Seam but the Charlotte and Jane were merely sunk down to it, to facilitate
the extension of the Water Course drift.
No coals have been wrought out of Stanley Colliery since May 1792 so that in May next the
Lessees will have paid or accounted for 23 years or £6,900 of Rent for which the y have not
wrought any coals,-

…..
The coals were led to the River Tyne through the following groundsMr Davidson’s South Moor}
Mr Lawton’s Hill Top}
West Shield Row}
East …ditto}
Mr Davidson’s South Moor}
Mr Dawson’s Kip Mill to Red Cabbin}……………………. 1 mile 311 yards
Mr Davidson}
Middle Cawsey}
Claverings}
Sir Thomas H. Liddle’s Burdos Moor to Bowes Bridge}………….. 2 miles 100 yards
Ditto to Staith}
Willamson and Hardings proper}……………………………….3 miles 1109 yards
Total length of lead…………………………………………………..7 miles 669 yards
[Buddle-6-118]
Supposing 56% of merchantable coal to be obtained after allowing for loss by Pillars etc. will
leave neat}……………………. 7ft 1 ins.
This will yield 218 tons 297 bolls of merchantable coal per statute acre, say 218 tonsThe field of coal contains 400 acres which multiplied by 218 tons gives 87,200 tons the whole
quantity of merchantable coal to be obtained from the estate.
And 87,200 tons divided by the stipulated yearly quantity of 4281/3 tons according to the present
Lease, shows that the mine would supply that quantity for more than 203 years.
[Buddle-6-119]
But from the circumstances of the 3rd seam the High Main Coal being drained by a free water
level, as already explained, it will of course be first worked by the Lessees. And assuming the
same principle of calculation, viz., that 56% of merchantable coal may be obtained from it; the
produce will be 79 tons 320 bolls but say 80 tons per acre or 32,000 tons in all which is divided
by 4281/3 tons gives 77 years from this seam alone will supply the stipulated quantity of 4281/3
tons. It is however to be remarked that the Lessees of a Colliery are seldom restricted to the
working of the stipulated quantity but may extend it at pleasure or paying such Tendale Rent for
the surplus workings as may be agreed. Consequently the number of year’s duration must be in
the reverse ratio of the quantity wrought.

…..
Having stated the quantity etc. of coal remaining in this mine, the next consideration is, on what
terms the Lease should be renewed.
The situation of the Colliery being upwards of 7 miles from the river is by no means favourable
particularly as the Rail Way must pass through so…
[Buddle-6-120]
…many different properties, for which separate Way leave rents are to be paid. And what is
perhaps the most unfavourable part of the business is, that the greatest proportion of the Rail
Way lies through the lands of Sir Thomas henry Liddell Bt. One of the present Lessees. Besides
which the coals to be produced even from the High Main Seam, are of the lowest class sold on
the Tyne, that is they sell for no more than 20/- per chaldron, while the first class at 34/-.
Under the circumstances I do not think that any increase of certain Rent can be obtained, and all
that could be expected would be a small increase on the Tentale Rent. But I should be inclined to
recommend a renewal of the Lease on the same terms, rather than part with the present
Lessees, as considering the great distance at which the Colliery lies from the River, and the
number of land proprietors of whom Way Leave must be obtained, together with inferior quality
of the coal, it is not likely that the mine could be let on better terms to a new tenant than those
on which it is now held by the present Lessees.
[Buddle-6-121]
The circumstances of Sir TH Liddell Bt. one of the present lessees being proprietor of the
greatest extent of land through which the Wagon Way must pass to the River Tyne, is, I conceive
unfavourable to the letting go of the Colliery to other lessees, as it is not likely that he would feel
disposed to grant Way-Leave on moderate terms for the accommodation of new adventurers in
the Stanley Colliery when his partners and himself have paid £6,900 of certain rent in advance
for which they have not wrought any coals.
They might certainly have worked the certain annual quantity out of the Main Seam, but they
may allege that they have ample time to do so during the term of the reversionary lease in the
validity of which they seem to have confided.
The colliery having lain so long dormant is now completely dismantled, the machinery having
been removed and the Wagon Road or Rail Way being taken up. It is however necessary to
observe that the lessees of Stanley colliery are now working the adjoining colliery of shield Row
or South Moor and that…
[Buddle-6-122]
… they also wrought this mine previous to their working Stanley Colliery, so that the coals from
the latter were conveyed to the river by the South Moor Rail Way, from which a branch of a mile
or two in length was extended to the Stanley Pits.
[Buddle-6-123]
Manor Walls Colliery Feb. 21st 1815

…..
Messrs. Fenwick & Buddle
Gentlemen
You are requested to examine the South Division of the East Workings of the East of this Colliery,
to attend particularly to the State of the Roof, and point out what in your opinion is likely to be
the most advantageous Method of working the district of Coal.
I am gentlemen,
For J. Devey esq.
Your most obedient servant
G. Hill
[Buddle-6-124]
Feb.21st 1815
Report on Manor Waterhouse Colliery
According the foregoing request we have examined the south Division of the East winning of the
East Pit and find an unfavourable change has taken place in the stone which forms the roof of
the Colliery in that District, even so much as to induce us to suppose that the pillars under such a
roof could not be wrought but with a great difficulty, and with considerable loss of coal.- We
therefore under such circumstances would recommend as the best system for obtaining the
greatest quantity of Coal, with safety to the Colliery, that the present manner of working this
Division be altered, and that it be wrought with 12 yard winnings viz. 5 yards to the Board 7
yards to the wall, the walls to be holed at discretion- But preparatory to the adoption…
[Buddle-6-125]
..of this system we recommend the field of coal to be divided with districts of about 10 acres in
extent, such districts to be formed by barriers of coal at least 40 yards in thickness as a security
against a general Creep.- It is also our that at or towards the close of the workings of each
division a course of walls immediately adjoining the Barriers, may be taken of, both in Headways
and Boardways course direction, and also such a reduction of the remaining pillars as to
produce a local Creep may be affected with advantage and safety.
[Buddle-6-126]
To Messrs. Buddle, Fenwick & Steele,
You are requested to investigate the state of Urpeth Colliery to ascertain the quantity of coal
remaining to be wrought out of the several seams by Virtue of the present winning. The quantity
that may be further obtained out of the property by aid of a new winning, the expense of
making such winning and establishing the Wagon way to the River Wear and under all the
circumstances of this undertaking to give your opinion whether the prospects of advantage be
such as will justify Mr. Peareth’s Trustees in carrying the concern.

…..
There are 27 years of the Lease unexpired at May next. The certain rent is £500 per annum and
the Tentale 20/- year Ten of 420 Bolls.The Colliery is further subject to the following Way leave rents.John and Thomas Humble £210 year annually for 17,500 chaldrons of 6 year chaldrons
overleading.
Thos. Madison- certain rent £50 year annual.
Lawson and Shaftoe-certain rent £500 year ann. For 17,500 chaldrons and 2/6 year chaldron for
overleadings..
[Buddle-6-127]
..Sir A F Tempest- certain Rent 3120 year ann.
You will also give your opinion on the expediency of continuing this Colliery on the supposition
of the Lessees obtaining a Lease from Mr. Bewicke of under the adjoining territory of
Kibblesworth which contains Acres.
[Buddle-6-128]
Report on Urpeth Colliery
In compliance with the foregoing request we have viewed this Colliery and find the
merchantable part of the Five Quarter Seam and the High Main Coal Seam will be nearly
wrought out by the 7th July next. The latter seam only is now at work, the former having been
abandoned some time ago on account of its being unmerchantable. A large tract of the Five
Quarter Seam remains unwrought under the North and West parts of the Estate, but owing to its
thinning to about 2 feet, and also its deterioration of quality it is not at this time workable to
profit.
A large tract of the High Main Coal Seam also, remains unworked under the North West part of
the Estate towards Urpeth Burn. But owing to the badness of the Roof in that…
[Buddle-6-129]
… quarter together with the tenderness and inferior quality of the coal, we are satisfied that it
cannot be wrought to profit under the present circumstances of the coal trade.
It is to be to be remarked that the field of coal ion this Colliery is divided into two parts by a Dyke
called the Portobello Dyke- this Dyke runs in a North West direction and throws all the Seams up
to the North East about 12 fathoms on the rise or North East side of this Dyke the Five Quarter
High Main and Low Main seams are not found in a workable state- the Hutton Seam is therefore
the only workable seam which has hitherto been explored on the North east side of the Colliery.
As the merchantable part of the Five Quarter, High Main, and low Main seams are not found in a
workable state-the Hutton Seam is therefore the only workable seam that which has hitherto
been explored on the North East side of the Colliery. And as the merchantable part of the Five
quarter and High Main seams in the South west side of the Dyke will be nearly exhausted by the

…..
7th July next ; our attention has been chiefly directed to the expense of winning and working the
Hutton Seam-the Low main not being deemed a workable seam at this time.
The present sub Lessees sunk a Pit some time ago to the Hutton Seam on the rise or North east
side of the Dyke and wrought it partially but owing to the large and increasing feeders of water…
{Buddle-6-130]
… which they met with in pursuing their workings towards the North west which overpowered
their Engine; they were obliged to relinquish it and the pit workings are now filled with water.
The progress made in the working of the Hutton Seam in this partial winning showed however
that the Seam was of good quality, but that it dipped so rapidly to the Eastward, that this
winning could only obtain a very limited tract of it on the rise side of the Dyke without sinking
the Pit considerably below the Seam and draining it to the dip by a cross level stone drift. The
field of coal on this dip may be worked by extending a breach of stone drift through the Dyke
from the engine pit into the Hutton Seam.
The expense of winning the Hutton Seam upon the above plan, with sufficient Engine power to
drain the Colliery completely we estimate to cost £5,000 exclusive of the materials now on the
premises which may be applicable to it.
The expense of working the Hutton Seam, supposing it to be completely won as above stated
(without making any allowance for sinking….
[Buddle-6-131]
… working and laying the Coals at bank presuming that 1/4th of the whole produce is to be
screened out to make the remainder merchantable including agency etc. and Colliery rent-year
chaldron £0 14 9
-Leading to Barnston including Way Leave rents cesses and taxes, damage of ground and every
other charge £0 6 21/2
Staith charges including river duty £0 0 7
Cost of delivering into keels £1 1 61/2
From the result of the above estimate which we have made with the greatest attention and
contrasting the cost of working the coals with the probable selling price we are not of the
opinion that the prospect of advantage is such as to justify Mr. Peareth’s Trustees in carrying on
the concern, this observation…
[Buddle-6-132]
…. applies to the last question respecting Kibblesworth Royalty
J Buddle
T Fenwick

…..
E Steel
[Buddle-6-133]
May 12th 1815
Valuation of the Lessors Interest in East Sleekburn Royalty
In compliance with the foregoing request I have endeavoured to make an estimate of the value
of all Mr Temperly’s interest in the Coal Mines under East Stackburn Estate. It is however to be
remarked that this can only be an approximate valuation being founded in a great measure on
assumed Data.
It appears that the Lessors of Cowpen Colliery have made a proposal for working a part of this
Royalty by means of an outstroke from the same. It happens to be known to me that they have
agreed with the proprietors of Camboise to working a certain part of that Royalty by means…
[Buddle-6-134]
…of outside as above.
The terms on which they have taken Camboise are1st Certain rent…. £400 for 6662/3 tons
2nd 12/- yr. ten for surplus working
3rd Term 21 years from 12th inst. With power to give up at certain periods
As the local situation of East Sleekburn is not so favourable for a Colliery as Camboise I cannot
put a higher rent upon it than the latter is let for. And as the average Vend for the whole Port of
Blyth cannot be estimated at more than about 36,000 chaldrons or 2,057 tons for twenty one
years to come, this Vend must be equally divided between Cowpen, Camboise and East
Sleekburn which will only afford 6852/3 tons each, even if two other Collieries should be opened
in the neighbourhood to participate in the Vend.
The 6852/3 tons at 12/- is £411 8 0 but I will state it at 400 as an even sum. The whole Royalty is
stated to contain 850 acres of which I will suppose 100 acres to be…
[Buddle-6-135]
…left in barriers, and lost by Dykes etc. which leaves 750 tons of workable mine.
Two workable seams of coal have been found by boring in Sleekburn viz.1st seam 2feet 8 ins. Of workable coal will produce 54 tens yr. Acre
750 acres …………………………………………………………………………..40,500
Deduct ¼ for waste in small………………………………………………..10,125
…………………………………………………………………………………………..30,375

…..
2nd seams 41/2 feet will produce……..} 72,000
96 tens yr. Acre X 750}
Deduct 1/5th for waste in small………..14,400
…………………………………………………………57,600
In Cowpen another seam 3ft, thick is found but it is of inferior quality and assuming that the
same seam may be found in East Sleekburn it may be supposed to yield about 50 tons per acre.}
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………37,500
Deduct ¼ for small…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..9,375
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………28,125
Total produce……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………116,100
As the 1st seam will be difficult and expensive….
[Buddle-6-136]
… to work, and the 3rd of very inferior quality is to be presumed that the whole yearly quantity of
6852/5 will for the first term of 21 years be wrought from the 2nd seam, which will 14,390 tonsthis leaves 43,210 tons unwrought at the end of the first Lease in the 2nd seam and the 1st and 3rd
will remain entireAt the commencement of a second Lease the quantity of coal to begin with will be1st seam….. 310378
2nd seam……43210
3rd seam…..28125
………………..101710
At the end of the first lease I will suppose this Royalty to be let and won at an independent
Colliery to work 20,000 chaldrons or say 1143 tons a year at a rent of 25/- yr. ton or £1428 5 0.
This lease will contract 24,000 tons and leave 77,707tons in the mine.
As this lease may be supposed to granted for 21 years after the expiration of the above to
work…
[Buddle-6-137]
…30,000 chaldrons or say 1,700 tons at 30/- yr,ton £2,550.
During this lease 35,700 tons will be extracted, and 42,007 left in the mine.
The remaining coal will last another lease of 21 years at 2,000 tons a year.

…..
Suppose at 40/- year ton, will yield a rent of £4,000 a year.
The value of the above leasehold will be respectively as follows1st lease £400 a year for 21 years is worth 10 years purchase ……..£4,000
2nd lease £1425 5 0 for 21 years to commence at the end of 21 years at 8% is worth 2 years
purchase…………..£2856
3rd lease £2550 a year for 21 years to commence at the end at 42 years at 8% is worth 4/10th of a
year’s purchase……………£1020
4th lease £2,000 a year for 21 years to commence at the end of 63 years at 8% is worth 88/100
parts of a year’s purchase or …..£1620
Total Value….............................£9496
[Buddle-6-138]
Mr. Temperly’s ground contains ………………………A.126 R.2 P.13
Deduct for proportion of loss by Barriers and Dykes etc….. A.0 R.1 P.21
Neat quantity of the proportion……………………………………..A.126 R.0 P.32
750 acres to be worth £9496 126.0.23 will be worth £1,596 2 2
The value of Mr. Timperly’s share.
Nb. Consider the above to be the extreme value of Mr. Timperly’s interest in the Mine.
J. Buddle
[Buddle-6-139]
Nov. 18th 1815
You are requested to examine and inquire into the workings of the Low Main Seam at the John
pit at felling Colliery and report your opinion respecting the same attaching particularly to the
state of the Current of Atmosphere by which the workings are ventilated.
G. Hill

[Buddle-6-140]
Report on Felling Colliery
In compliance with the foregoing request we have this day inspected the working of the John Pit
and examined the same with attention, particularly as to the state of the Current of
Atmosphere, this and the general management of the Ventilation of the Mine.

…..
We found the current of air passing through the main air course to be good to 802.4 FCHD (?)
per minute, with as its ramifications into the several working places to be judiciously arranged
and carried fully into Effect, so that as far as we are able to judge we have no difficulty in
pronouncing the Colliery to be in a capable safe working state at the time according to the best
of our knowledge and belief.
Nov. 18th 1815
T King
J Buddle
[Buddle-6-141]

Report on Arkindale Lead Mine
Arkindale Lead Mine 29th April 1816
At the request of Sir John Cox Hippersley Bt. I have inspected these mines, for the purpose of
giving my opinion respecting the drainage of the same; but before I proceed, I shall give a brief
description of the present state of the Mines in Danby and Turf Moor levels.
The above tract of mining ground is divided by the Black Side Vein which runs nearly in an east
and west direction and throws 30 fathoms down to the south- the first division is called the
Danby Side – the south division is called Turf Moor and Moulds.
The principle veins contained in the Danby Side are:
1st Martin’s vein
2nd Dammings D.
3rd Coat’s D.
[Buddle-6-142]
4th Black Jack M vein} These are ramifications of the ..
5th Ditto sun ditto}… same vein
6th West Shaw v.
7th Chip No. v.
8th Ditto Sun Ditto
Turf Moor and Moulds levels intersect the following viz.1.
2.
3.
4.

Water Blast vein
Geordy’s vein
Gill’s vein
Jacob’s S. vein

…..
5. Longstaff’s vein
6. Stemple vein
The Danby side is esteemed the most productive and the Damrigg vein is considered to be the
best in the ground.
Most of the veins in the Danby side have been wrought formerly from the summit of the hill
down to the Danby level- 50 fathoms from the surface in a partial manner; and the present
company have wrought the Damrigg and Sun veins to a certain extent by virtue of an under
level, at 11 fathoms below the Danby Level, the water from which is of a pervious nature
without the aid of a day level.
[Buddle-6-143]
The working of the Tamrigg and Sun veins in the under level has however been suspended in
consequence of the fissure in the underset limestone not being capable of draining the mine any
lower.
To drain this part of the Mine more effectively, the Turfmoor and Moulds level were projectedthe former at 20 the latter at 46 fathoms below Danby under level these levels also drained the
several veins which they crosscut in their respective lines of direction towards the Black Side
vein.
The forehead of Moulds level is within about 20 fathoms of Black Side vein, but has not been
pursued for some time past, Turf Moor level has been regularly carried forward and its western
branch is now in the act of passing the underset limestone by which it is expected that the
Ground on the Danby side will be drained and the free access gained by the Damrigg veins to the
depth of 20 fathoms before the Danby under level.
By giving this subject my best consideration I am persuaded that the plan of the Turf Moor level
is judicious and that it is well calculated to attain the end proposed. As it will in all probability
drown the Danby side by tapping the under limestone what it seems now in the….
[Buddle-6-144]
… in the point of doing. If however contrary to expectation it should fail in this object in the first
instance it may, by carrying it to westward in a direction parallel to the Blackside Vein be applied
both to the draining and working of the several veins to the westward of Calvert’s crosscut as it
cuts them in detail- in this case it will get the veins completely by the end.
The primary object in mining is to render the best veins available with as little delay as possible
and as I understand the Damrigg vein to be the most productive in the Danby side; if the working
of it more extensively had been a main object at an earlier period while the Turfmoor level was
in progress the propriety of draining it to a limited extent by appropriate hydraulic machinery
would have merited investigation; but in the present state of that Level, no idea of this nature
can be entertained.
At seven fathoms east from the line of Calvert’s Crosscut a crosscut has been made from the
Turfmoor Level to the Damrigg vein, and an upset is in progress in the latter, and is within about

…..
13 fathoms of holing into Calvert’s level where it departs from the Danby under level in the
Damrigg vein. When this communication is accomplished it will afford considerable facilities to
the working of the Damrigg vein.
[Buddle-6-145]
The object of the crosscut was to drain the Danby side by cutting the underset Limestone, as
well as to form the communication with the under level as above described; but it has failed to
accomplish this object, which has probably arisen from its being so near to the junction of the
Black side and Damrigg Veins where the stratification is broken and dislocated.
The forehead of the Turf moor level is now in the act of crossing the Black Side vein a little to the
west of Calvert’s crosscut and from the Quantity of water discharging at the vein there is reason
to expect that the proposed draining through the medium of underset Limestone may be
affected. In this event the quality of the Vein will be proved in due course to the depth of 20
fathoms below Danby under level and will furnish sufficient data with which to decide as to what
may be most expedient to be done with Mould’s Level.
In conclusion I beg to remark that under existing circumstances of the mine I should not advise
any deviation from the plan now pursuing in the Turf Moor Level but that it should be steadily
persevered in, until it is accomplished, and I feel it but just to add that I think the whole of the
mining…
[Buddle-6-146]
… a judicious and skilful manner, and every information which I required was readily furnished
by Messrs. Robinson and Winter.
John Buddle

…..
[Buddle-6-147]

[Buddle-6-148]
To Messrs Buddle and Smith
On behalf of the Rev. Henry G Liddell trustee of the estates of John Lyon esq. I require you to
state your opinion of the terms on which you think it will be advisable for Mr. Liddell to let the
coal under the Hetton estate particularly as to the certain rent, the date of its commencement
and the tentale for each particular seam, the ten to contain 418 bolls.- The term cannot be more
than 31 years-you will also state any particular clause occurring to you necessary to be inserted
in the conditions as applicable to that particular property, more especially with a view to the
security of the Mansion House, offices etc. and at what Distance from the premises should be
limited the sinking of Pits and laying of Wagon ways to prevent that part of the property being
unnecessarily annoyed.Mr. Thomas for the Reverend HG Liddell
[Buddle-6-149]
Terms recommended for the letting of Hetton Colliery
Newcastle 11th May 1815
In compliance with the annexed request we submit the following as proper conditions on which
to let the Coal Mines under the Hetton Estate viz.1st the term to be 31 years from 30th June 1816

…..
2nd The certain annual rent to be £1,000 for equivalent number of tens to be wrought let or
vended from the several seams at the following rates from
High Main 23/Maudlin 17/6
Low main 20/Hutton 25/If the Five Quarter coal should be met with in a merchantable state in any part of the ground the
rent of 15/- per ton to be found for the same.The Ten to contain 440 bolls usual coal measure
3rd the certain rent to be paid half yearly (viz.)..
[Buddle-6-150]
..at Xmas and the 30th June in every year of the term, and the surplus Leadings to be made up
once a year to Xmas and to be paid on the 25th March following.4th the Lessees to have Liberty to make up short workings in any one year or years of the term.
5th the Lessees to be allowed small coals rent free for all necessary colliery consumption that is
to say, for the use of the Agents and Workmen, Underground Furnaces, Heap Lamp, Blacksmith,
Engines and machines for drawing water and coals from the wine, and for air Furnaces at bank6th No certain rent to be paid for the first year of the term, and the Lessees to be then at Liberty
to give up provided he shall have expended £1000 in making satisfactory borings to ascertain the
evidence of the High Main coal seam through the Estate.
7th That a sufficient quantity of coal shall be left under the Mansion House and out buildings for
the support thereof, such Quantity to be determined by two indifferent persons.
8th That no pits shall be sunk within 300 yards of the Mansion House and out buildings, nor any
wagon way to be laid within 150 yards of the same.
9th The Lessees to have liberty to make outstrokes from or into any adjoining Grounds the
compensation to be paid for the same to be left to the Decision…
[Buddle-6-151]
… two viewers to be chosen by the respective parties with power to appoint an umpire. We do
not however think it right that the Lessee should pay any outstroke on such coals as Mr Lyon has
an interest in, that is to say in the event of any adjoining coal being wrought by outstroke in
which Mr Lyon has an interest or share such an abatement shall be made from the full amount
of the outstroke Rent as may be deemed a fair proportionate allowance for such interest or
share.

…..
10th Lessee to be at Liberty to give up at the expiration of the 7th year of the term, or at the end
of every 3rd year thereafter on giving 12 months’ notice.
11th Lessee to have the benefit of the pit as shown and standing upon the Hetton Estate, with all
the Erections, Houses made for the use of the Colliery without paying any consideration for the
same.
12th All usual Clauses as to the order and succession of working the several seams together with
the fair and regular working of the same to be inserted in the lease.
T Smith
J Buddle
[Buddle-6-155]
REPORT ON WALBOTTLE COLLIERY
June 5-6 1794
The first regular mining of the Colliery made about the year 1770 by his Grace he Duke of
Northumberland at Walbottle Dean where the Upper Tean lay at the Depth of about 21 fathoms
from the surface but the Colliery only continued here until the year 1776 when the Colliery was
overpowered and the pits and workings of both seams were filled with water from the adjacent
workings of Throckley.
Upon this working being abandoned the Colliery was begun in the Upper Seam further to the
north east by virtue of a Level from Tyne formerly carried through Throckley Colliery and now by
permission of the Greenwich Hospital extended from….
[Buddle-6-156]
…thence into Walbottle which laid dry a sufficient quantity of Mine to serve the Vend until the
year 1785 when this winning was further extended by means of a Fire Engine erected at Duly
Burn to draw the water from an additional breadth of Upper Seam below the Throckley Level
and to win the Main Coal anew for which purpose the Engine shaft was sunk a little to the south
of the said level ( into which a communication was made at 301/2 fathoms from the south for the
delivery of the water) and continued 23 fathoms further to the Main Coal, passing the Upper
Seam at 3 fathoms.
By virtue of this Engine and the aforesaid watercourse through Throckley about 150 tons of
Upper Seam and 70 tons of Main Coal were wrought and much more might have been obtained
had the engine been capable of drawing the water but from the Callerton engine water finding a
passage with the Upper seam workings of Walbottle from the water of that seam about Tyne
level falling into the workings below it this was found impracticable and the Engine was laid
aside some months ago leaving many acres of the upper Coal incapable of being wrought.

…..
The Colliery is now working without any regular winning at a Pit called the Flora Pit lately sunk to
the Upper Seam near the north Boundary on the dip side of a Dyke which casts down the coal to
16 fathoms to the north. The Upper Seam is 42 fathoms…
[Buddle-6-157]
… deep and is supposed to be laid dry by the adjacent working of Callerton. In this part of the
Colliery it is supposed there may be from 23 to 30 acres of Upper Seam whole and workable, and
perhaps rather more of the Main and Splint coal, but there being no regular winning it is not
probable that the latter seam can be got in the same easy way as the first and therefore a great
dependence can be placed on the former supply.—
There is however a method of obtaining a quantity of Splint Coal on the other side of the Dyke
and near to Brockley Boundary at no great expense as it is well known that the late working of
that coal has nearly laid dry a part of Walbottle, and a small power applied at this point might
be sufficient for draining both at small cost- but this as well as the winning at the Flora Pit must
on be considered as temporary and by no means calculated to answer any durable purpose,It has therefore been proposed to make a more complete and effectual winning by a new level
from Tyne carried so far as to lower the water in the old Waste lying between the river and the
Wal Dean winning to Tyne Level, by which means the water now standing at a considerable
height in the Dean pits will probably be at liberty to go off nearly at the same depth-it is
proposed….
[Buddle-6-158]
..to begin a drift at the top of the water in one of these Pits called the Duke pit, and to carry it on
eastwards about 600 yards to a place intended for a new Engine pit and afterwards 800 yards
more to the Algernon Pit near Duly Burn where it is supposed to cut the upper seam and to lay
all dry within two fathoms of the lowest working of that coal, so that all on the greatest part of
the water formerly drawn at Duly will pass along this drift to Tyne and the water course through
Brockley will be of course set aside .- the expense of this working has been calculated at
£2750but as it is not easy to say whether the first part of the scheme can be carried into effect
in the manner proposed or not-I think it will be no exaggeration to suppose the capital ( Sinking,
Drifting, and Engine Building) into consideration £5000.
Of the expediency of this sinking there hardly remains a Doubt, but after all is done there will be
much water to draw and it is not probable than an Undertaker can work the coal much cheaper
here than at Duly Burn, though the leading is considerably in his favour.
The coal is now let to Messrs. Nixon and Cramlington for 10/6 per chaldron including all charges
except fittage and owner’s charges which when added will make the total charge of putting the
coals on board the ships 12/- per chaldron and the selling price being from information 15/there cannot arise a greater…

[Buddle-6-159]

…..
…profit on 10,000 chaldrons of main total which I shall suppose to be the Vend on a renewed
regulation of the trade than £1500 per annum and there is yet 19 years of the lease unexpired.
T Barnes
[Buddle-6-160]
May 25th 1816
To Messrs. Buddle, Watson and Smith
A lease of Rainton Coal Mines was agreed to be granted by the Honbl. And rt. Revd. Dean and
Chapter of Durham to Gore Townsend and William Mellish on the conditions of a former one, for
the term of 21 years, commencing the 20th January 1805 by the payment of a Fine and an annual
quit rent of £22 without the payment of any tentale Rent, and amongst the various covenants in
the lease the following is one “that they the said Gore Townsend and William Mellish their
executors etc. shall and will during the continuation of the term hereby granted, win, work,
manage and carry on the collieries and Coal Mines hereby demised in a fair and approved
method of working Collieries on the River Wear and shall not, nor, will, do or commit or wittingly
or willingly suffer to be done or committed and act, matter or thing whereby the said Colliery
hereby demised or any part thereof, shall or may be drowned or over burthened with water or
Stythe or be otherwise damnified”.
Now for some years past the Lessees of the…..
[Buddle-6-161]

Aforementioned Coal Mine have confined their workings totally to the Hutton Seam, and intends
continuing to work them (accepting the working of about 70-80 Acres of Hutton Main which has
been left unwrought formerly, which tract the Lessees intend to work by a new pit, that
afterwards is intended to be sunk to the Hutton Seam)- the Hutton Seam being a coal of the first
quality on the River Wear, and the system pursued by the Lessees in working it, is by 13 yard
winnings (viz.) 4 yards taken, and 9 yards left for Pillars, leaving 191/2 yards between Headways
also the boards are only 3 yards wide at the Headways and in consequence of such working
about 630 chaldrons of Ship Coals are produced per acre, the seam being 4ft. 1 in. thick and the
depth from 80-100 fathoms under the surface.The working of the pillars from the declaration of the Agent of the Lessee, is intended to be
deserted as well as the working of a portion of any of the inferior seams, viz. the five Quarter
coal, the Maudling or the Lowmain coal.
As a consequence of the above statement of the system of working, the Lessors request your
opinion whether the Hutton Seam under such a small produce of the Ship Coal to 70 acre is,
worked, managed, and carried on in a fair and orderly manner “according to the best and most
approved method….
[Buddle-6-162]

…..
…And also whether by the Lessees confining the whole of their working to the seam or seams of
superior quality and deserting altogether those of inferior quality, the Colliery is generally
managed and carried on in fair and orderly manner according to the best and most approved
method of working Collieries on the River Wear?” it being apparently their design to work from
60 to 70 thousand chaldrons of Ship Coal annually.
Thomas Fenwick for the dean and Chapter of Durham
[Buddle-6-163]
Report on Rainton Colliery
Newcastle 8th June 1816
We have perused the annexed contract of Rainton Colliery Lease and availed ourselves of Mr
Fenwick’s information as to the System at present followed by the Lessee in the working of that
Mine; and after giving the subject our best consideration, are of opinion that in reference to the
clause of the Lease as to “the best and most approved method of working collieries on the River
Wear” the Lessee has not committed any breach of covenant; but we are decidedly of opinion
that the plan of working the Hutton Seam now pursued, is not calculated to obtain the
maximum produce of merchantable coal from the same, and in consequence the colliery may
eventually be “damnified”.
From the information which we at present…
[Buddle-6-164]
June 6th 1816
Report on the Probability of Coal Being Found in
Hunthill
Few stations afford a better opportunity of examination to ascertain the nature of the
stratification than Hunt hill; and it is seldom indeed that we can attain so extensive a view of the
cropping of the several strata as it is presented from the bed of the river to the summit of this
hill.
Commencing our examination in the bed of the Jed near to Inchbonny, we there find the red
Sandstone in horizontal strata reposing upon the Greywacke, and in ascending the Hill we pass
in succession over the crops of Yellow Sandstone, Variegated Sandstone, shale with ironstone in
bands and Nodules, Limestone, Micaceous blue shale, Limestone and shale etc. The whole
ascent being between five and six hundred feet above the bed of the river at Inchbonny.
The Limestone lying in this Strata is of a bluish colour and does not contain any organic remains
that I could perceive. The Greywacke and red Sandstone may also be traced up the Jed by…
[Buddle-6-165]

…..
…Carrsheugh Clints to Dolphinston, showing the whole of that part of the country to rest upon
the transection or secondary Class of Rocks.
Several sinkings and borings have been made on the crown of the hill in search of coal, and no
doubt can be entertained that a thin seam or seams of coal have been met with there.
An old man of the name of Lauder as stated in Mr. Scott’s report of 18th November 1815 “for
certain that a thin seam of Coal was discovered and which was attempted to be wrought but
owing to the thinness of the seam and the great quantity of water met with they found it
impracticable to continue the work”. This statement is strongly corroborated by Thos. Minto’s
account of the proceedings in the Old Pit in the Coal pit Planting…
According to same authority a sinking and boring was made by Thos. Wait Turnbull in 1787 and
1788 near to the mansion. This boring was continued to depth of 21 fathoms 19 of which was in
the coal measure and 2 in “a similar Class of Strata to that seen in the Precipice on the Banks of
the Jed- a class altogether foreign to coal”.
Thos. Minto who was employed by Turnbull in…
[Buddle-6-166]
[Buddle-6-167]
….Boring at Hunthill about 30 years ago, thinks that “about the Depth of 18 fathoms they came
to red dent like what appears in the seam and went to the Coal Pit Planting”.
By Mr. Vaiche’s letter of 25th Dec 1815 it appears that Mr Steel describes at the top of the coal
measures on the south east side of the hill “ just on the head of Mr Lockie’s croft and also about
six inches of beautiful soft coal; but if the total had been made just two yards further down the
hill towards Scarsborough there would have been nothing seen but red dent”.
On considering the foregoing information it appears pretty evident that the basis of the Hunthill
consists of red Sandstone resting on the Greywacke and that a basin of coal formation crowns
the hill. Admitting this to be a correct statement of the geological structure of the hill, it is
evident that no search for coal can be made with any reasonable prospect of success below the
top of the red Sandstone.
We are next led to inquire whether the coal basin on top of the hill has been sufficiently
explored by boring to ascertain whether it does…
[Buddle-6-168]
…already contain a workable seam of coal.
On examining the ascent of the north side of the Hill we pass over the succession of Strata
before encountered without discovering the crop of any seam of coal; on referring to Turnbull’s
proceedings in 1787 and 1788 we find that the Coal Foundation was bored completely through,
near the Mansion, where it was found to be 19 fathoms thick, and that the boring was 2 fathoms
further into “a similar class of strata to that seen on the banks of the Jed”.

…..
By Landers account it appears that a seam of coal was actually found and partially wrought on
the Coal Pit Plantation; and by James Veich’s letter of 25th December 1815 it appears that the
crop of seam of coal 6 ins. thick seems to be the southern extremity of Coal Basin.
The boring made on the top of Hunthill moor in the place fixed upon Mr Steele offends no
information, as it was not carried to a sufficient depth, although it was judiciously placed.
The conclusion which I should draw from all that has hitherto been done is,
1st That it is not likely any workable seam of Coal is to be found near to the Mansion towards
the….
[Buddle-6-169]
…norther crop of the Coal Basin.
2nd That there is every reason to believe that a Seam of Coal does exist in the Coal Pit Plantation.
3rd That it is possible that the seam may exist in a workable state, nearer to the centre of the
basin than any borings have yet been made and therefore in order to set the question
completely at rest, it is requisite to make a boring in a centrical situation from the surface
completely through the coal formation into the top of the red sandstone.
The most eligible situation for this boring seems to be in the south east angle of the wood, or on
the north edge of the Plantation and the Wormston’s Lee.
J. Buddle

…..
[Buddle-6-170]

…..
[Buddle-6-171]
June 15th 1816
With reference to that part of a part of a former request and your report thereon, dated May
25th 1815 relating to the fair and orderly manner of working the Hutton Seam in Rainton Colliery
your opinion is further requested on the following points.1st What is the number of chaldrons of coal which in your opinion ought to wrought out of each
acre in the above mentioned Hutton Seam.
2nd What number of acres of coal will be worked out of the Hutton Seam in 10 years by the
Lessee pursuing their present mode of working the said seam and what would be the number of
acres worked out in the same period if such system of working was pursued as in your opinion
would deem fair and orderly, regard being had to the joint interests of Lessee and Lessor?
[Buddle-6-172]
3rd Whether in your opinion a prudent party working his own freehold Mine ( similarly
circumstances at Rainton Colliery) and working the Hutton Seam only) work the said seam in the
manner in which the Lessees are working their Rainton Hutton Seam.
4th In consequence of the Lessee pursuing the system of working such a small portion of coal per
acre a very large tract of Pillars will be left standing in the mine at the Expiration of 10 years
which as it is apprehended will be injured and deteriorate and a great additional expense will be
occasioned in reopening the Roads and Approaches thereto, through the falling of the Stone
which composes the Roof of ever thought proper to be wrought. Will in your opinion any harm
result to the Interests of the Lessors of the Mine by leaving such a Tract of Pillars and if so, what
may be its probable extent compared with the result of a proper working?
5th In the present mode of working the Hutton Seam in Rainton Colliery a fair and orderly or in
any respect a wasteful, imprudent or improper manner of working according to the best…
[Buddle-6-173]
..and most approved method of working Collieries in the River Wear.
Lastly in answering the foregoing you will be pleased to state your opinion so fully as to convey
information for persons unacquainted with the mode of working Coal Mines.
T Fenwick
On behalf of the honbl. & RR Dean and Chapter of Durham
[Buddle-6-174]
Report on Rainton Colliery
Ans.1 if the effectual working of the seams of coal, which lie above the Hutton Seam is not
contemplated, I am of opinion, that 1380 chaldrons per acre of merchantable Coals may be

…..
obtained from the latter, by combining the working of the Pillars with the working of the whole
mine judiciously.
2nd It is difficult to say what Quantity of Coal may be obtained by the present mode of working as
I am not informed as to the intentions of Lessee’s relative to the working of the pillars, but
assuming that it is intended to work the whole Mine only according to the present Plan of
procedure, 952 acres will be excavated in ten years, at the rate of 60,000 chaldrons per year…
But if the most approved system of working Coal Mines was adopted, agreeable to the general
principles stated at 1st 425 Acres only…
[Buddle-6-175]
3rd I should think under the Circumstances stated in the query, that a prudent party working his
own freehold there would not work in the manner in which the Lessees are now working their
Rainton Hutton Seam.
4th There is no doubt that the mine will be determined by having the Pillars unwrought to the
end of the present Lease; and of course the Interest of the Lessees will be injured in proportion
to the extent of such deterioration. I am not however able to estimate the amount of the injury
which may result from this cause, as my knowledge of the circumstances upon which it depends
is of too general a nature to enable one to form an opinion on so difficult a subject. But it is
obvious, that by leaving such an extensive tract of pillars as would remain at the end of the
current Lease provided the present system of working should be persevered in, the Colliery
would not be nearly so eligible for a Tenant to enter upon, not being so high a tentale rent, as if
in the most approved Plan of working was immediately adapted by which…
[Buddle-6-176]
.. 517 acres more of whole mine remain entire the Hutton Seam than the present System of a
large pillared first working should be continued. It is not here necessary to enlarge upon the
advantages in the continuation of letting which would result from the Colliery being left in the
latter situation at the expiration of the present lease.
5th The present mode of working in the Hutton Seam may certainly, account to the general
acceptation of the words of the Lease to be considered as “fair and orderly” so far as regards the
uniformity of the pillars in regular succession as appropriate Tracts of the whole mine are
wrought off, I should consider the present a wasteful method of working, in as much as an
unnecessary quantity of Coal will be left to deteriorate in the Pillars, and a proportionate extent
of the whole mine over-run.
J Buddle
June 22 1816
[Buddle-6-177]
October 28th 1816
Report on Marley hill Colliery

…..
On my examination of this mining Tract I find the whole of the lower Main Coal ( a coal much
esteemed in foreign markets) to be all wrought except about 55 Acres, as appears on the Colliery
plan, on the south east part of the boundary, lying under 10 fathom downcast Dyke, and
adjoining to Sir Thos. Clavering’s Andrew’s House estate.
In this small Tract of 55 Acres above mentioned, the Seam may be called 31/2 feet thick and in all
probability will be found at a depth of 33 fathoms under the surface, and if now opened, cannot
continue working more than 8 years at an annual Vend of 8,000 chaldrons, if even the whole
throughout the whole of the Tract was found workable, which circumstances I much doubt
under the grounds towards the Rivulet.
[Buddle-6-178]
As the Tract of low Main Coal must be won by a Steam Engine lifting the water 10 fathoms into
the Hutton Seam old workings should the same be open and water free-this winning may cost at
least £5300 including the expense of laying a branch of Wagon way,-providing stock- and making
other necessary preparations which in my mind render the engagement hazardous, and not to
be recommended particularly when the right of way through Thos. Liddell’s grounds, and also
the use of the Partnership wagon way along which the coals from this Colliery must pass, expires
with the partnership deed in November 1726.
The expense of working this Tract of coals and putting the same on keels at Dunston will in my
opinion cost 12/1 per chaldron, on an annual Vend of 8,000 chaldrons when the following
charges, and draw backs are taken into consideration (viz.) the expense of keeping a Steam
Engine the deterioration or decrease in the value of the stock and materials used at the Colliery
at the end of the short term-and also the tentale Rent of 15/- per ton allowed for the mine.
From the exhausted state of the Low Main Coal Lord Strathmore in 1802 was induced to bore in
search of some lower seams, and on boring from….
[Buddle-6-179]
.. the bottom of the Gill pit to the Depth of 37 fathoms below the low Main coal, a seam of coal
was met with of the following particulars
Coal at top

2ft 5ins.

Band

0 2 ins.

Coal at bottom 1 ft 11 ins which seam is supposed to be the Busty bank seam lying at the depth
of 71 fathoms below the surface (the gill being 34 fathoms deep to the Low Main coal).- The
boring to the seam having made no comments as to its quality or hardness, therefore the
slightest opinion cannot be found as to its being a Coal suitable for a Coasting trade, on the
contrary.
A similar trial was also made in the East Pit at the eastern part of the boundary of Marley hill and
a hole to the depth of 34 fathoms was bored between the low Main coal and then ceased; in this
trial no coal was met with the boring in my opinion being left short.-

…..
Now as the mining of this Busty bank coal will be attended with such an expense as induces me
to think it improper to attempt a winning of it at this time if ever it was known to be of a quality
to be suitable for the coasting trade, as the right of wayleave is the course of 10 years must be
subject to a new agreement with Sir Thomas Liddell and partners.
Thos. Fenwick
[Buddle-6-180]
Wallsend Colliery 30th October 1816
Report on the Glebe Coal at Workington
The Glebe land at Workington is stated to contain 75A 2R 39P of Land and four bands or seams
of Coal, (three of which are workable) have been found under the same-the workable seams are
1. The Moor Banks 5ft thick
2. Main band 4ft
3. 4 feet Seam
As these seams extend under the sea the quantity of coal which they may be capable of yielding
cannot be estimated with any certainty as it depends on many circumstances which the future of
the mine can alone develop.
From the particular local circumstances of the Glebe, it cannot be considered in any point of
view as an independent mine.- the following are the principal which led to this conclusion.1. It is completely insulated by Mr. Curwin’s property except on its N W side next the sea….
[Buddle-6-181]
2.…a bed of sand called “the sand wash” runs under the surface of the Glebe which prevents
sinking of pits in it as the sand wash admits the water from the sea.
3. Several dykes or dislocations of the strata intersect the mine the largest of these dykes throws
part of the Coal 50 fathoms down below the level of the other part.
From the above it is evident that the Glebe Coal cannot be wrought through the medium of Mr
Curwin’s Colliery; but at the same time it is to be remarked that the possession of the Glebe Coal
is advantageous to Mr Curwin, it affords him certain facilities in working which otherwise he
could not possess- the chief advantage arising to Mr Curwin from the occupation of the Glebe
Coal is that it affords him a convenient line of communication for the purposes of drainage and
ventilation, between his principal Glebe Pits and his other pits towards the rise, or higher parts
of the mine.
The Glebe Coal has been partially wrought under former Leases but to what extent I cannot
state; not having made any actual survey of the excavated parts, it does not however appear to
have been considerable, and I do not think from the great irregularity and unfavourable
situation of the field of coal that it will ever admit of large annual workings.

…..
Having taken all the above circumstances into consideration I am of opinion that the annual…
[Buddle-6-182]
…sum of £100 which I am informed is the amount of rent to be paid by Mr Curwin for the
privilege of which the Glebe coal is a fair and reasonable compensation for the same for a term
of twenty one years.
J Buddle
[Buddle-6-183]
Report on the Barriers to be left in the Royalties of Cowpen, Camboise and Sleekburn
Newcastle 18th Jan 1817
We the undersigned being the Lessors’ Viewers for the several Royalties of Cowpen, Camboise
and Sleekburn, wrought by outstroke at Cowpen colliery, have taken into consideration the
relative situations of such Royalties and are fully of opinion and we recommend that instead of
having the Barriers of separation against the respective Boundaries of each separate Royalty, it
will tend to the mutual advantage of all Parties, to leave such Barriers against certain Dykes met
with underground, and which with the several Barriers proposed to be left, as well as the
Boundary lines of the several Royalties, are delineated on the annexed plan.
The Barriers to be left between Camboise and Cowpen and also between Camboise and
Sleekburn to be 40 yards in breadth, on the north east side….
[Buddle-6-185]
June 15 1816
To Mr John Buddle
With reference to the particulars of a former request and your report thereon, dated May 25th
1816 relating to the fair and orderly manner of working the Hutton Seam in Rainton Colliery,
your opinion is further requested on the following points.
1st What is the number of chaldron’s of coals which in your opinion ought to be wrought out of
each acre in the above mentioned Hutton Seam?
2nd What number of acres of Coal will be worked out of the Hutton Seam in 10 years by the
Lessees pursuing their present mode of working the said sea, and what would be the annual
number of acres worked out in the same period and what would be the number of acres worked
out in the same period, if such system of working was pursued as in your opinion would deem
fair and orderly, regard being had to the joint interests of the Lessor and Lessee?
[Buddle-6-184]

…..
….of the Whin Dyke from B, for the distance of about 900 yards to D from whence it must take
the course of the river at low water and continue in the same as far as may be requisite –the
Barrier to be 40 yards in width also.
The lessees may be permitted to perforate the several barriers by as many drifts of
communication as may be necessary for carrying on all the operations of the mine; but none of
such drifts to exceed 8 feet in width and to be found in the best possible manner for receiving
Frame Dams to shut off the several communications which may eventually be made between
the respective Royalties during the present demise in case it should become necessary to stop
up the same at the expiration or sooner determination of the Agreement.
T Fenwick
J Buddle
J Watson
[Buddle -6-186]
Eden Main Colliery 4th Feb 1817
To Mr Buddle,
Sir,
Having been desired by Mr Vizard the Solicitor to the Right Honourable Frances Vane tempest,
with the authority of Master Stephens, one of the Masters of the high Court of Chancery, to
have a view made of the two sinking pits in the manor of Rainton called the Resolution and
Adventure Pits, as to the water which has prevented the proceedings in the sinkings and the
means that have been used, to clear the said sinking pits, and you will please to say, whether
you would recommend any other mode, under the existing circumstances attending the same to
be at present adopted, in the presenting of the sinkings of these pits.
I am sir your obedient servant
Arthur Mowbray
[Buddle-6-187]
Report on the two Sinking Pits in the Manor of Rainton
In compliance with the annexed request, I have examined the situation of the two sinking pits in
the Manor of Rainton named the Resolution and Adventure. And have investigated the cause of
their progress being stopped by a large quantity of water as well as the measures which have
been pursued to draw the same; and after giving the subject my best consideration I am
decidedly of opinion that under all the circumstances of the case the measures which have
hitherto been pursued as well as those which are contemplated for the completion of the two
Pits in question are likely to attain their end in the most economical and expeditious manner.
J Buddle

…..
Lambton Feb 4th 1817
[Buddle-6-188]
Lambton 5th February 1817
2nd Report on Two Sinking Pits in the Manor of Rainton
In compliance with the annexed report (p186) I yesterday examined the state of the two Sinking
Pits in the Manor of Rainton called Resolution and Adventure which was stopped by a large body
of water in February 1816.
On the Resolution Pit a 30 Horse Rotative Engine of Boulton and Watt construction is placed for
the purpose of drawing the rubbish from the Pit while sinking and afterwards to be applied in
drawing coals.
The Resolution Pit is now sunk to the depth of 16 fathoms- the Adventure pit to the depth of 14
fathoms. The Resolution Pit was sunk to the depth of…
[Buddle-6-189]
…19 fathoms when the water was first met with in the Bottom of the pit, up which it
immediately rose 10 fathoms and its summit level was ascertained to be within 4 fathoms of the
surface.
A pumping apparatus was attached to the Rotation Engine which began to draw the water on
13th September 1816 with two 10 inch pumps and the sinking was resumed on the 15th of the
same month – the quantity of water drawn at this time was 360 gallons per minute.
The depth of the Pit was increase 2 fathoms when on the 20th an additional quantity of water
was met with, which overpowered the two 10 inch and stopped the progress of the sinking until
the 19th October when another 10 inch pump being attached to the Engine the water was drawn
out and the sinking resumed.On 22nd October it was deemed necessary to unplug the borehole which had previously been
bored in the bottom of the pit-to explore the stratification below to the depth of 17 fathomswhen the water immediately issued from this hole-overpowered the Engine and rose to its
summit level as before.
From the 22nd October till yesterday the Engine has been constantly employed in drawing the
water-it raises upwards of 700 gallons per minute and the effect has been the lowering of the
water 35 feet in the Pit which is within 15 feet of the bottom.
The Adventure pit was stopped by water three…
[Buddle-6-190]
..days after the Resolution and it rose to the same level in both pits; but the water did not lower
in the adventure until the borehole was unplugged in the Resolution. It has now left the bottom
of this Pit, the reason will be easily understood by referring to the diagram at the end of this
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Report. This proves most clearly that the supply of water in both pits is from the same source
and that there is a free communication between them at a certain depth.
In the boring in the Resolution Pit an old working was met with at the depth of 24 fathoms
below the surface from which the great body of Water issued.On giving this matter my best consideration I am of opinion that the water which has interrupted
the sinking of those pits is merely the water which has accumulated in the ancient workings of
the Five Quarter Seam, and that the present engine power is likely to draw it out; both in a
shorter time and less expense than by any other means with which I am acquainted. From the
22nd October to the 4th February Inst. The water has been lowered by 36 feet perpendicular,
which proves that the present Engine Power is not only equal to the drawing of the Feeders
which supply the old Waste; but that it is also capable of reducing the great body of
accumulated water at the rate of 6 inches perpendicular daily.This being the case I cannot see on what grounds any change of system could be justified.Indeed I am not aware that any other plan could be resorted to…
[Buddle-6-191]
…except that of erecting a powerful pumping engine on the Resolution pit-to draw the Water
instead of the rotative engine at present employed for that purpose, but independent of the
expense of such a creation it is highly objectionable on Account of the time required to complete
such a Machine, as it is more than probable that the power now employed will draw off the
Waste water long before a pumping Engine could be prepared for work.
It seems however expedient to tub off the old Waste in both pits as soon as they are sunk
through it and this in all probability may be affected with less difficulty as the Shill (?) of the Five
Quarter Seam will most likely afford a good bottom for the tubbing. In this event the sinking of
both pits ought to be suspended until the tubbing-to outset the water is completed.
I have little doubt of the present Engine Power affording the means of sinking through old Waste
of the Five Quarter Seam, as above stated; but even if it should ultimately fail, I could not feel
justified in recommending a change of measures until it has first been executed to that extent.It is possible though not likely that the Main Coal Seam which lies 11 or 12 fathoms below the
Five Quarter may have been wrought formerly in this part of the Colliery as well as the Five
Quarter Seam, and that its waste may also be filled with Water. In this case the propriety of…
[Buddle-6-192]
…attempting to draw it out with the rotative engine is questionable, as it would seem more
advisable in such event to draw the water by the proposed new Engine to be erected on the
Nicholson pit, to which it might be conveyed by a borehole in the Resolution pit and a Water
Course Drift into the Hutton Seam, but as the execution of these operations will require a
considerable time the propriety of putting the pumping engine on Nicholson Pit in immediate
progress merits consideration. I must however beg it to be distinctly understood that I merely
throw out this hint for the consideration of those who are fully acquainted with the general

…..
economy and operations of the Colliery, as any knowledge of it is too limited to warrant me in
giving an opinion on this branch of the enquiry.
The annexed diagram gives a general idea of the situation of the two Pits etc.
J. Buddle

…..
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…..
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Report on Deebank Colliery
25th February 1817
At the request of Mr. Edward Roscoe I have inspected this Colliery, with a view to give my
opinion as to the quantity of Coal which it contains, the practicality of working it to profit and on
the general economy and prospects of the same.
The field of Coal in which this Colliery has been established is situated on the Western Bank of
the River Dee, and lies principally on an extensive Marsh called Bagillt Marsh.
The Seams of Coal dip rapidly in an Eastern direction towards the River and crop out to the
surface in the opposite direction at no great distance from the Western Margin of the Marsh.
The Field of Coal is intersected by several Bars or faults running in a North Eastern and South
Western direction which dislocate the Stratification, and elevate…
[Buddle-6-195]
..and depress the several Seams of Coal to various Levels. The largest of these Faults throws the
seams of coal 50 yards up to the South East it is called the “Main Bar” and may be considered as
dividing the Colliery in an East and West direction into two grand Divisions that to the South of it
being called Bagillt, the other to the North is known by the name of the Boot.
This field of Coal contains the following Seams
1st the three feet Coal
2nd two yard Coal
3rd five yard Coal
4th 3 yard Coal
5th 5 feet Coal
All these seams have been wrought formerly in a partial manner from the Crop towards the dip.
The late Workings were carried by a separate Winnings the water being raised by two Steam
Engines-the one in the Boot District the other in Bagillt, but no communication whatever was
made through the “Main Bar” between the two Districts, so that they remain perfectly distinct
and independent of each other.
The Bagillt Colliery was now wrought as far to the dip, as the Power of the pumping Engine…
[Buddle-6-196]
…would extend, and the Boot Colliery, when nearly exhausted from the same cause, was finally
stopped by a large quantity of Water from the Marsh finding its way into the Workings from the
breaking down of the roof of the Five Yard Seam, owing to the injudicious working of the Pillars.
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The old workings of both Collieries were filled with Water previous to the establishment of the
present Works.
The present Colliery has been won by a Steam Engine, placed to the dip of the former workingson the Eastern side of the Road leading from Holywell to Flint and on the dip or Northern side of
the Main Bar.
The Engine is judiciously placed in a centrical part of the Mine-as far to the dip of Colliery as the
Marsh would allow, and is well calculated to drain an extensive Tract of the field of Coal, and to
afford the necessary facilities of working the same with safety and economy.
This general description of the Colliery will be further elucidated by referring to the Bird’s Eye
Sketch and Profile at the end of this report (see 1a 213 & 214).
The present Engine is sunk through the Three Yard Seam, at the Depth of 1391/2 yards and to the
Depth of 31/2 below it-from whence the main drain or Water Level is carried forward with the
Mine. It cuts the Five yard Seam at 40 yards, East from the Engine Pit, and is continued in a
South east Direction through the Main Bar till it cuts…
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…the Three Yard and Five Yard Seams successively upon the South side thereof. The level has
also been extended to the North East in the Three and Five Yard Seams as far as Champion’s Bar
by which a Tract of Mine capable of yielding 1,219,580 Shipping tons of Coals is rendered
available.- see the attached (page 210).
The quantity of Coal including the whole Tract of the Two Yard, Three Yard and Five Yard Seams,
lying between the present Engine Level and the old drowned Workings of Bagillt I venture to
calculate upon the whole of this quantity being drained; from the rapid manner in which the
Bagillt old Engine is drawing the accumulated Water out of the Former Works, which proves
indisputably that it has complete control of the Feeders.
With regard to the quantity of Coal to be obtained from the Two Yard Seam, some doubts may
arise as it is suspected there may possibly be a partial communication between the seam and
the Marsh Feeders, from the crop of the Seam running so near to the alluvial soil under the
Marsh; but this is in my mind very questionable and as the Seam may be wrought to any extent
that may be deemed prudent, without risk to the Colliery by resorting to the measures of
security pointed out in the Profile at the end of the Report, I don’t apprehend there can be much
impropriety in calculating upon the full quantity stated, from this seam …
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… as the sinking of pits through the quicksand under the Marsh would be very expensive and
difficult to accomplish the gaining of access to the dip part of the Mine directly from the surface,
is a great bar to the raising of quantity, as the number of openings or points of access must
necessarily be limited. But the obstacles arising from this circumstance may easily be obviated
by increasing the power of the present drawing Engines, and by the application of Engines
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underground to raise the coal from the dip part of the Colliery- below the reach of the present
Pits, by means of inclined planes in which the sloping position of the seams will naturally form.
By the adoption of this system 1,403,000 tons of Coals may be obtained from the Bagillt and
1,452,000 tons from the Boot (appendix B & C) without sinking any more Pits from the surface.
Having gone as far into the general description of this Colliery as seems necessary on this
occasion I shall now offer some remarks on the present state and future prospects of the works.
The situation of the Engine pit has already been described, and near to it is the working coal Pit
Number 1 being the only shaft at which coals have hitherto been drawn; but a new Coal Pit is in
progress, and its sinking will be finished in about six or seven Months, when the means of raising
an additional quantity of…
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… coal will be greatly increased.
At present the working of the Three Yard Seam is suspended in Bagillt, until the water is drawn
out of the former workings, which may probably be effected in three months, and on the
extension of the Level in the Five Foot Seam will in the meantime be unremittingly pursued,
sufficient Pit Room will be obtained by the time the old workings are drained to supply nearly
double the present raisings. But as the present winding Engine, which is only 11 Horse power,
cannot draw more than 700 or 800 tons per week, only a small increase of raising can be
expected ‘till the sinking of the New pit is completed.
The present Coal Shaft (No1) appears to me however to be sufficiently capacious to admit of
nearly double the quantity of the present raisings to be drawn up it, provided the Winding
Engine was sufficiently powerful. I therefore submit the propriety of erecting a 20 Horse Power
Engine on this Pit-to draw the Baskets at a pull instead of at present employed, which may be
sold or applied to the projected inclined Plane underground, and if a second hand 20 Horse
Engine could be purchased it might be in operation long before the new Pit can be made ready
for working Coals, and would be by far the most expeditious mode of increasing the raisings. It is
however altogether a question of Prudence with the Proprietors whether to temporise with the
present Winding Engine until…
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…the new Pit is finished or to adopt the above plan the state and prospects of the Trade during
this spring may in all probability influence their decision.
The water level both in the Five and Three Yard Seams is stopped by a fault at 140 yards north
from the pit, which is supposed to be a down throw of 20 yards, to the North West, but as there
is an abundance of coal to be had from the Bagillt to the South of the Main Bar, there is no
necessity for drifting through the Fault at present.
By adapting an Engine to draw the coal up an inclined plane underground, a large additional
quantity of coal may be obtained from the dip of Colliery beyond the reach of the present
winnings, as already stated, and I am inclined to think that the setting through the above fault
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may with great propriety be deferred until the underground winning is completed, as it will
afford an opportunity of passing the pressure of the Fault at a greater distance from the former,
drowned workings of the Boot Colliery which will of course give greater security to the full dip of
Colliery.
It is proposed that this auxiliary winning shall extend to the distance of 240 yards to the full dip
of the Colliery beyond the present Engine Level but as this operation if carried to the fullest
extent in the first instance would require a 20 Horse Engine, which together with necessary
Driftings and Apparatus would cost £2000, as it would win as much coal as would last the whole
term of the Lease which is more than is…...
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…necessary in the first instance. I should recommend this measure to be only gone into at first
to such an extent-say 100 or 120 yards- as the present winding Engine will effect; by which the
purchase of a new Engine will be saved, as when replaced by a new Engine as already suggested,
the eleven horse power Engine now employed in drawing coals at No.1 Pit, may be adapted to
the proposed inclined plane underground. There is however no immediate waste in commencing
this operation, as according to all appearances, there is every reason to expect that the Field of
Coal now open will supply the Vend, even at the rate of 100,000 tons a year for eight years; but
it must be observed at the same time that it is prudent in the management of coal mines to
pursue the measure of preparation for future working at all opportunities.
Hardly any doubt can be entertained of this Colliery affording an abundant supply of coals for
the whole term of the present Lease, even without taking the Five Feet Seam into the
calculation, and unless the sale of the Coal should be diminished greatly beyond what present
prospects leads us to expect, the concern presents the fairest prospect of a liberal remuneration
for the Capital embarked..
On enquiring into the rates and prices paid for the different Kinds of Work I find them
comparatively moderate, and every department of the…
[Buddle-6-202]
… of the concern as far as I am able to judge, is carried on judiciously and with a due regard to
economy both with respect to the present and future operations of the Mine.
I would not however be understood as speaking of this Colliery as one that is thoroughly
established, and complete in all its appointments; but as one that is rapidly approaching to that
state. At present there is only one Coal Pit and one small Engine employed, the utmost effect of
which is not more than 800 or 900 tons per week. The extent of pit room is also limited, as there
has not yet been time to open out the Mine sufficiently in the Five Yard Seam, owing to the
unavoidable delay occasioned by drifting through the main Bar, to gain access to the Bagillt
District. And the working of the Three Yard Seam is necessarily suspended until the water is
drawn out of the former Bagillt workings, so that the true state of the case at present is, there is
not Pit Room enough to supply more than between 500 and 600 tons per week, nor Engine
power to raise more than 800 or 900 tons.
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This is however only a temporary state of restriction as measure are in active operation which
must shortly remove these impediments to the working of a larger quantity, and enable the
mine to supply 1800 tons weekly or even more if the market should require such a quantity.
[Buddle-6-203]
In the course of three or four months the water may reasonably be expected to be drawn out of
Bagillt old workings when the working of the Three Yard Seam may be resumed, by which as
many coals may be supplied as the present winding Engine on No1 Pit can draw-say 800 tons per
week, and in eight or nine months the sinking of the Pit No2 will be finished and allowing two or
three more for making it completely ready for Coal Work, it will be in a state for, yielding as large
a quantity as No1 Pit, say 800 tons a week at the end of twelve months provided the Winding
Engine is capable of drawing that quantity.
But it is for the serious consideration of the Proprietor whether to proceed in this way, by what
may be called the material and progressive steps of the present Plan of operations, or to erect a
more powerful Winding Engine on No1 Pit as already suggested. The benefit resulting from the
latter measure would be the gaining of time between what would be required for the erecting of
this Engine and that required for completing No2 Pit and which I think might be stated at six or
seven months if a new Engine should be erected it will require four or five months but if a
second had one can be procured it may be removed in much less time according to
circumstances. In the event of erecting a more powerful Engine on No1 pit, the present Engine
may be adapted to the Inclined Plane Underground…
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… as already stated.
The cost of a new 20 Horse Winding Engine I should think complete for work may be stated at
£1100 or £1200 in this situation including the carrying of materials. And the cost of a second
hand Engine of the same power must depend on circumstances.
At the present rates of Labour and standard of work viz. 550 tons per week, the cost of working
may be about 5/3 per ton *, but if the standard of work was raised to 800 tons per week the
profit would be 4/6 per ton.
Considering the delay which may take place before any material increase of raisins can be effected, I
would not state the total sale of coals for one year, from the time at more than 40,000 tons and the
profit at £8,800. But from this sum may be deducted £500 for completing the sinking of No2 Pit
leaving the neat profit £8,300. If however we provide for the establishment of the Colliery in its full
powers of working in the course of the first year, we must deduct the cost of the new 20 Horse
Winding Engine for No1 pit, as well as the expense of the inclined plane etc. for accompanying the
auxiliary winning; and assuming that the eleven Horse Engine now employed in drawing coals at No1
Pit may be applied to that purpose the cost may be stated at £500.
Thus stating the new Winding Engine to cost…………………………………. £1200
Application of present Engine on No1 Pit to inclined plane…………………£500

…..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………£1700
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… which deducted from £8300 leaves £6600 for the profit of one year from the date of this Report
after having completed the necessary actions for placing the Colliery in a situation to supply 100,000
tons of Coal yearly if required, and to yield its maximum profit.
As the Pit No2 will be ready for work at the end of twelve months, and the large Winding Engine may
also be erected on No1 I should then assume the raisings and sale of coals at 100,000 tons a year
which according to the present scale of working charges and selling price of the coals could on a
moderate scale of calculation yield a profit of £20,000 yearly.
Thus it appears that the Profit of the Colliery for one year may be stated at £6600 and for the
residue of the Lease 938 years at £20,000), but considering that there may be considerable
fluctuation both in the working charges and the selling price of the Coals in the course of so long a
term, and also perhaps an inability to sell 100,000 tons yearly from the interference of competition, I
would not state the annual profit at more than £15,000 during the residue of the Lease.
Then considering the yearly profits in an annuity of £6,600 for one year, and as an annuity of
£15,000 in reversion for 38 years commence at the expiration of one year and allowing a purchaser
the undermentioned rates, it is worth as follows….
[Buddle-6-206]
At 10%.............................................................138.719
12%..............................................................116.029
14%...............................................................100,198
16%...............................................................86.194
18%......................................................... 75.927
20%..........................................................67.885
The value of the following stock of materials etc. must also be taken into consideration viz.
Bagillt old Engine…………………………………………… £1000
Iron Engine on the marsh………………………………. £450
Dee Bank Engine……………………………………………… £2500
Winding Engine 11 HP………………………………………£350
………………Ditto..................................................£250
Rail Road and shipping place……………………………£2500
Materials above ground of every description including underground horses…£800

…..
Sundry materials underground……………………………………………………………………….£750
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………£8,600
If to be sold off I will suppose the stock to suffer depreciation of 40%, which values the above to
£5760, But as this cannot be turned into money until the expiration of the term 39 years hence, it is
only worth in present money allowing a purchaser £5% interest £759.10.
As the rate at which Collieries are purchased depend on the opinion which is formed of the…
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… risk attending then, and as the Degree of risk is in a great measure conjectural, the rate of interest
must always be governed by the opinion of the purchaser depending on the spirit of enterprise
which stimulated him to speculate on such adventures. It is therefore difficult for a person valuing
Property of, this nature to meet the Views of all parties-what I have to offer on this subject on the
present occasion must therefore merely be considered as an approximate value of the Concern; and
rather be taken as a scale of calculation for valuing the property, than as an estimate of its Value.
I do not consider the Dee Bank Colliery to any great extent catastrophic, either from Fire or Water the chief risk to be run is from the fluctuation in the price of materials and wages for carrying it on,
and in the selling of the coals, as to the Price and Quantity. According to my own Ideas on the matter
I should think it a safe purchase at 12% on the Principle of an annuity; but for the sake of calculation
on what I should consider a liberal scale, I will state at 14%.
Then at this rate the Value is according (Pa 206)…………………………………….£100,198
Value of stock at……………………………………………………………………………………..£709 10
Total Value……………………………………………………………………………………………..£100,967 10
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In the above calculation no value is attached to any Interest which the Lessees may have in the
concern after the expiration of the present Lease, arising out of the preference generally given to old
Tenants under such Circumstances, nor in the quantity of coal contained in the Three Feet or Five
Feet Seams taken into the Estimate of available Mine.
I have principally noticed the general outliers of the Colliery in this Report without entering minutely
into other details of its management as on examination I find it judiciously conducted, both with
respect to the general economy & management of the works, and the ulterior object of the
measures now in progress for the laying open and draining of the mine. The principle on which the
quantity of coal is estimated etc. is fully explained in the appendix and I have only to add that I
consider the present mode of working the several Seams to be well calculated to obtain the greatest
quantity of Ship Coals from the Mine.
J. Buddle

…..
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Appendix
Dee Bank Colliery 25th February 1817
The Collier’s ton is 30 cwt. of 120 lbs. to the cwt.
60 Collier’s Tons are 90 Shipping Tons
The average specific gravity of the coal is 1,281 or 80 lbs. average per cubic foot, a cubic yard of coal
therefore weighs 2160 lbs.
A Collier’s ton equals 3600 lbs.
A shipping ton……………2400 lbs.
A cubic yard of coal…..2160 lbs.
9/10

of a shipping ton

An acre of coal one yard thick contains 4356 shipping tons. Assuming 2/3 to be obtained the neat
Produce per acre of shipping tons at a yard thick will be 968
Estimate of the Produce per acre in shipping tons of the several seams viz
The Two Yard seam six feet thick 986 x 6 = 5808
[Buddle-6-210]
The Five Yard Seam in Bagillt 14 feet thick (968 x 140 = 13552
Ditto at its full thickness of 15 feet (968 x 15) =14520
The Three yard Seam 9 feet thick (969 x 9) = 8712
Estimate of the quantity of coal to be obtained from the Dee Bank Colliery
In the Bagillt District
33 acres of the Five Yard Seam 14 feet thick at 13552 tons per acre 141216 (Shipping Tons)
33 acres of the Three Yard Seam @ 8712 287496
7 acres of the Five yard north of the Level 15 feet thick @14520 101640
Total 836352
There is also a tract of 66 acres of the Two Yard Seam, which it is highly probable may be obtained
with safety notwithstanding an idea prevails that it has a partial communication with Bagillt Marsh
5808 tons per acre @ 333328.

…..
Total quantity of coal available by the present winning in the Two Three and Five Yard Seams
1,219,680
[Buddle-6-211]
Beside the above, upwards of 50 Acres, may be obtained, by an auxiliary winning to the dip of the
present Engine Level, which may be accomplished by placing an Engine underground or applying the
present winding engine on No1 pit to draw the coals from under the marsh, by an inclined planebeyond the reach of the present winning.
The seams may be estimated to yield the following quantities of coal in Shipping tons viz
The Two Yard Seam per Acre ………………………………5808
The Five Yard Seam ditto

…………………………..135252

The Three yard Seam ditto…………………………………28072
And 28072 x 50 Acres = 1,403600 Shipping Tons of Coal, the total produce from this auxiliary
winning.
In the Northern or Boot Division of this Colliery a tract of coal of 50 Acres in each seam may also be
obtained by the auxiliary winning above named; but in this part of the Mine there is good reason to
believe that the Five Yard Seam will be found in its full thickness viz 15 feet.
We may therefore estimate the quantity of coal to be obtained in Shipping Tons from the…..
[Buddle-6-212]
Two Yard Seam………………………….at 5808
Five Yard Seam……………………………..14520
Three Yard Seam…………………………..8712
Then 29040 x 50 = 1,452000 tons
Recapitulation of Quantities
In Bagillt District available by the present Pits…………….1,219,680
In (ditto) by auxiliary winning………………………………………1,403,600
In Boot District (ditto)………………………………………………….1, 452,000
Grand Total…………………………………………………………………..4,075,280

…..
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Urquart Colliery
Minutes of View
August 4th 1817
The Pit ferranne main Water level has been carried through in all the seams to the East Boundary
thereof and through the White Myre Dyke by Jasper’s Mine and from thence forward to Lady Elgin’s
Mine.
From the bottom of the Success Pit the level has been carried in the Two Feet Sea,- to the Eastward
for about 300 yards that is about 150 yards into the Urquart Grounds where a Crosscut mine is
drawn North and South –the former into the Five Feet Seam-the latter into the Four feet Seam. The
Two Feet Level is also continued from the point eastward nearly to the East Boundary of Urquart.
A good deal of coal has been gained in all the seams. The new level entered the Whole Coal at the
end of the Jane Pit Crosscut, and at the East extremity, it had gained 25 yards of Breast to the dip of
the former level…
[Buddle-6-216]
In the Five Feet Seam the new level entered the whole Coal, just on entering the West side to
Urquart, and at the East Boundary about 150 yards of Breast was obtained below the old Workings.
In the Five Foot Seam, there was about 13 yards of Breast to the dip of the former level, at the South
end of the Jane Pit crosscut stone mine. From this point the new Level has been carried in the seam
both to the East and West Boundary of Urquart, at the East Boundary 40 yards of Breast on, and at
the West Boundary four yards of Breast to the dip of the Old Level Workings-173. What is called the
Old Level Workings wrought by Mr Atkinson before Lord Elgin purchased the property.
Size of Stoops and throughers in the several seams in Urquart
1st In the Hannah’s Pit, on the south side of the White Myre Dyke
Five Feet Seam………………..Pillars 4 yards square
Rooms…………………………….Four yards wide
Throughers……………………..Ten feet wide
Two Foot Seam Rooms…. Ten yards wide
Walls…………………………….. Three yards thick are only holed occasionally for air
Four Feet Seam…………….. Pillars four yards square
Rooms…………………………… Ten feet wide
Throughers……………………. Eight feet wide

…..
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2nd in the Delight, Elgin and Francis Pits
Five Feet Seam……………….Pillars of five yards square
Rooms………………………….. Four yards wide
Throughers…………………… Ten feet
The Two Feet Seam is wrought in the same manner as in the Hannah Pit
Four Feet Seam………………Pillars four yards wide
Rooms…………………………….Twelve feet wide
Throughers………………………eight to ten feet
The roof gradually speaking of the Four Feet Seam is very bad, being a blue Bleas, full of Dips, the
Levels in the seam will require constant attention.
Depths of the several Pits
Lady Elgin Pit from surface to pavement………….fathoms
Five Feet Seam………………………………………………..381/6
More to Two Feet Seam………………………………….31/2
Ditto to Four Feet Seam…………………………………31/2
……………………………………………………………………….451/6

Frances Pit……………………………………………………..fathoms
From surface to pavement of Five Feet Seam...25
More to Two Feet seam…………………………….31/2
More to Four Feet Seam……………………………31/2
………………………………………………………………….32
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Delight Pit
From surface to pavement of Five Foot Seam… 34 Fathoms 1Foot 8Inches
More to Two foot Seam……………………………………3

3

0

Sunk below………………………………………………………..1

0

6

……………………………………………………………………………38

5

2

…..
Hannah’s Pit
From surface to pavement of Five Foot Seam…….33

0

0

More to Two Foot Seam……………………………………..3

3

0

Ditto sunk…………………………………………………………….3

3

0

……………………………………………………………………………..40

0

0
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Report on Urquart Colliery
At the request of the Right Honourable the Earl of Elgin I have made an actual survey of the Main
Water Level through the several seams of this Colliery and drawn the accompanying plans of the
same, which will convey a better idea of the manner in which the workings have been conducted
and the extent of coal obtained than any written description which I can give. I shall therefore
merely offer a few observations on the present state of repair etc. of the Main Performance Level.
The Performance level has been carried up only in a mining sense by Lord Elgin from the West to the
East Boundary of Urquart so as to drain completely all the Seams viz. the Five Foot, Two Foot and
Four Foot as far as it would command them on the South side of the White Myre Dyke. The Breast of
coal gained by this true level, and lying between it and the former working is now nearly wrought off
in all the seams.
At 29 fathoms from East Boundary, the…
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..level has been carried at great expense across the White Myre Dyke in a stone mine into the North
field of coal, the dip of which as is shown by the plan is mainly at right angles to the dip of the seams
on the south side of the Delight.
From the rise side of the Delight the level has been raised in a northerly direction, through the
several seams but crosscut mines as the line of the true level has been carried on to the extent of
the Urquart Royalty but it is driven mainly by a cross cut mine driven to the east of the Delight shaft.
A cross cut stone mine has also been driven into the Four Feet Seam at the Delight pit but neither
this nor the Five Foot Seam has been found in a workable state in this part of the mine chiefly owing
to the loading of the roof in the Four Foot Seam and the inferior quality of the coal in the Five foot
Seam and in consequence the level has not been moved forward in either of them from the Delight
Pit.
After working the north Boundary of the Five Foot Seam the level has been worked on into the north
west partly in the Coal and partly in the crosscuts by the Lady Elgin and Frances Pits so have
complete command of the whole Five Foot Seam in that part of Urquart and mostly as much of the
Two and Four Foot seams as is expected to be workable from the (?) already stated.
[Buddle-6-221]

…..
Having described the general line and extent of the Performance Level, at Urquart Colliery, I shall
conclude with a few remarks on its execution and state of repair.
Here the Level is driven in coal, the roof is supported by stone pillaring and proper timbering where
it is required. The crosscut stone mines generally speaking don’t require any support, and in both a
level is driven of a proper breadth for Water way; it is also drawn with sufficient ascent to allow the
water to pass with proper velocity, and on the whole I can with confidence assert that it is in my
opinion executed in a sufficient and proper manner.
J Buddle

…..
[Buddle-6-222 a A]

…..
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…..
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Aug 17th 1817
Report on a Survey of the Urquart Colliery
My attention on this occasion has been drawn to making of an actual survey and plans of the Water
levels and different seams of this Colliery as also of the workings thereof. These plans are projected
on a scale of 11/2 chains (Gunter on 66 feet or 99 feet to an inch) by which any part of the mine in
English statute Acres may be easily measured, and the future progress of the workings laid down.
One of the chief objects of this survey being to ascertain the quantity of coal now remaining in the
several seams at Urquart Colliery the following estimate has been deduced form it; but to avoid
complexity a separate Report was made of the state of the Performance Level- see p.219.
Making reasonable allowance for the loss of coal by the Haid and Ramifications of the White Myre
Dyke, the following extent of each Seam appears to lie to the dip of the Performance Level, in the
Urquart…
[Buddle-6-224]
And between it and the White Myre Dyke viz.
In the Five Foot Seam…………………………….13A. 2 R. 0 P.}
Two Foot Seam…………………………………………16. 1. 0}

English Acres

Four Feet Seam………………………………………..20. 3. 17 }
From the best idea that can be found, the main the main thickness of the above seams may be
stated as follows viz.
Five Feet Seam……….. 4 ft. 2 ins.
Two Feet Seam…………1ft 10 ins.
Four Feet Seam…………2ft 2 ins.
And assuming that ¾ of each seam may be obtained the total Produce of saleable coals will be
Five Foot Seam………..13A. 2R. 0 P. @ 4535 tons……………61,222 tons
Two foot Seam………….16 1

0

@ 1995 tons……………32,419 tons

Four Foot Seam………….20 3 17 @ 2359 tons…………….48,948 tons
Total on South side of the Dyke………………………………………142,589 tons
Besides which there is on the North side of the White Myre Dyke in the Five Foot Seam between the
Delight Pit and the Lady Elgin pit 7A. 1R. 6P but say 7 acres or 31745 tons,

…..
In the Frances Pit to the dip of the level in the Five Foot Seam} 2040 4A. 2R. 33P say 41/2 acres
52,152
Total below level……194,741
[Buddle-6-225]
..N13 the Two Feet and Four Feet seams on the North side of the Dyke are not taken into
consideration as it is doubtful whether they can be wrought to profit or not, from the Badness of the
roof in the latter and the wetness and inferior quality of the former.
Abstract of the Total Quantity Each Seam.On the South side of the Dyke Five Feet 61222 Two Feet 32,419 Four Feet 48948 Total 142,589
North side of the Dyke Five Feet 52,152 Total 52152
Totals Five feet 113,374 Two Feet 32,149, Four Feet 48,948 total 194,743
There appears to be only about A 0 R2 P25 of the Five Foot Seam, to the Water Level in the Francis
Pit which will yield about 3000 tons of saleable coals of all sorts, and the workable part of the Two
and Four Feet seams to the north of the White Myre Dyke id very uncertain – there seems to be
about 7 acres in in Four Feet to the use of the Level in the Francis pit which may produce about
16,500 tons of all sorts. There is also a small tract of Two Feet seam to the rise of the Water level in
this Quarter.
All the rise coal has been wrought in the Four Feet seam on the south side of the White Myre Dyke,
but there is as much of the Two Feet seam to the rise of the level as will supply….
[Buddle-6-226]
…the present output during the remainder of the Lease.
J. Buddle
[Buddle-6-227]
August 5th 1817
Report on West Wemyss Colliery
The survey of this Colliery being projected on paper shows the relative shows the relative situation
of several levels in the Chemiss Seam at West Wemyss and East Newton. It also shows that the tract
of coal now at work in the rise pit East Newton of very limited extent and uncertain duration , and
therefore that it is necessary to make an effort to obtain an additional supply from some other
quarter.
This failure of Mine was foreseen in April 1815 which led to the project of the dip winning at West
Wemyss the plan object of which has already been detailed.

…..
The execution of the winning has however been suspended in consequence of having been
discovered that the coal in the Engine Level in the region of the Reservoir pit is of inferior quality,
and from an apprehension that it may be of the like inferior quality to the dip of…
[Buddle-6-228]
… the Engine Level along whole indent between the two Hitches delineated on the Plan. Whether
this may be the case or not is uncertain as no sufficient trial has been made below the Engine level
to ascertain the fact, and it is in my opinion an undertaking of too great importance to the welfare of
the Mine to be relinquished without first exploring the Coal so far to the dip of the Engine level as to
furnish rational grounds for forming an opinion whether the quality of the coal may be likely to
improve or not towards the dip, as it receded from the line of the Engine Level.
Should the coal improve on such trial, the can be no question as to the propriety of fixing the Engine
in the Reservoir Pit agreeable to the original design, as will be readily seen by referring to the Plan (
page..) but if unfortunately the quality of coal should not be found to improve, the project of a dip
winning the Engine must be applied to the working of the coal below Level in the dip Pit East
Newton, in which case that most expensive appendage of the concern the waggonway will be
perpetrated.
As it will at all event be necessary to obtain a supply of Coal by a downset below level in the dip Pit
newton, I should advise that no….
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… time be lost in commencing that operation and in the first instance I should prefer an Horse Gin to
draw the coals up the downsett Drift , as the Engine may either be set there or not-depending on the
result of the trial below level at West Wemyss, and no time should be lost in this Business, the
downset may be carried on by Bearers till the Gin is ready.
The trial at below level at West Wemyss must be made in the most convenient situation between
the Hitches- probably some way about the line of full dip from Miller’s Pit or a little to the Westward
from that point.
In the event of the coal not proving to satisfaction in this situation there appears to be no alternative
but to fix the Engine on the downset at East Newton, to work the best part of the Chemiss Seam
there to such extent as may be deemed requisite, and to obtain as much Coal out of the Pillars from
beyond the East Hitch at West Wemyss as possible.
After the good coal from the pillars at West Wemyss is exhausted the Pans may be supplied from the
Waste of the Reservoir Pit in the Chemiss and by opening out the Bush Coal- when if all….
[Buddle-6-230]
..idea of the dip working in the Reservoir pit should be given up the expediency of winning the
Bowhouse and Brankston by extending the crosscut level stone mine from the Bush ought to be fully
considered.

…..
It will be seen by the plan that the Even (?) from the Reservoir pit is extended 235 fathoms under the
sea, and as I am not aware that the depth of water is correctly known at this point I should
recommend soundings to be taken with a view to preserving a proper thickness above the workings.
J Buddle

…..
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…..
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…..
[Buddle-6-231]
Report on the Iron Stone Mine Workings
At
Balgonie
Newcastle August 17th 1818
Gentlemen,
Agreeable to your wishes I examined on the 7th inst. The old Colliery Workings at Balgonie from
whence you are at present working Iron Stone, which operation is rendered precarious from the
circumstances of the Coal and Rubbish in the old workings of the Nine Foot Seam being in a state of
active combustion.
The Iron stone is obtained from the roof of the Seven Foot Seam of coal which at the depth of (?)
fathoms below a seam of coal 9 feet thick and this Iron Stone is wrought by sinking…
[Buddle-6-232]
… Pits through the old workings of the Nine Feet Seam which from its being on fire as above state, is
neither a certain nor an agreeable operation, but at the same time it is to be remarked if no better
mode of access could be devised, the Pits might be effectually secured through the burning waste of
the Nine Feet Seam without incurring much additional expense or trouble.
Mr Finney has however suggested the adoption of an Incline Plane for raising the Iron Stone from
the Seven Feet Seam, instead of sinking Pits, which is in my opinion and under the particular
circumstances of the case, a much more eligible plan of working the mine.
By referring to the accompanying Sketch, it will be seen that the proposed Inclined Plane by entering
the Crop of the Seven Feet Seam may be passed in a direct line through the old working of the seam
to the lowest level from which the Iron Stone can be obtained by the present winning and by which
a secure line of access will be insured to the mine without at all interfering, or being connected with
the Nine Feet Seam and as the Air pit is such beyond the crop of the Nine feet Seam the ventilation
of the Iron Stone working in the Seven feet Seam may be affected without any communication
whatsoever with the Iron Stone which will lend greatly to cool the Mine and render it more safe and
comfortable for the workmen.
[Buddle-6-233]
As I understand that about 30 tons per day is the quantity of stone required to be raised up this
Plane; I should think a siding or passing place necessary, as a Horse Gin, with a single rope will be
sufficient for the purpose, the top part of the Gin being made to disengage so as to allow the empty
carriage with the rope to run down the Plane (being regulated by a friction brake) without the horse
moving. By this contrivance a dip of small size may answer the purpose which of course will be more
easily driven and secured than a Dip of larger dimension. I should think that 3 to 31/2 feet in breadth
by 4 feet in height may be enough for the dip.

…..
As nearly as I can guess the Inclined plane will be 100 yards long nearly 40 of which will be through
the open part of the coal working -50 will be through the pit, or crushed workings and the remaining
10 yards will be open cast near the surface.
The plane Drift in the open part of the working will not require any securing on the sides except the
roofs being stowed up with the Rubbish produced from the Drift through the Pit, and it appears to
me most advisable to secure the Drift with Timber which will be cheaper and more expeditious than
walling, and will last as long as may…
[Buddle-6-234]
… be necessary.
The following estimate will I should expect cover the expense of the Inclined plane drift.
Riddling and cleaning out the part of the old Coal Workings 40 yards @ 1/6 £3. 0 .0
Drifting through the pit 50 yards@ 6/-…………………………………………………………£15. 0. 0
Open Cast…………………………………………………………………………………………………….£0. 15. 0
Timbering the drift and open cast………………………………………………………………..£10. 0. 0
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..£35. 15. 0
But say……………………………………………………………………………………………………………£40
The proposed situation of the Incline plane is I am informed about 200 yards to the west from where
the stratum of Iron Stone ceases to be workable.
It is therefore advisable that the working of the stone should commence at the east of the extremity
of the Field, and be brought forwards towards the foot of the Plane as a similar tract of Iron should
be wrought in like manner from the west side, and indeed as a general principal of why this mode
should always be pursued- subject of course to some deviation as particular circumstances may
require.
A tract of stone of the above extent or even considerably less is enough to be wrought by one Plane
but the whole of the stone to the Westward of the present Pits may be wrought by a succession of
Planes with as great propriety on the Drift in question.
[Buddle-6-235]
To obtain the whole of the Iron Stone it must be wrought from above the pillars of coal which have
been left for the support of the roof as well as in the Rooms where the coal has been excavated.
The iron Stone lies as represented in the following section
SECTION
Black Bed…………..2 ft. 0ins
Black Dalk………….0 ft. 4 ins

…..
Iron Stone………….1ft 2ins to 1ft 6 ins
Fire Clay……………. 0ft 6 ins
Black Metal………..0ft 10 ins
Coal…………………….7ft Seam
Where the coal has been wrought it is merely taken by gunpowder or wedges; but the method of
working it above the solid coal is to take out the 4 in. of Black Dalk above the Iron Stone, and as
much of the….
[Buddle-6-236]
.. Black Band as may be required to make height and then to blow it up with gunpowder.
In working the Iron Stone from about the Pillars of coal it will be difficult to avoid a pit or general
Crush of the roof. The most likely mode of obviating the inconvenience which may arise from this
occurrence will be to build Pillars and the roof, as the Iron Stone is taken out until the Black Band
and rubbish produced in working the stone.
It is difficult to form a correct estimate of the quantity Iron Stone may be obtained by the proposed
Plane, as the information which I could obtain respecting the extent of the former working etc. was
too vague to be relied upon; but according to the best idea I can form I should think that about
15000 superficial yards of the stratum may be wrought by it.
I am not aware that I can add anything further worth notice on this subject and remain
Your humble & obedient servant.
J Buddle

…..
[Buddle-6-237]

…..
[Buddle-6-238]
October 18th 1817
Messrs. Stobart Fenwick & Buddle
You are requested to take into consideration the state of the Pillars in the Hutton Seam at Newbottle
Colliery, more particularly of those in the Success and Margaret Pits, and to give your opinion
whether it will be prudent and consistent with the safety of the Colliery at large to attempt a
working of these Pillars or any part thereof; of the latter only be pleased to point out their situation,
and also to state in such situation the Pillars should be wrought wholly or in part, and if partially to
what extent.
You are also requested to suggest the most eligible method of working the whole Coal which
remains in the Hutton Seam in the Dorothea pit, with a view to the subsequent working of the pillar
upon a scale as extensive as possible without in any way exposing the Colliery to danger, be pleased
to add your opinion as to the proposition of those pillars that may afterwards be taken away.
For the Trustees of Newbottle Colliery
Geo. Hill
[Buddle-6-239]
Report on the Propriety of Working the Pillars at Newbottle Colliery
Agreeable to the foregoing request we have taken into consideration the state of the Hutton Seam
Pillars in the Success and Margaret Pits, in Newbottle Colliery, and having also given the general
state of circumstances of the Colliery our best consideration, we are of opinion that all that tract of
Pillar in the Hutton Seam lying to the north of Success and Margaret Pits, and on the dip on the
north side of two down-cast Troubles may be wrought with advantage, by adopting the following
plan.The tract of Pillar above contains about 90 acres being bordered to the west by Bourne-moor to the
north and east by Pensher Colliery and the rise working of the Dorothea Pit and to the south by the
two Troubles above named.=
[Buddle-6-240]
Previously to the commencement of the working of these Pillars, we advise that four barriers should
be stowed in a Bordways course directly as marked on the Plan from the two Troubles to the
Boundary so as to form this tract of working into four divisions, and a barrier must also be formed
along the west line of the two Troubles from the rise barrier of the Dorothea Pit to the west
boundary of the Coal next Bourne Moor by stowing the Bord Rooms on each side thereof, so as to
form a barrier, including the Lining of Coal which has been left in several places of 50 yards in
breadth.
The Bordways Barrier to be formed by stowing and pillaring three Bords in breadth into the adjoin
throughing on each side, which together will make the full width of the Bording 48 yards.

…..
After these divisions are formed as above described, the pillars may be successfully wrought out of
each in the following manner.
The workings being Shethed and coursed two by two six yards may be wrought out of each of the
middle or loose wall of every Sheth, widening the Headway course to 14 yards, but the Sheth Wall
must be left entire, and we advise that the Thirlings in all the fastwalls should be stowed up to
support the wall sides-the several divisions may be wrought in such succession, as circumstances
may point out…
[Buddle-6-241]
… to be most eligible-By which the Pillars in this manner 3/10 of the remaining seam will be
obtained, which will yield 355 Cha. Of Coals per acre from which 1/5 will be deducted for small, the
neat produce of Ship Coal will be 285 Cha. Per acre.
We recommend this system of working the pillars, under the persuasion that it will not injure the
working of the upper seams in the whole mine. And we are not at present aware of any objection
that can be urged against the general adoption of this system wherever the Hutton Seam has been
wrought with small that is 12 and 13 yard winnings.
We regard to the working of the Hutton Seam in the Dorothea Pit we are decidedly of opinion that it
will be most eligible from the field of whole Coal to the South East of the present workings into small
districts by leaving barriers of coal between each of from 5 to 8 acres according to circumstances.
These districts to be wrought with 16 yard winnings, viz. Four Board and Twelve with the walls to
be holes at 22 yards 2 yards wide, The interior barriers for separating the districts be from 40 to 50
yards in breadth and the size of the winnings may be also varied according to circumstances from
time to time at the discretion of the viewer conducting the Colliery.
[Buddle-6-242]
As soon as the district is wrought in the whole mine to its prescribed limits the working of the pillars
may immediately commence providing there is pit room to admit of for preparing the other district
so as to keep up a regular succession of workings.
In working these districts it will in all probability be found expedient to Sheth and course the Boards
two and two. In which case a general working of the Pillars may be affected by taking out the loose
wall entirely and also the greater part of the Sheth Wall taking care to leave only as much coal as
may be barely necessary to insure such a degree of ventilation as the state of the mine may require.
According to this mode of procedure we conceive that after making due allowance for small coal to
be taken out at a Bank and loss underground the seam will produce about 1500 Chaldrons of Ship
Coals per acre without injuring the future working of the upper seams in the whole mine.
The most eligible situation for commencing this system is to the East or dip side of the South East
Water level from the shaft where the first district may be readily formed; and as Mr Hill is fully
acquainted with this mode of working, having pursued it for some time past at Manor Wallsend
Colliery with great success, we do not find it necessary….

…..
[Buddle-6-243]
… to enter into any further details respecting the same on the present occasion.
September 8th 1817
In compliance with the request of His grace the duke of Northumberland’s Commissioners dated 30th
inst. To examined the Shilbottle Colliery and report to them on what terms I think it should be relet, I
have this day investigated the situation and circumstances of that mine and beg leave to offer the
following observations.
In an enquiry of this nature the first object which excites attention is the state of the market, as to
the probable quantity of coals which may be sold, and the price to be obtained for the same; and
secondly the facility afforded by the mine of supplying demand.
With regard to the state and extent of the market it is influenced by a variety of circumstances, but
chiefly at present by the general depressed state of Agriculture in the County currently and the
interference of rival Collieries.
Until the present year however….
[Buddle-6-244]
… does not appear to have been any material falling off in the aggregate kind since the present
Lessee commenced in the year 1811, but a gradual decline has taken place in the most profitable
branch of the trade viz. the sale from the staith at Alnwick.
The quantity sold from the staith in 1811 was 5297 tons
…………………………………………………………1812

4816

………………………………………………………….1813

4170

………………………………………………………….1814

4570

…………………………………………………………..1815 3855
……………………………………………………………1816 3706
And for the half year ending 30th June 1817 1685 tons. The average yearly vend from 30th June 1811
to 30th June 1817 has been 11,616 tons being 384 tons short of the stipulated annual quantity of
12,000 tons, for which the certain rent of £800 per annum is paid.
The average half yearly sale during the above period has therefore been 5808 tons; but the vend of
the last half year ending 30th June 1817 is only 4777 tons 19 cwt. 2 qtrs. But say 4778 tons in round
numbers, being 1030 tons or nearly 18% short of the average vend. The consequence of this
deficiency of vend is, that a large quantity (8,000 tons) of Coal has accumulated at the pit.
It may now be necessary to remark that the trade of this colliery be divided with three branches viz.
1st the Coal delivered by the rail way at a…..

…..
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… depot in Alnwick at which they are reloaded.
2nd The coals sold to the Alnwick carters who sell to their respective customers
3rd The desultory supply of the Country
Each of these branches of the trade has been established to take off equal quantities; of late
however every branch has declined considerably but most especially the 1st and 3rd.
This arises not only from the general causes already stated, but also from the very low rate at which
the carriers now supply their custom from the more distant collieries viz. Newton in the Moor
Acklington and Brown Hill, the two latter cuts off a considerable part of the East Country trade and
Framlington interfered materially with that of the West Country.
The present selling prices of the Shilbottle Coals are as follows
At the Staith in Acklington 11/8 per ton
At the pit to the Acklington carters 8/4 per ton
To the country trade 7/5 per ton
The carters sell the Brown Hill coal in Acklington at 9/9 per ton and although they are not equal in
quality to the Shilbottle Coals, they are lighter, and the consumer gets a larger bulk of them to a ton
than of the Shilbottle Coals, which with the poorer class of housekeepers, operates as strong
inducement to purchase them….
[Buddle-6-246]
…under the present disparit of price Algernon Percy the Duke’s resident Agent is decidedly of
opinion that not more than 9000 tons a year can be vended from Shilbottle at the present prices,
and that to enable them to compete with rival Collieries the under mentioned reduction of price
ought to take place.
At the staith the price to be reduced from} 8/4 per ton to 10/To Alnwick cartmen from 8/4 per ton to 7/6
To the country trade from 7/6 per ton to 6/3
If the coals were reduced in the above proportions Percy is of opinion that the yearly Vend might be
extended to 12000 tons that is to say each branch of it to take off 4000 tons.
I hereby observe that my opinion of the state of the trade has been greatly influenced by the
information which I received from Algernon Percy to which from the long experience he has had in
the coal trade of that neighbourhood. I should pay great deference. The account of the quantity of
coals vended is extracted from his Books.

…..
On giving the subject my best consideration I am satisfied that the reduction of price above stated
will be indispensable in order to obtain the vend of 1200 tons, which as small a quantity as the
establishment of the Colliery can be maintained for, and it seems also to be nearly about the utmost
quantity that the trade can be expected to take off.
I shall therefore assume that the deficiency….
[Buddle-6-247]
..in the yearly amount of sales from the contemplated reduction in price etc. will be as under
4000 tons to be sold at Staith 1/3 …………………………………£333.6.8
4000 tons to Alnwick at -/10……………………………………………£166.13.4
4000 tons to Country at 1/3……………………………………………£250.0.0
………………………………………………………………………………………£750.0.0
The full amount of the yearly sales may be estimated as follows
4000 tons sold at the staith at 10/-………………………………£2000
4000 tons sold to the Alnwick carters at 7/6……………….£4500
4000 tons to the Country at 6/3…………………………………..£1250
Cinders……………………………………………………………………………£50
……………………………………………………………………………………..£4800
The next subject for consideration is the state of the mine. As to its capabilities affording the above
supply of coal for a term of twenty one years the sum of money which may be required to enable it
to do so, and the probable cost of working the coals etc.
According to the best information that can be obtained relative to the direction of the former water
level line and working, there appears to be 15 acres of coals yet remaining to be wrought by the
present Engine Level on the north east rise side of the 21 feet Dyke.
This tract of coal allowing 1/6th of the seam to be lost in Pillars will yield 47,500 tons
[Buddle-6-248]
...which allowing 14000 tons for the annual vend and consumption will last 31/3 years.
It will therefore be required before the expenditure of this sum (with all convenient) to win as much
coal as the south west Dip side of the Dyke as will supply the vend for the remainder of the assumed
term of 21 years, which operation I estimate to cost £1352; but afterwards I don’t expect that any
further expenditure of capital will be required during the remainder of the term over and above the
current expenses of carrying on the Colliery.

…..
The cost of working the coals including the leading to Alnwick by the Railway, corving, smith work,
keeping the engine and machinery, Labourage above ground, masonry, carpentry, binding, pitmen,
finding materials and utensils of all description, Damage of ground, Taxes and cesses etc. may be
stated at £3827 to which may be added
Interest on the value of Colliery stock which is estimated at £5000………………………} £250
Ditto on Capital expended on winning the coal on the Dip side of the 21 fathom
Dyke £1350……………………………………………………………………………………………………………} £135
Contingencies bad debts etc………………………………………………………………………………….} £100
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. £485
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… £4305
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Reduction allowed by Pitmen………………………………………………………………………………..£4803
For fire coals…………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 07
Amount of sales…………………………………………………………………………………………………….£4217
Left for Agency, rent and profit……………………………………………………………………………… £582
Thus is appears according to the view here taken of this subject that £582 say £600 is left to pay rent
and compensate the Lessees for their risk and trouble and the question now for consideration is
what proportion of this sum ought to be allowed for rent.
Considering the attention which a concern of this magnitude requires, I do not think it unreasonable
to allow the Lessees £200 a year independent of the interest of 5% on the capital employed which
leaves £400 a year for rent, but as it is pretty clear that the decline in the price of coals which is the
chief cause of reducing the rent to this low standard, it seems only reasonable that in granting a
lease for 21 years, the Lessor should contemplate an advance in prices, and stipulate for a
proportionate increase of rent. It is therefore on this principle that inventure to submit the following
terms as fair and reasonable, for the reletting of Shilbottle Colliery, under the existing circumstances,
and prospects of that mine, and contemplating the unavoidable increase….
[Buddle-6-250]
…of working charges when the coal has to be wrought by the under level working of the dip side of
the 21 fathom dyke.
1 The term to be 21 years from
2 Certain rent £400 a year for 12000 tons of coal and 8% for all coals vended over and above that
quantity so long as the selling price shall be
At the staith 10/- per ton

…..
To the Alnwick carters 7/6 per ton
To the Country trade 6/3 per ton
3 When the selling price shall be higher than the above by not existing
At the Staith 10/11 per ton
To the Alnwick carters 7/11 per ton
To the Country trade 6/101/2 per ton
The certain rent to be 500 a year for 1200 tons and 10% a ton for overworking
4 whenever the selling price shall exceed the rates last above named, then the certain rent to be
£650 a year for 12000 tons, and ¼ per ton for overworking.
5 the Lessees to be allowed a sufficient quantity of coals for Engines, Workmen’s fire coal, Heap firs
and furnaces or lamps underground Rent free.
6 The Lessees to bind themselves to win the coal beyond the 21 feet Trouble to the extent marked in
the Colliery plan within the first three years of the term….
[Buddle-6-251]
7 The lessee may give up at the end of the 5th 7th or 9th or any subsequent year of the term by giving
six months’ notice but at the end or sooner determination of the term, to leave 2000 tons of coal
unwrought in the whole mine, in an accessible state; so that the Lessor or an entering tenant may
work the same without incurring more than the ordinary expenses of working the mine.
8 the Lessees being allowed to make up the short working during the lease.
9 all usual clauses for the fair working of the Colliery etc. to be inserted in the Lease.
10 the valuation of stock and Colliery materials to be provided for in the existing Lease.
Memoranda Newbottle Colliery 29th October 1817
Depth of Success Pit to Hutton Seam 107 fathoms
Depth to High Main Seam 73 fathoms
The Five Quarter Seam is wrought
The high Main Coal is wrought with 11 yard working
Four Board and Seven Wall all crept
Maudlin is wrought with 11 yard working 4 Board and Wall
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Section of the Maudlin Seam

…..
Coarse Brassy Coal……………….0 ft. 9ins in working
Good Coal…………………………….2ft 5ins
Band Dark Metal………………….0ft 01/4 hewing
Splint Coal……………………………0ft 3ins
Good Coal……………………………1ft 0ins
……………………………………………5ft 11/4 ins
A very bad roof, the Board Rooms fall and height got by first working 4 Left in pillars 6.
Hutton Seam 13 yard workings 4 Board 9 wall 4 got and 6 left in Pillar. Mean height of seam 5ft 8 ins.
Propose to work 5 yards of each and of every other wall say a quarter of whole pillars.
Seam contains per acre 1971 chaldrons
Got by first working…………..4
Remaining in pillar……………..1183
Quarter of which to be got….295
..………………………………………….1083
total produce lost in pillar………888
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The Maudlin Pillars cannot be considered of any value, no injury will therefore result from any creep
which may ensure from working the Hutton Seam Pillars.
The first district of pillars proposed to be wrought in the Hutton Seam Success Pit contains about 48
acres, it lies to the north west north and east of the shaft.
The Maudlin coal is whole nearly above the whole of this district, the Maudlin seam to the south of
the Success Pit shaft was wrought by the Jane Pit, with 11 yards winning 4 Board 2 Walls.
The Margaret pit district will contain about 45 acres of pillars.
The Success Pit will yield 295 x48……………………….14160 cha.
Deduct 1/5 small……………………………………………….. 2032
Produce of Ship Coals……………………………………….11328
The Margaret Pit……………………………………………….13275
Deduct 1/5 small…………………………………………………2555
…………………………………………………………………………….10620

…..
Total produce of Ship coals…………………………………21948
And stowing
According to the quantity coal above calculated upon three stowed barriers would be required to
have divided the above two districts into proper working divisions, but on reconsidering the
business, it seems more eligible to stow 18 barriers, by which 2 yards more to be taken off every
other wall, which will increase the produce of the pillars 1/5 part…
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..the situation of the stowed barriers are marked on the Colliery plan.
In the formation of those Barriers three Boards in breadth to be stowed with the adjoining thirlings
in each side.
The proportion of coal recommended to be taken 12/20ths off every other wall or 6/20ths of the
whole quantity of Pillars, this will be 355 chaldrons per acre, making the whole produce of the seam
1143 chaldrons.
The quantity of coal to be obtained from the pillar according to the plan will therefore be
From the Success pit 355x48……………………………. 17040
Deduct 1/5th small……………………………………………. 3408
Deduct for coal left in barriers say………………………….532
Neat quantity of Ship Coal from Success Pit………13000
The Margaret Pit 355x45……………………………………15975
Deduct 1/5th small……………………………………………….3195
Deduct for coal lost in barrier……………………………..12780
……………………………………………………………………………….260
…………………………………………………………………………..125000
……………………………………………………………………………..25500
Total price of ship coal from the North works of the of the two pits…
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Washington New colliery 5th June 1818
To Messrs. Fenwick and Hill
Gentlemen

…..
You are requested to examine the plans of this Colliery, and to estimate the probable quantity of
Merchantable coal to be obtained from the whole coal and pillars, now remaining and also to state
your opinion as to the relative qualities of the same.
2nd You are also requested to inquire into the present situation of the F Pit workings as well as the
state of the shaft
3rd You will also please to estimate the expense of sinking a new pit in the Penny more Close, to the
High Main in the first instance, to be afterwards sunk to the Hutton Seam if it should be deemed
expedient.
4th You will also observe by the agreement of the late Mr Wade with Mr Russell that he is entitled to
the coal under the Blue House estate at 15% accounting 440 Bolls to the Ten,and whether by
obtaining an outstroke into the Blue House ground it would not be of the greatest advantage to
the…
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Colliery, particularly its being so contiguous for the putting to the F pit, as well as for the mixing and
benefitting the sale of the lower seams; the High Main coal having already proved to be better than
that working in the B Pit.
5th Having taken all these matters into consideration, you are requested to point out in what
manner the Colliery you recommend the working of the Colliery to be conducted in future, so as to
yield the greatest profit or make the least loss during the remainder of the present agreement as the
Lessees do not contemplate the renewal or extension of the Lease beyond the term already granted,
nor the advance of any more capital but to carry on the concern in the most economical manner
possible during the remainder of the present lease.
6th Having estimated the time and expenditure required for ridding out, and repairing the F Pit shaft,
and workings and also the time and expenditure required to sink a new Pit in Penny more Close, you
will please to state whether you recommend one or both these measures to be carried into
execution and which you would advise first to be done.
7th You are also requested to point out the best mode of working the Low Main Seam and Hutton
Seam on the dip side of the 8 Fathom Dyke, in….
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… the Penny more Close, whether by sinking staples on the north side of the Dyke, by making an
inclined plane Drift, or by sinking a new Pit.
8th Lastly you are requested to make without reservation any observations or suggestions that may
occur to you during your investigation which you think may tend to promote the interests of the
Lessees, without prejudicing that of the Lessor.
Thos Wade for Mttw. Russell esq.
John Buddle

…..
Report on Washington New Colliery June 19th 1818
1st In in compliance with the annexed request we have examined the plans of Washington New
Colliery and have also measured and ascertained the extent of the whole coal and pillars remaining
in the different Seams, and are of opinion that the quantities of Merchantable coal to be expected
from each seam respectively will be shown by the following table…
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Whole
Coal

Pillars

Cha

Cha

Produce
Cha

High Main B Pit 102950

44200

147150

High Main F pit 5325

34017

39342

108275

78217

186492

Maudlin Coal 243864

161400

405264

Low Main Coal 16200

13200

204400

Hutton Seam 120000

7400

127460

260217

748556

Total

480339

As regards to the relative qualities of the different seams we conclude that the High Main Coal is
justly esteemed the first in point of value since in it are combined the two essential properties of
good quality and capability of being produced large; and we are led to this opinion not only by our
own opinions and observations but also from the preferences given to it by the public as expressed
by it always selling at a higher price, than any of the other seams. Next to the High Main Coal the
Hutton Seam stands most in estimation, but this is a tinder coal and works small and although it has
a good quality we recommend it, it yet wants largeness of size, which must operate against its sale
especially at the London and other home markets. The two remaining seams to be noticed are the
Maudlin and low Main Coal Seams, both of which are as to composition, the very reverse of the
Hutton Seam, being of….
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… inferior to either the Hutton Seam or the High Main Coal and this circumstance we apprehend, will
prevent their meeting with a steady sale, except at a very low price, so long at lease, as coals of a
superior quality are to be had.
2nd Responding to the F Pits working we have obtained the following information, This pit was sunk
down to the High Main Coal, but as it is situated considerably to the dip of the Engine level, all the
coal in the rise side of the shaft was won by means of a Water level drift, set away from the bottom
of the Engine Pit which had been previously sunk to the Maudlin Coal.

…..
As before observed all the coal to the rise of the F Pit was laid dry by virtue of this Drift, and this, as
appears by the information had been wrought to a considerable extent when in or about the year
1796 an accident happened which obliged the remaining coal to be relinquished, and the under level
Drift soon after getting stopt up, the connection with the Engine pit was cut off, and so efficient is
the water dammed back in the F Pit, that it is now standing within 30 fathoms of the surface where
the feeder is supplied to pass through an opening in the stone to the Engine pit, as it is observed not
to rise higher but to be stationary at this place.
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In regard to the F Pit shaft we have ascertained that in the sinking a considerable feeder of water
were met with near the surface both of which were stopt back by plank tubbing, which with an
interruption of only 4 feet extends from the soil to the depth of 40 fathoms below this, other feeders
occurred; but none of any consequence. The Tubbing is probably much decayed at least the upper
division of it, an as any all the inside tubs are supposed to have fallen away, and it is known that a
part of the planking has also failed, it is concluded that the feeder formerly stopping it; has now free
access to the pit, and in consequence we consider the shaft in an unworkable state.
3rd We estimate the expense of sinking a new pit in Penny moor Close to the High Main coal at
£2250.12.0 for particulars (see estimate No10 The most eligible situation for such a pit, we conceive
to be that marked on the plan of the High Main Workings.
4th We have carefully read over the Articles of agreement between Mr Russell and Mr wade relative
to their partnership in the colliery, and have maturely considered the contents, more especially that
part which relates to the term for working the coal in the Blue House estate. We have also enquired
into the state of the High Main coal in the present Colliery adjoining to the Blue House Boundary in
the best manner we are able and have heard the reports of those persons on the subject most
conversant with this…
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.. quarter of the mine; and although we see no reason to doubt that a tract of the High Main very
worthy of consideration may be got part of the (?) we cannot in the present period recommend
such an object be pursued.
5th & 6th The present state of the colliery rendering it necessary that same plan for its relief should be
resorted to without delay, and having minutely investigated all the circumstances connected with it
we recommend that the sinking of the pit in the Penny moor Close be set about with all speed in
preference to that of reopening F pit, and its Workings especially especially as the sinking of that pit
is estimated to cost only £2205.12.0 and will require but 15 months in completing which that of
reopening the F pit and its Workings will cost 3505. 3.0 and will require 30 months to accomplish it
(see estimate No2).
After such new pit is sunk we then recommend it to be applied in working that tract of the Hutton
Seam now worked by the e pit, such system we think cannot fail to lessen the enormous putting
experience at present experienced by the Colliery, and also tend to yield the greatest profit or
otherwise produce the least loss during the unexpired term of the Colliery lease.

…..
6th the preceding answer we apprehend applies equally to this and the 5th query.
7th As to the mode of getting the Low Main Coal and the Hutton Seam on the dip side of the Eight
Fathom Dyke, of course if a pit be sunk in the Penny Moor Close all the seams will be met with…
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In success, this furnishes one more connection, and that an important, for sinking a Pit in this
situation.
Concerning that these Queries embrace every point necessary to be considered respecting the
Colliery, nothing remains to be said in reply to the last request.
We shall therefore conclude by advising the measures we have recommended for the relief of the
Colliery to be commenced forthwith, and then they will be prosecuted with all possible vigour and
resolution.
It will be observed that in the various circumstances that we have taken it for granted, the Lessees
have liberty to work the different seams in such proportion as they may judge proper.
T Fenwick
T Easten
G Hill
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No1
Estimate of Expense of Sinking a Pit to the Main Coal Seam in the Penny moor Close Depth 80
fathoms
Sinking to Stonehead 10 fathoms……………………………………£21.0.0
Walling in Do………………………………………………………………….£60.0.0
Timber for Do………………………………………………………………….£43.0.0
Tubbing and wedging back water…………………………………….£300.0.0
Air brattice………………………………………………………………………£120.0.0
Ait tube…………………………………………………………………………..£25.0.0
Removing Engine and making ponds………………………………£150.0.0
Ropes……………………………………………………………………………….£50.0.0
Erecting screens, building heap walls etc…………………………£125.0.0
1348 yards of Waggon way at Bank at 11/-.......................£741.0.0

…..
…………………………………………………………………………………….£2245.12.0
Deduct value of Brattice to be taken out…………………………..£40.0.0
……………………………………………………………………………………..£2205.12.0
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No2
Estimate of the expense of laying dry the Main Coal Seam in the F pit, by a stone drift to be driven
from the B Pit, and commenced in the workings of the Maudlin Coal
Driving Stone Drift 464 at 70/- per yard………………………. £1624.0.0
Repairing F pit with Timber Tubbing etc……………………… £400.0.0
Repairing Do. With walling in some places…………………..£55.0.0
Do…….Do…..at bottom to prepare for working…………….£100.0.0
Air brattice………………………………………………………………….£120.0.0
Removing Engine……………………………………………………….£150.0.0
Ropes…………………………………………………………………………….£50.0.0
Erecting Screens building heap walls etc……………………….£125.0.0
Waggon way 1348 yards at 11/-…………………………………….£741.8.0
Adding an air course in the main coal}
Work to commence with the C pit 8000 yards at 5/-} £200.0.0
Timber, corves, loss of Rolley way Plates etc……………..£40.0.0
………………………………………………………………………………….£3630.8.0
Deduct Air Brattice to be taken out…………………………………£40.0.0
……………………………………………………………………………………£3590.8.0
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Messrs. Buddle & Watson
Gentlemen
You are requested to take into your consideration the present state of Manor Wallsend Colliery as
connected with the water both in the shaft and in the workings.
A feeder having broken off in the latter, which lays a considerable additional load upon the Pumping
Engine you will please weigh well the circumstances likely to ensue to the Colliery, and should you

…..
consider them as attended with danger; to point out such means as you may think best calculated to
afford effectual relief in the shortest time.
I am gentlemen
For Jo. Davy
Your obedient servant
Geo. Hill
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Report on Manor Wallsend Colliery
Newcastle 4th Sept. 1818
Mr Hill having explained to us the general state and circumstances of Manor Wallsend Colliery; in
response to the quantity of water bred in the shaft and the several districts of the mine; particularly
the feeder which lately broke off in the workings of the Bensham Seam. And having furnished us
with an account of the workings of the pumping Engine and the size of the several sets of pumps in
the shaft etc. We have given the subject our best consideration, and regret to state, that on
contrasting the utmost power of the Engine, with the load of water at present discharging from the
several parts of the mine, cannot venture to pronounce the Colliery in a safe working state.
As the size of the Engine will not with convenience, admit of an increase of power being added to
the Engine, we entirely approve of the expedient suggested by Mr Hill, for shutting off the North End
division of the Workings, about the Fourteen fathom Dyke by a Frame Dam, in the Stone drift, and a
water proof scaffold in the Staple. By means this means it is probable that the Engine may be
relieved to the extent of nearly 40 gallons per minute about the amount of the feeder lately got in
the Bensham Seam.
Mr hill having given us a full detail of the plan of his frame dam and water…
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… proof scaffold, together with the modes he means to pursue in fixing and strengthening them, we
do not find it necessary to enter into that part of the subject, being satisfied all the difficulties which
the case presents have been anticipated and duly provided for, it therefore only remains with us to
recommend the prompt adoption of Mr Mills’ plan.
J Buddle
J Watson
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To Messrs Buddle & Watson
Sept 16th 1818

…..
Gentlemen,
Before you undertake the survey which the Committee are grateful you have agreed to make, I think
it right to state to you as explicitly as I can the points on which it is desired to obtain the fullest
information.
Firstly we desire to ascertain the comparative qualities of the coal, now working at the different
Collieries on the line or vicinity of the projected canal, with a special reference to their fittings for
exportation.
Secondly the respective value of those coals when put on board of vessels in the Tees, to make this
estimate as correctly as possible, I conceive it would be best to assign to each quality the rank which
in your opinion it would hold in the price lists of Newcastle and…
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…Sunderland a copy of the last published list is therefore annexed.
But though I point out the method, I beg leave to add that the main object of your survey is to
ascertain the probability of establishing an export trade in Coals, as a source of revenue from the
projected Canal; and therefore I beg you will take as comprehensive a view of the subject as you can,
with an eye to this, and oblige us with your decision on all which bears upon the question.
I am gentlemen etc.
John Cartwright
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To John Cartwright Esq., chairman of the committee of subscribers to the projected canal from the
River Tees to West Aukland
Newcastle 2nd October 1818
Sir we have the pleasure to hand you our report, which we trust will embrace all the points of
inquiry which may be requisite for your purposes.
We found the price list of Coals very inaccurate and have therefore taken the liberty to correct it, as
you will perceive by the red figures on the Margin. They show the present selling prices of the
several sorts of coals with the addition of Keel dues and fittage shaving the full cost to the ship
owner free on board.
We have the honour to be, sir, your most obedient and humble servants
Tho. Fenwick
Edward Steel
John Buddle
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…..
Report on the Collieries on the line and vicinity of the projected Canal from the Tees to West
Aukland
Newcastle 2nd Oct. 1818
In consequence of the annexed request we have examined with the greatest attention the coals
wrought from the following Collieries and have as far as circumstances will permit, classed herewith
the several sorts of coals now vending from the Rivers Tyne and Wear as nearly as it is in our power
to draw the comparison.
The coals being sold at present from the Pits as wrought we have found it necessary to make such
deductions for small coals to be screened out, at the pit, as we conceive would be required, to make
the several sorts of coal in question, equally merchantable, with those with which we have
compared them, for an export trade.
In the course of our examination we have observed great variety in the appearances and texture, as
well as in the quality of the coals produced from the several working Pits, through the Aukland
District from Ferry Hill to Woodlands. Our observations…
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…must therefore be understood to extend further than to the pits now actually in work.
Not being sufficiently acquainted with the nature of the port of Stockton and the navigation of the
River Tees we have preferred stating what we conceive would be the intrinsic value of the several
sorts of coals in the Aukland district, if delivered on Ship Board in the Rivers Tyne and Wear.
Comparative Qualities
Ferry Hill
After deducting 1/5 for small these coals may be compared to Bourn Moor on the Wear, but we do
not think they will carry quite so round to market and do not therefore think they would be barely
worth 23s per Newcastle chaldron. Charge free on board in the River Wear.
Black Boy
After screening out 1/4th of small and by taking out the Pyrites and other refuse, we consider those
coals fully equal to Bourn Moor they would be worth 23/- per chaldron free on board in the Wear…
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Bitch Burn
This coal is similar to Pontop in quality, but being very tender in not calculated to bear the collision
of transport, and even after screening out 1/3 of small, we cannot venture to say that the coals
would go to market in equal condition to Pontop. We therefore presume that they would not be
worth more than 25/- or 26/- per Newcastle chaldron in the River Tyne.
Etherly

…..
Similar in quality to the Bitch Burn Colliery, but rather of stronger texture, and after separating the
Cannon coal and Screening out 1/3 of small, we are of opinion that they would be equal to Pontop,
and worth about 27/- per chaldron, free on board in the River Tyne.
Witton Park
Similar to Etherly……
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Eden Main Miss Dixon’s
These coals are nearly similar to Eden main on the Wear, they are a little tender in Texture but not
quite of such good quality, if 1/5 of small be streamed out they would be worth 27/- per chaldron
free on board in the River Wear.
Old Engine Eden Main Colliery
These would look better than Dixon’s Eden Main, but are rather more tender. When ¼th of small is
screened out we should think them equal to Nesham’s main worth free on board 28/- per chaldron.
Greenfield or North Lees
May be made equal to Pontop by screening out 1/5th of small, worth 27/6 per chaldron free on
board in the River Tyne.
Ramshaw
These coals after screening out 1/4th of small, will we think be rather better than Dixon’s Black Boy
but not quite so good as Greenfield, may be worth 26/6 per chaldron free on board on the Tyne.
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Norwood
These coals, although perhaps not quite so good in quality as Esherly, are from their hardness
superior as an export coal, after screening out 1/5 of small, we should think them equal to Nesham
Main on the Wear, worth 20/- per chaldron free on board.
Cockfield Fell
This is a coarse looking coal, and is not suitable for exportation as the most of the other Coals here
described; It bears the greatest similarity to the Five Quarter coal on the River Wear where at this
time it would not be worth more than about 25/5 per chaldron free on board, after screening out
small and taking out the Pyrites and other refuse to the amount of 1/4th of the whole produce of the
same.
Butterknowl
These coals after 1/4th of small is screened out will be equal to Shipcote on the River Tyne and would
be worth free on board 27/6 per chaldron.

…..
Crakes’ Scar
Similar to Butternknowl, but the coals are a little brighter and of course more Merchantable.
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Eden Main Messrs. Dixons
These coals are very nearly similar to Eden Main on the Wear, they are a little harder in texture; but
not quite of such good quality. If 1/5 of small be screened out they would be worth 27/- per
chaldron free on board in the River Wear.
Old Engine Eden Main Colliery
These coals look better than Dixon’s Eden Main, but are rather more tender. When ½ of small is
screened out we should think them equal to Nesham’s Main worth free on board in the Wear 20/per chaldron.
Greenfield or North Leet
May be made equal to Portop by screening out 1/5th small worth 27/6 per chaldron free on board in
the River Tyne.
Ramshaw
These coals after screening out 1/4th of small, will we think be rather better than Dixon’s Black Boy
but not quite so good as Greenfield, may be worth about 26/6 free on board on the Tyne.
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Woodlands
These coals are similar in quality to Butterknowls and Crake’s Scar but for being more tender, will
require 1/3 of small being taken out making them equal to a 26/- coal free on board in the River
Tyne
Cow Close
These coals are considered to be too tender for exportation.
Copley Bent
By screening 1/5 of small will be equal to Portop, worth about 27/- per chaldron free on board in the
Tyne.
Burselton, Shildon and Eldon
We do not consider any of these coals of quality fit for exportation
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…..
Price of Coals on the River Wear
Fixed price

supposed net price

S

S

Sir TH Liddle Bart

10

18

MJ Davison esq.

18

17 or 17/6

Geo. Lambton esq. Primrose

21

21

Do. Bourn moor and Harraton

17 and 18

17

Lady FV Tempest, Eden Main

21

21

Do. South Main

16

18

Owners of Oxclose Colliery

16

15/6

JD Nesham esq.

20 Freighted

Matt. Russell

18

Will Lamb esq.

19 Freighted

Mr Wm. Stobart

16

Mr John Humble

18

15/6

15 and 17
Specific Gravities
Black Boy Main Coal

Mean 1291 divided by 16 = 80.6875 per cubic foot
Eden Main
Mean 1285 divided by 16= 80.3125 per cubic foot
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Norwood
Mean 1273 divided by 16 = 79.5625 per cubic foot
Etherly
Mean 1202 divided by 16= 80.125 per cubic foot
Ramshaw

15 and 17

…..
Mean 1225 divided by 16 = 79.75 per cubic foot
Cockfield
Mean 1293 divided by 16 = 80.8125 per cubic foot
Copley Bent
Mean 1272 divided by 16 = 79.5 per cubic foot
Ferry Hill
Mean 1270 divided by 16 = 79.375 per cubic foot
Wallsend
Mean 1230 divided by 16 =76.875 per cubic foot
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Duration
Of 1 peck of coals when burnt in a common fireplace
Shipcote Low main 13m 15s
Cighton Do.

13

25

New Walker Herveys 13 25
Black Boy Main Coal 12 20
Eden Main Dixons

14 0

Norwood

12 0

Butterknowl

13 30

Etherly

14 25

Cockfield Cell

17 23

Ferry Hill

15 44

Cost of Shipping 160 chaldrons of Adams’ Main Coal in the River Tyne
£ s d
Coast duty

8.0.0

Bridlington and Scarborough Piers 0. 16.8
Coast lights

2.13.6

…..
Ditto

3.0.8

Tynemouth ditto

0.4.5

Shields low lights

0.2.7

Whitby lights

0.5.8

Foy and stamp

0.10.0

Towns dues

1.6.8

Night office

0.1.8

Total…………………………………..£16.16.10
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Blank
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Blank
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Blank
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Section of the Main Coal Seam
Ferry Hill Colliery
Depth 27 fathoms to Main Coal
Ft ins
Top coal

1 2

Band

14

Coal

28

Parting Bottom Coal
Total

6
5ft 8 ins

Board course S20W
Water level S10W
Dips I inch per yard to the eastward

…..
Section of the 5 Qtr. Seam
Black boy Colliery
Ft in
Top coal

3 21/2

Bottom coal coarse and splint 1 61/2
Total………………………………………4 9
This seam lies from 12 to 14 fathoms above the Main Seam
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Section of the Main Seam called the Etherly Seam
Black Boy Colliery
Main Coal at 20 fathoms deep
Roof
Ft in
Top coals tender band

1 1

Bottom coal

3 4

Total……………………………………………………. 4 7
Section of the Five Quarter Coal Seam
Manners’ ‘Black Boy’
Depth to this seam 30 fathoms
Ft in
Top coal

3 21/2

Bottom Splint

1 61/2

Total…………………………………………………..4 9
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Section of the Main Seam Bitch Burn Colliery 50 fathoms depth Engine pit 21 fathoms 50 fathoms to
Main Coal or Etherly Seam
Ft in
Coal rather coarse

0 6

…..
Good Coal

5 9

Total…………………………………………………………….. 5 9
Section of the main Seam Raily fell or Etherly Moor Colliery depth 491/2 fathoms to Main Coal
Ft in
Top coal cannon

1 0

Black Band

0 4

Bottom coal good

5 01/2

Total………………………………………………………………..6 41/2
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Blank
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Section of the Five Quarter seam 14 fathoms above the Main Coal Greenfield and Eden Main Coal
Ft in
3 9
Section of the Main Seam greenfield and Eden Main Collieries West Aukland
Depth of Engine Pit 57 fathoms Coal Pit 33 fathoms
Ft in
Top coal parting

1 0

Good Coal

1 11/2

Splint

0 3

Bottom Coal

5 0

Total………………………………………………..5 41/2
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Eden Main Colliery depth 12 fathoms
Ft ins
Top Coal

0 10

…..
Splint
Bottom Coal

0 3
1 9

Total………………………………………..3 9
Section of the Main Seam Old Engine Pit Eden Main Colliery depth 25 fathoms
Ft in
Top coal

0 10

Parting splint

0 11/2

Botton Coal

4 81/2

Total……………………………………….5 8
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Blank
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Section of the Main Seam Ramshaw Pit in Greenfield lease Messrs. Dixons
Depth to Main Coal 12 fathoms
ft ins
Top coal cannon beds

0 10

Good coal

5 1

Bottom coal tender

5

Total………………………………………………………..6 2
Section of the Main Seam Norwood Colliery
Depth to Main Coal 25 fathoms
ft in
Cannon

0 6

Coal

2 0

Splint

0 13/4

Coal

3 10

Total……………………………………………………….6 6

…..
[Buddle-6-285]
Section of the Five Quarter Seam Cockfield Fell
Depth 7 fathoms
Ft in
Coal

3 9

Splint gray band

04

Coal

14

Total……………………………………………………………5 6
Section of the Main Seam Cockfield Fell
Depth 20 fathoms
Ft in
Cannon left for roof

0 11

Top coal mixed with splinting band

0 9

Pure coal

3 0

Black band

0 1

Bottom coal with brass milts on the top 2 0
Total………………………………………………………..6 9
[Buddle-6-286]
Section of the Main Seam Butterknowl Colliery
Depth to the Main Coal 15 fathoms
Ft in
Top coal for binding

1 11/2

Good coal

4 71/2

Total………………………………………………………………..5 9
At 10 fathoms above this seam is a two feet seam of tinder coal supposed to be the Five Quarter
Seam
[Buddle-6-286a]
Blank

…..
[Buddle-6-287]
Section of the strata beginning at the surface and continued to the depth of 15 fathom Butterknowl
Colliery
Strata

Thickness of each stratum
Fath. Ft in

Clay

3 4 0

Coal

2 0

Sill

3 0

Post and gray stone

6 3 0

Gray and blue Metal

2 0 0

Main coal

1 0 0
1 0 0

Fathoms……………………………………………………………………………………………15 0 0
Scale 17 yards:1inch
[Buddle-6-287a]
Blank
[Buddle-6-288]
Section of the Five Quarter Seam Crake’s Scar Colliery
Depth 10 fathoms
Ft in
Good Coal

50
Section of the Main Seam Crake’s Scar Colliery
Depth 30 fathoms
Ft in

Top coal good

3 0

Splint taken out

0

Good coal

¾

2 111/4

Total…………………………………………………… 6 0

…..
[Buddle-6-289]
Section of the Main Seam Woodland Colliery Depth 19 fathoms
Depth to 5/4 Craw Coal 7 fathoms
Ft in
Common test

0 2

Good coal

2 10

Splint

0 2

Good coal

2 10

Total……………………………………………………………………………..6 0
Section of the Etherly Seam cow Close Colliery depth 21 fathoms
Ft in
Good coal

5 0

Band test parting

0 ½

Good Coal

2 111/2

Total……………………………………………………………………………..6 0
[Buddle-6-289a].
Blank
[Buddle-6-290]
Section of the Main Seam Copley Bent Colliery Depth 29 fathoms
Ft in
Cannon lest

0 3

Good Coal

1 0

Gray band

0 1

Good coal

4 101/2

Total…………………………………………………………………..5 111/2

Section of the Main Seam Brussleton Colliery depth 291/2 fathoms
Ft in

…..
Cannon parting

0 9

Top coal

1 0

Coal

3 0

Soft coal

1 0

Good coal

2 3

Total……………………………………………………………..8 0
[Buddle-6-290a]
Blank
[Buddle-6-291]
Section of the Main Seam Shildon Colliery Depth 27 fathoms
The first seam is not viable, Dip 1 yard in 7 to north west
Ft in
Top coal left

1 6

Top coal mixed with scarf bands

4 0

Splint

2 0

Total…………………………………………………………………………..7 6
Section of the main Seam Eldon colliery, depth to Main Coal 221/2 fathoms, supposed to be the Black
Boy Main Coal, Depth to the upper seam 16 fathoms which is not wrought, it being only 12 inches
thick.
Ft in
Coal left for binding

1 6

Top Coal

4 0

Splint

1 6

Band

0 8

Coal with flakes of white spar

3 4

Total………………………………………………………………………11 0

[Buddle-6-291a]

…..
Blank
[Buddle-6-292]
Section of the Main Seam Shildon Colliery
Depth 27 fathoms. First seam is not workable, dips 1 yard in 7 to north west
Ft in
Top coal left

1 6

Coarse coal mixed with scare bands

4 0

Splint

2 0

Total………………………………………………………..7 6
Section of the Main Seam Eldon Colliery
Depth to Main Coal 221/2 fathoms
Supposed to be the Black Boy Main Coal, depth to the Upper Seam 16 fathoms, which is not
wrought, it being only 12 inches thick
Ft in
Coal left for binding

1 6

Top coal

4 0

Splint

1 6

Band

0 8

Coal with flakes of white spar

3 4

Total…………………………………………………..11 0
Scale 30 parts to an inch
[Buddle-6-292a]
Blank
[Buddle-6-293]
Request from Thos. King for the Owner of Walker Colliery to Messrs. Buddle and Watson
Nest 4th December 1818
Gentlemen,

…..
The measures adopted at the Colliery, not having produced the result in the time that was expected,
you will have the goodness to examine strictly the proceedings in perspective, that have been
practised for the re-opening of this colliery, and state explicitly, and without reserve, your opinions
as to the propriety or impropriety of those measures and to enable you to form a correct opinion on
those matters, a detail of the reasons for the measures adopted with the cause and effect produced
shall accompany this request; It is expected that you will wave all professional delicacy as to persons
in this answer whether….
[Buddle-6-294]
… similar measures or not, or if those measures are such as you approve of; at the same time you
will carefully examine the former estimates, and reports furnished, as to the probable expenses
likely to arise as to re-opening of this Colliery, and with the same freedom, furnish you opinion, how
far a due attention to carry into effect, and realise the object, there held to view has been
accomplished, in full or not, succeeded to the wished for extent; and your reasons for the want of
success, whether originating in the application of improper measures, or arising from casualties that
could not have been foreseen; after due investigation of the preceding subject; I have to require
your attention and opinion as to the adoption of subsequent measures, in aid of those at present
applied which consists of about 150 Gallons per minute drawn by the main engine; and 75 Gallons
per minute drawn by the machine; whether it is most advisable to erect a portable engine upon one
of the Rise pits, so as to gain access with certainty to that part of the mine; and which of those pits,
as the engine is intended to be so framed as to be easily transferrable to any other situation, where
circumstances may render its application necessary, or to wait, for a time, the result of measures in
progress, or any other recommendation that you conceive may be of advantage in expediting the reopening of this Colliery, which the present questions have not embraced.
Thos. King
[Buddle-6-295]
Nest 4th December 1818
An opinion on the present state and recommendations of measures to be adopted in the future
prosecution of re-opening Walker Colliery
My motive for submitting the substance of a matter of this nature in such a shape is the importance
of the subjects which it embraces, and the various points that can only be discussed perspectively.
The first object that that presented itself as to the re-opening of this Colliery was its prospect of its
being advantageous to the party embarking in it, the probable capital to effect the winning, and
direction of working; the second consideration was the measures to be adopted to realize the views
that had been taken of the matter, in the first instance, and following up this view, my idea led me
to recommend the creation of a pumping Engine, upon the east pit, in preference to the old Engine
pits, for cogent reasons stated in questions submitted to Messrs, Watson and Jobling (vide the
report of 9th April 1817) the propriety of this measure …
[Buddle-6-296]

…..
… has retarded, the free supply of water, and in this opinion I trust I am fully borne out, by the
opinion of those Gentlemen, it is perhaps needless to remark that about 12 fathoms of the Engine
pit, was found to be filled with clay etc; except to account why I did not proceed to clearing out the
Pit of this substance, when the Engine was not sufficiently supplied with water, as the obstruction
might be supposed to arise from the resistance given to the water by the clay deposited in the shaft
but to ascertain the fact, it was not necessary to subject the Owners to either expenditure of Capital,
by ridding out the Shaft, or risking the lives of the workmen, by such a measure; as by introducing a
borehole in the clay, would I persuaded myself, fully determine the truth, whether the resistance
given to the water, was, in consequence of the deposition of the clay in the shaft or not; a hole was
bored in the clay….
[Buddle-6-297]
… through the bottom coal in July 1818, which produced about 15 gallons per minute, the feeder in
the shafts previous to the boring of this hole, was about 25 gallons per minute an oblique hole was
then set away in the Stratification, to the west which would hole into the west Bord, about 18 feet
from the shaft, in this hole we found, by the boring the shill was brought close to the roof which was
holed by 17th July, and produced about 15 gallons per minute on first being holed but had increased
on 18th July to 32 gallons per minute at which it remains- A hole in the strata was next set away to
intersect the north headings whereas in the former hole, we found shill against the roof, this we
gave a partial supply, a second hole to the north but of a more oblique angle was set away, which
although we found the shill close to the roof, yet we got a much more plentiful supply from this hole
than all the others, producing about 140 gallons per minute another hole was bored in the east
bord, in which the shill was so perfectly united with the roof, as to bore so any as if it had never
been in any other situation, from this hole no water was obtained, which made me decline trying
any more holes, but wait the chance of the feeder in increasing at these holes…
[Buddle-6-298]
…as it was to be expected that the water would make some excavation; but it appears from
experience that the water at these holes has diminished from about 212 gallons per minute to 159
gallons per minute, these results, to me, are self evident that the restriction of water to the Engine,
arise from the Creep, and no other cause; as the clay in the shaft had by this time become so
completely pulverised as to present no resistance to the water. Admitting that the pit was cleared
to the bottom, a measure which there can be no doubt of accomplishing, as I conceive the Engine
would excavate the first 7 or 8 fathoms (with the water) as the clay appears to be so pulverised as to
render such a supposition, highly probable, but what prospect of advantage does it present when
the results of boreholes are taken into consideration which displayed in plain characters that a Creep
had passed through the immediate position of this shaft, as the shill was filled either completely
united with the roof, or only at such a distance as indisputably, to justify such a presumption and
pursuing the reasons, as it can only happen by reasoning that a happy result may be expected to
arise, from the pursuit of measures founded on grounds of prudence; it is natural to enquire, what is
to be expected on gaining the bottom of this pit, under those circumstances? As to attempt drifting,
for the purpose of liberating the water, it appears to me an extremely fruitless case; when the
section of this pit descriptive of its occupation with Sumps etc. and the distance at which the Engine
pit is placed from…

…..
[Buddle-6-299]
… the rise parts of the colliery, is investigated, which setting aside the risk of the workmen, in such
undertaking, that must by anyone the least acquainted, with their peculiar situation, be admitted to
be a very hazardous one, the idea of anything at this shaft, is rendered nearly impossible, at least the
quantum will be so limited and the expense considerable, as to make it non-effective, in the first
instance and an extravagant waste of money and time in the second, what further tends to prove
was further proof requisite beyond the appearance had from the bordings, that the supposition of
the water being restricted in its free access to this Engine courses from the Creep, and not from the
rubbish deposited in the shaft; the various holes that are bored into the workings, had they been
open, were capable of discharging under the pressure, to which they would have been subject, ten
times the quantity of water that the Engine powerful as she is, was able to draw, there are the
reasons which operated with me, in putting a negative to my former intentions of ridding out this
Pit; and if more active measures are to be adopted, than are practising at present, it appears to me
the most likely to be effective, and at the least expensive, is to place a portable Engine upon the
Gosforth Pit ‘till…..
[Buddle-6-300]
… that Pit is cleared of water, and which of course also clears the Henry Pit, and by transferring this
Engine to the Fair Pit, a progressive reduction of water to the Dip would be the natural consequence,
and access to the present Engine pit might be obtained by an under level drift in the metal coal
seam, which would intersect the 31/2 fathom dyke, about 9 feet below the shill of the High Main Coal
in the vicinity of the east or Engine pit; my motive for recommending the portable Engine, being
placed upon the Gosforth, instead of the Fair Pit, is to make certain of obtaining access to the district
of working, in the neighbourhood of the Henry Pit as it is possible that the Creep may have so far
effected the workings at the Fair Pit, as to render a plentiful supply of water there, doubtful,
although I entertain strong hopes that the measures now pursuing, and forming an opinion upon the
progressive fall of the water, it is highly probable that the Henry and Gosforth pits will be drained
before the erection of this Engine could be effected, and it becomes a question on which a chance
must be hazarded where the Engine should be placed, in the first instance, acquiring on certain
access to the Henry and Gosforth pits, the Gosforth certainly presents itself as the situation, but
taking the probability of the present proceedings producing that effect the Fair Pit…
[Buddle-6-301]
… in every point of view is recommendable but as working with certainty be calculable upon, I would
recommend the Engine to be erected upon the Gosforth Pit
In examining the various bearings of these arguments, it is necessary to look at the expense which
the different points embrace; the intention to rid out the Engine pit will cost I conceive about £940
nearly the whole of which must be sunk capital, that of erecting a portable Engine with pumps etc.
complete at about £2000, the greatest part of which remains as valuable stock. It was my intention
to have continued the explanation on the different subjects more at length, but my indifferent state
of health at present renders me incapable of doing so, but I trust the facts here stated are such, as
will enable you to form your opinions without much difficulty, at least my weak state will plead an
apology for any little inaccuracy.

…..
Thos. King
[Buddle-6-302]
December 15th 1818
Report on Walker Colliery
To the Owners of Walker Colliery
Gentlemen,
In consequence of your soliciting our opinion as to the best mode of re-opening Walker Colliery-as
stated in a written request signed by Mr Thomas King. We have availed ourselves of such
information relative to the situation and circumstances of the Mine, as we have been able to collect,
from various persons who were employed in the Colliery before it ceased to work, under the late
lessees, and also from various documents in our possession etc. From all of which collectively and in
reference to your ulterior view, as explained to us by Messrs. Carr and Grace, we are enabled to
report the following line of Procedure for your consideration.
As we conceive that any animadversion on the measures which have…
[Buddle-6-303]
Hitherto been pursued; or the motives which led to their adoption, could not have any useful
tendency, we beg leave to wave any reply to the preparatory part of the request but will proceed to
give our opinion on the more essential part of it, as brief as the nature of the subject will allow.
The chief objects which we have held in view, in this case, are, to render the ample power of the
present Pumping Engine applicable to the general, and effectual draining of the mine to put the
Colliery into a working state in the shortest possible time, and to obtain these objects at the least
expense, that the circumstances of the case will admit of.
The following are the principal heads of the plan which we conceive to be the best calculated to
accomplish the foregoing objects.
1st the present Engine pit, to be riddled out to the bottom and a water course to be driven from the
same to the 31/2 fathom Dyke and Creep to the Fair Pit.
2nd A frame engine to be placed upon the henry pit of sufficient power….
[Buddle-6-304]
….to work a 12 inch pump.
On due consultation we are satisfied that the several sets of pumps may be so arranged in the
present Engine Pit as to admit a Brattice being carried down the middle of the shaft so as to leave
room for working a 14 or even a 16 peck corf on the fore-side of the Brattice.

…..
The principal feature of the plan is the attaining of the low set of pumps to the V Bob which will
allow the other two sets to be set back close to the side of the shaft, and thereby afford room for
the purposes above stated.
It is not necessary for us to enter into further details of the Plan, as we have communicated our
ideas there in to Mr J. Gibson who perfectly understands them; Neither do we find it necessary to
enlarge on the mode in which the Water-course must be carried forward- the requisite depth of the
Engine sump etc. must be obvious to every practical man.
We advise the immediate erection of a frame Engine on the Henry Pit-to work a 12 inch bore from
the bottom...
[Buddle-6-305]
..as the gaining of time in this case is of the utmost importance, we recommend an high pressure
Engine in preference, as from the simplicity of its construction, it may be accomplished in less time,
and at less expense.
We recommend two sets of pumps only to be placed in the Pit, the high set to be about 50 fathoms
long- the low set to make up the full depth of the shaft suppose about 35 fathoms.
By this arrangement of the pump sufficient space with be obtained for forming the Pit into an Engine
and Coal shaft, in which a 20 peck corf may be used- the Brattice being constructed as to answer the
purpose of ventilating the workings independently of an air communication with any other pit.
Should the measures which we now recommend be approved we advise the immediate suspension
of the expense of water draining both at the Engine and Henry Pit,
No time should be lost in clearing the Engine Pit of its Pumps, Brattice etc. and in new modelling it
according to the plan which we have already pointed out.
[Buddle-6-306]
After the Sumps are replaced in the Shaft and the Brattice put in –the low set being attached to the
V Bob as a sinking set, the ridding out of the Pit to the bottom, may be carried on in the ordinary
way of conducting operations of this nature, without risk we conceive.
The Pumping Engine on the Henry Pit should be put in progress without any delay. The Shaft may be
repaired the Brattice put in the High Cistern fixed in its place, the sump set, the hanging set
suspended, and all the shaft apparatus completed, whilst the Engine is erecting, and this the
effectual ridding out of the Pit may be accomplished in the shortest possible time.
There is little doubt of gaining the seam in a very short time after the Engine starts.
We have explained the manner in which we advise the pumps Brattice etc. to be placed to Messrs.
Hann and Gibson.
The following results will we presume accrue from the adoption of the above measures.
1st A fair trial of the Mine will be obtained in the shortest time possible, at the Henry Pit.

…..
[Buddle-6-307]
2nd the complete Drainage of the Colliery will be effected by the Main Engine.
3rd Whilst the Pillars are cutting out preparative to their regular working, by the exploring drifts in
the Henry Pit, the water course drifts may be pushed on from the Engine pit, towards the Fair pit,
which will be rendered accessible in due times.
4th A Winding Engine may be placed on the Fair pit, as soon as the water is let off from the bottom of
the shaft, and the cutting out of the Pillars for working may be carried on conjointly, with the
requisite water course drifts to the Gosforth and Henry Pits.
When the latter operation is completed the auxiliary pumping Engine, at the Henry Pit may be
dispensed with, as the effectual Drainage of the north part of the Colliery, by the main Engine may
be deemed complete.
5th The expediency of placing a winding Engine on the Engine pit ought to be well considered, as
besides draining the Coals etc. from the Water course Drifts to the Fair Pit…
[Buddle-6-308]
… might be applied to the working of certain Pillars in the vicinity of the Engine pit, and afterwards
be removed to some of the other Pits.
If you should wish, to have any of the points, confirmed in this letter, further explained, we shall be
glad to give you any additional information you may require.
We are Gentlemen
Your obedient and humble servants
Messrs. Buddle and Watson
[Buddle-6-309]
January 15th 1817
Request from John Carr Esq. & Co. to
Thomas King and James Jobling
Gentlemen
The following queries are submitted for your consideration, for solution, relative to the re-opening
of Walker Colliery.
1st What may be the expense in opening this Colliery, to such an extent that an annual working in the
High Main Coal seam can be effected for producing 30000 chaldrons merchantable coals, with a
statement of, what you may conceive, to be the expense to deliver a chaldron of coals on board of
ship, and taking into consideration the situation of the Colliery and duly combining all the
circumstances connected with it, price are you of opinion may be obtained for the best coals.

…..
2nd As it is likely that a working to the extent stated in the first query will be….
[Buddle-6-310]
… place previous to the whole of the Colliery being cleared of water, or as far as the engine can
extract, you will state the probable expense that may take place to effect that object, accompanied
with a Data of the requisite advance of cash.
3rd From this Colliery having been drowned with water that a creep may have affected the major
part of the remaining Pillars, and assuming this to be a fact, do you think that the pillars, and
assessing this to be a fact, do you think that the pillars may be injured by the water, as to render the
sale of the coal doubtful; if not wholly so to what extent do you conceive the injury done by the joint
effects of creep and water.
4th Also to take into consideration the surrounding barriers, and how far they are able to protect the
Colliery from any pressure of water, that may be laid against them, by the stoppage if any of the
adjoining collieries.
5th Should you deem the working of this Colliery likely to be profitable, so as to justify such an
undertaking, what may be its duration, on an annual Vend of 30000 chaldrons, and what measures
would you recommend to be adopted, to place the Colliery in a position, capable of regularly
working and vending the above quantity of coals, in the most expeditious and permanent manner
and as an answer is…..
[Buddle-6-311]
… required to these questions, at an early period, you will be so good as to give the subject your
serious and immediate consideration.
Report of Messrs. King and Jobling on the re-opening of Walker Colliery
Newcastle 15th January 1818
To John Carr esq. & Co.
In order to furnish you with our ideas, as to the re-opening of Walker Colliery, in as expeditious and
brief a manner, as the short time allotted to us will admit of.
We are of opinion that the prospect of advantage, to be derived from such a speculation, is
favourable and that the capital requisite, to complete such an undertaking may amount to £22,000
requiring an actual advance…
[Buddle-6-312]
… of cash of about £16000 in the following ratio viz. 1st year £11,200 2nd year £4,800 the proceeds
arising from the Colliery vend is supposed to provide for £6000 of the capital without the necessity
of an advance; and that the probable profit to be derived, may be taken at between Eight and Nine
thousand pounds per annum; and that the duration of the Colliery on a vend of 30000 chaldrons
may without any doubt be stated at 25 years, this estimate being formed rather hastily, will render a

…..
re-examination of the calculations necessary yet we do not apprehend, that any error may exist, or
alteration be necessary, that will materially affect this calculation.
James Jobling
Thomas King
[Buddle-6-313]
January 18th 1817
Extended Report on Walker Colliery
By J Jobling and T King
Newcastle January 18th 1817
To J Carr esq. & Co.
Gentlemen
In the hasty opinion furnished you on the 15th instant we had not an opportunity of reopening in
such a particular manner to the various queries submitted to our consideration, as the nature and
extent to your requirements requested; yet on re-examination of our opinion we do not discover
that any alternative of the substance of that Report, could call upon us for further explanation, nor
did we not conceive, that a more minute opinion, on most of the subjects was necessary, for your
information, that what our former report detailed, therefore in compliance with the annexed
request we have maturely considered….
[Buddle-6-131a]
… the various circumstances combined with re-opening Walker Colliery, and have carefully gone
through the various calculations and availed ourselves of every source of information in our power
to enable us to reply correctly, and in as comprehensive manner, as we possibly can, to the different
questions submitted to our consideration, although it must at the same time that every estimate
formed at the expense of completing undertakings of so precarious a nature as Mining pursuits,
which must inevitable be subject to obstructions and unforeseen difficulties, in the prosecution, that
no human foresight could discover, and of course additional expense produced in consequence
estimates of that nature have frequently fallen short of the expenditure; therefore under such
circumstances every allowance ought to be made, when any casualty occurs, so as to obstruct the
proceedings for a length of time; or should any circumstances arise in any other department, to call
for more than ordinary expenditure, it ought to be entitled to the same consideration; however we
have endeavoured to inform our estimate, upon such grounds as we trust that no great difference
will arise between the sums calculated and the real expenditure, such liberal allowances has been
made in the items forming the estimate, Having taken the view of the subject we have….
[Buddle-6-314]
… no hesitation in saying that the re-opening of the Colliery so at to be able to work 30000 chaldrons
of merchantable coals may probably cost £22000 of capital £16499 consisting of stock and that the

…..
expense of working and vending 1 chaldron of coals on board of ship, may cost 21s per chaldron and
having fully considered the structure of this Colliery we conceive there is little doubt that sales of the
coals may be effected on a vend of 30000 chaldrons in the following proportions and value viz.
26000 chaldrons at 28s and 4000 chaldrons of rusted coals at 20/- per chaldron, the whole of the
small coals which form a part of the workings to an extent of 10000 chaldrons beyond that of the
vend, are not taken into account as of any value, but in as much as a sale of these small coals, can be
effected to exceed 2/9 per chaldron, that excess will be conditional profit, to the general proceeds of
the Colliery. Having directed our attention to the requisite advance of cash, it appears that the sum
of £16000 will be necessary in the following ratio viz. 1st year £11200 in the 2nd year £4800.
[Buddle-6-315]
.. the proceeds arising upon the sale of coals in the second year is supposed to provide for the
remaining £6000 of the sum total, to complete the object of fully re-opening the Colliery, with
respect to the Colliery being drowned with water and that the Creep may have affected the whole of
the remaining Pillars, we deem it necessary to state on this particular point, that in both Wallsend
and Hebburn Collieries especially in the former Colliery, where a district of the pillars under similar
circumstances as those of Walker, have been wholly wrought without being materially injured by the
water intruding itself with the crusted coal, at least by no means to the extent to which we have
made an allowance for waste to be made produced from this cause, and drawing our conclusions
from these samples which we conceive to be the surest Data to be found in our opinion, we
presume it is only reasonable to suppose, that the pillars in Walker, may be found in an equally good
state.- Having immediately inspected a plan of this Colliery describing the Barriers of whole coal and
showing left against the different Collieries bordering upon Walker; and also the Boundary plans of
other….
[Buddle-6-316]
… Collieries adjoining which in our opinion display a sufficient barrier, to protect Walker from the
effect of any pressure of water that may arise from the stoppage of the neighbouring Collieries.
As we deem the working of this Colliery, likely to produce a profit of between eight and nine
thousand pounds annually upon a vend of 30000 chaldrons; and to place the Colliery in a position
capable of regularly working that quantity of Coals in the most expeditious and permanent manner,
the first measures to be adopted must necessarily be , the erecting of a powerful pumping Engine,
and the opening of the Henry and Gosforth pits, during which the Engine, it is to be presumed will be
progressively drawing the water from the other Pits of the Mine in due to provide a district to
succeed these Pits, the working of which we shall not attempt to lay down any particular rule for, as
that measure must be governed according to existing circumstances and must solely depend upon
the judgement of the acting viewers.
James Jobling
Thomas King
[Buddle-6-317]
Newcastle 17th April 1817

…..
To Messrs. Watson and Jopling
Gentlemen,
The most eligible situation where to place the pumping engine in the re-opening of Walker Colliery,
being a matter of considerable importance in my mind, that I have to submit for your consideration
some points upon which your opinion is required.
As the primary object is to gain access to the north division of the workings, laying north of the east
pit upon the 31/2 fathom Dyke as displayed upon the plan; your attention is particularly directed
whether on consideration of the probable situation of the water levels, between the Old East Pit
and the Engine pit, a distance of 1200 yards which the limited number of holings between the
Charlotte Pit on the line of the water level, and also between the East pit and the northern district,
and the certainty of a Creep having passed over the whole line of those levels, and holings, so as to
render doubtful the free supply of water to the old East pit, in case the Engine was placed there
again,
[Buddle-6-318]
…that if the Engine pit shaft on inspection should be found adequate to receive the Engine pump,
does it not present itself as a preferable situation in consequence of removing the necessity of
replacing the water levels, but that of the risk attendant upon the holings, closed between the
Charlotte and East pits, and facilitating the approach to the north workings, from its approximation
and combining several local advantages on the surface by having at all times a plentiful supply of
fresh water for the boilers etc. which the old pit does not possess, except at considerable expense
and great uncertainty of sufficing, these being advantages which the East pit partakes, it will be
necessary to state in the event of your recommendation the East pit is the situation and on
inspection being found insufficient for an Engine pit, or which other is the most advisable for placing
the pumping Engine upon.
Thomas King
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Report of Messrs. Watson and Jobling
To Mr Thomas King
Respecting the Erection of an Engine at Walker Colliery
Newcastle 19th April 1817
Conformable to the annexed request, we have taken the subject contained therein , into our most
deliberate consideration and after weighing all the matters connected therewith, are fully of opinion
that the East pit Shaft presents itself as the most eligible one, for placing the Engine upon for the
purpose of Re-opening the Colliery, if upon inspection it is found sufficiently large, so as to be
capable of receiving the pumps, and give room for other purposes required in an Engine Pit Shaft, as
its situation not only embraces several local advantages above ground, but combines many others

…..
underground, which cannot be obtained from any of the other Pits that have been sunk on the
Colliery.
In the event of the Engine Pit Shaft not being sufficient for the purposes above mentioned, we then
recommend the engine being placed upon the old site, notwithstanding there is some doubt in our
mind as to what state the openings may be in, which….
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.. more formerly made through the seven feet trouble, between the Charlotte and East pit Shafts,
which permitted the water to pass through the North part of the Colliery to the Engine Pit , as the
Creep has run over the workings on both sides of that trouble, and may have injured the water
courses, and we are led to think if this latter plan in reopening the Colliery has to be adopted, that
the difficulties which are to be apprehended in gaining access to these Drifts, and reopening them,
are not more than may be speedily overcome by taking the necessary precautions generally
resorted to in such like cases.
John Watson
James Jobling
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Estimate of the Expense of Re-opening Walker Colliery
Main engine couple……………………………………£5400
Machinery engines…………………………………….£3400
2 miles of waggon way………………………………£2400
Staith…………………………………………………………£1000
Brickmaking and duties………………………………£500
Labourage for 12 months in which it is
supposed that access to the Henry and Gosforth
Pits may be had……………………………………….£1000
200 tons of hay @£3………………………………….£600
Corn for first year……………………………………….£200
60 horse @£25……………………………………….£1500
Oak and fir timber…………………………………..£1000
20 waggons @£24…………………………………..£480
Three carts and trapping…………………………….£50

…..
Leather, nails, flannel and iron smith tools…£300
Agency and office stock, books etc……………..£500
54 horses trapping @20/-……………………………….£54
600 of rolley @6/6…………………………………………£105
1200 of tram way plate @5/-…………………………£300
100 rolleys at £2.2.0……………………………………….£210
40 trams @15/-…………………………………………………£30
Props………………………………………………………………£200
Overmen, wastemen etc. work gear…………………..£50
2-30 foot gins of ropes………………………………………..£80
Labourage, horse hire, openings at Henry Pit……..£170
Repairs of Gosforth and Henry Pit shafts……………..£300
Drifting between the henry and Gosforth pits………£500
Draining ground……………………………………………………….£51
Keel dues, hire etc………………………………………………….£100
Incidents………………………………………………………………..£1430
Total………………………………………………………………………£22,000
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Fawden Colliery 24th December 1816
Messrs. Buddle, Fenwick,Hall,Stobart, Dodd and Morrison
Gentlemen,
Being desirous of benefitting from the best advice in regard to Winning a further quantity of the Coal
which we hold under Sir AG Hazlerigg we take the liberty of apply to you and to beg to say we shall
feel obliged if you will render us your assistance for that purpose….
Our Viewer Mr Thos. Easton will attend you with a plan of the workings of the Colliery and also show
you a ground plan of the Coal Leased to us, explaining which parts accessible thereof by us, which at
present are not by reason of a certain suit pending in the court of Chancery, and an unwillingness on
the part of the owners of the surface to make any arrangements with us until it is ended. It is
necessary you should be acquainted with the particulars of the suit in order to your coming to an…
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…..
… proper judgement and to your answers to the questions which we now submit to you.
First we wish to know how many Acres of Coal are still obtainable by the Pits at present sunk upon
the mines referred to. How much merchantable coal may be calculated upon as the produce of an
Acre, and which time such quantity may be expected to afford a Vend of the same amount as that
which the Colliery afforded last year viz.33572 chaldrons.
Second we wish you to inform us which in your opinion is the best situation for a new Pit with your
reasons for it- how many Acres of Coal it might probably win, and when you should deem it
advisable to begin sinking the same.
Third with a view to Collieries continuing to yield a quantity of coals not less than that wrought last
year, whether you would consider a second new Pit necessary, and if so, when it might be expedient
to begin putting it down, and where you would advise the same to be sunk.
Fourth is it your opinion that the coal lying under the surface, late belonging to Mr Ormston…
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… and also the remains of Mr Bell’s West Brunton property might be wrought by one or more pits,
sunk in Mr bell’s estate on the east side of Dinnington Lane, and do you conceive it would be
advantageous to us or even prudent not to sink Pits etc. in all other parts of MR Bell’s West Brunton
estate for the privilege of having Ormston’s coal given up to us, which is only preferred upon
condition of our making Dinnington Lane the western boundary (permanently)of all surface
operations…
We shall feel obliged of having your sentiments on this head as fully in details as possible.
We are gentlemen
Your most obedient servants
Newmarch Sons and Co
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Report on Fawden Colliery
Newcastle 5th January 1819
To Messrs. Newmarch and Sons Co.
Gentlemen
In answer of your letter of the 24th Ulto. We have availed ourselves of all the information we can
obtain to the several heads of inquiry contained in your Queries. We have examined the plans and
bring accounts of Fawden Colliery and the several adjoining estates under which the Coal Mines are
demised, we have likewise viewed the surface of the ground and taken into consideration, in a
mining point of view, the relative situation of the said several properties. From all of which
collectively we are enabled to answer your queries as follows…..

…..
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Answer to Query 1st The whole extent of coal (in Fawden) to be obtained by the present winning
situated on the East side of a Dyke, which bounders the West workings of the Collieries; but the
nature and size of which have not yet been satisfactorily obtained amounts to 110 Acres.
It appears from documents laid before us that the quantity of merchantable coal obtained per Acre,
has not received 704 chaldrons consequently the quantity of coal fit for market will be 77440
chaldrons, which at an annual vend of 33572 chaldrons will such demand 21/2 years.
Answer to Query 2nd the most eligible situation for a new Pit, is, in our opinion in West Brunton
Grounds, on or near to the hole lately bored by Mr Madison, the following reasons lead us to this
conclusion.
1st Because a pit on a Winning in the situation will command or greatest content of the best part of
the Mine, to which under existing cir…
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…stances , the Lessees have free access.
2nd As the boring had proved the Newbiggin Stone Coal seam, to be in great perfection, in this part of
the property, it seems highly advisable to make the new winning in, such a situation as will admit of
the Stone Coal and Main Coal seams, being wrought conjointly or separately as may best suit the
convenience of the Lessees. The situation pointed out as above we conceive to be decidedly most
eligible for that purpose.
3rd as there is great reason to believe that the Dyke which limits the present workings of Fawdon
Colliery and which preserves its line of direction, towards the North West is a downcast towards the
South West, of course the winning so placed, will possess the further advantage of draining a
considerable tract of the coal lying on the North and East or rise side of the Dyke.
We presume that 260 Acres of each seam by a winning thus placed, may be obtained on the South
West side of the Dyke, after making ample allowances for coal formerly wrought by the adjoining
Colliery of Holy Well Reins, Barriers etc. besides what may be got on the North East side of the Dyke.
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The extent of which we cannot calculate for want of the requisite data.
Considering the advanced state of the present workings in Fawdon Colliery, we are of opinion that
this new winning ought to be commenced without delay.
Answer 3rd As the proposed winning may probably be complete in twelve months we think it
advisable to defer the commencement of another Pit, until the winning is effected, when the
position and other circumstances of the seam will be developed as to enable a more correct
judgement to be formed as to the situation of a new Pit etc.
Answer 4th The Coal lying under the surface and lately belonging to Mr Ormston, also under the
remained of Mr Bull’s West Brunton property might no doubt be wrought by Pits sunk under the

…..
East side of Dinnington Lane, but certainly a very considerable proportion of it cannot be wrought to
profit and we are decidedly of opinion that the…
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… privilege of working Mr Ormston’s coal is by no means an equivalent for relinquishing the Powers
the Lessees now possess over Mr Bell’s West Brunton.
Having answered your queries and as we hope satisfactorily we do not conceive that any further
observations are required on our part.
We are gentlemen
Yours etc. etc.
John buddle, Thos. Fenwick, G Hill, Stobart, Dodd, Madison
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Gateshead Park Colliery
July 23rd 1819
To Messrs. Buddle, Watson and Hill
Gentlemen,
You are requested to examine the Plans of this Colliery in the Upper and Lower Main Seams, and
also the situation of the coal adjoining under lease to this colliery, the whole mine being nearly
under level of the present Engine, you will point out the method you recommend for winning the
coal, with the expense and time necessary to complete such, winning and probable quantity of
Merchantable coals to be obtained from such winning and the prospect of the owner being repaid.
2nd having taken the preceding matter into consideration, you are requested to point out the
manner in which you would recommend the working of this colliery, to be conducted until such
winning be completed.
For the owners of Gateshead Park Colliery
Thos. Easton
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Report On Gateshead Park Colliery
In compliance with the annexed report we have examined the plans of the workings of Gateshead
park colliery in the upper and low Main Seams. We have also ascertained the state and situation of
the remaining whole Coal in Gateshead Park, as well as in the adjoining properties under lease to the
owners.

…..
And having given the subject in all its bearings the most attentive consideration, we are decidedly of
opinion that the most advisable method of working is to win and work that tract of coal remaining in
the High Main Seam, adjoining to the Fryers’ Goose Estate.
This winning may, in our opinion be accomplished in two years, including the time required from
drawing off the water from the adjoining Wastes. For this purpose a pumping Engine capable of
working three sets of Pumps, each 18 inches in the ….
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… bore will be required.
We estimate the quantity of coal to be obtained at 45 acres and to yield 86,400 chaldrons of
Merchantable coals, after deducting 1/5 part for small and refuse.
The expense of this undertaking, everything included, required for delivering the coals, at the staith
we calculate at £15,320 from which may be deducted the reversionary value of the space Materials
belonging to the present Colliery, which may be sold after the proposed winning is completed: the
winning to be made by one Pit of 10 fathoms in diameter, so divided by a brattice, as to serve both
as a coal and Engine shaft.
With respect to the probable income, to result from this adventure, we calculate as follows viz.
The cost of working every charge included at 18/- per chaldron, and the selling price at 25/- leaving a
clear profit of 7/- per chaldron, without taking the value of the small coals into account: considering
the superior quality of the High Main Coals, we assume that 20000 chaldrons may be vended yearly,
which will leave an annual profit of £7000 amounting to 46% on the capital to be expended.
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At the above rate of working, the tract of coal in question will supply the Vend for 41/3 years.
Considering as we do, that the quantity of whole coal, still unwrought in the High Main Seam, is of
itself sufficient, to warrant the expense of the proposed winning; we do not deem it necessary to
extend our observations to what further proceedings may be requisite, for obtaining the remaining
parts of the Dip Coal, in the low Main Seam as all subsequent measures will be best regulated, by the
state and prospects of the Coal Trade at the time that the High Main Seam becomes exhausted.
While the winning of the High Main Seam is going on, it seems most advisable to supply the Vend of
the collieries, from that tract of the Low Main Seam which lies to the North West of the present Coal
Pit and between that pit and the Engine Pit; which coal should be prepared for worker, by drawing
off the water, now lodged in the adjoining Waste of the Claxton’s Colliery and we advise that no
time be lost in applying….
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… the spare power of the colliery engine to that purpose.
J Buddle

…..
J Watson
G Hill
Gateshead 10 August 1819
Minutes on Gateshead Park Colliery
Depth of present Engine Pit to High Main Coal -10 fathoms on the Tyne leave
60 ditto more to the Low Main
70
Is sunk 18 fathoms below and a crop level drift of 572 yards wins the Low Main to the Dip
The total quantity of a Barrier of 66 yards in breadth to be left against Byker old waste is 45 acres.
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In the event of the waste being drawn off it may be presumed, that a general working may be
affected, in which case the produce per Acre, will be 2410 chaldrons or 108000 chaldrons in all
deducting 1/5th small leaves 86000 chaldrons Shipping Coals.
It is assumed that an Engine capable of working 18 inch pump, 40 fathom each, would be required to
win the quantity of coal, suppose an 84 inch cylinder.
Supposing the coal to be wrought, at the rate of 20000 chaldrons a year will be wrought out in 51/2
years, but deducting 1/5th for small the duration may be stated at 41/4 years.
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July 23rd 1819
Estimate of the Expense of Winning the High Main Coal in Gateshead Park Colliery
Depth to seam 45 fathoms
Sump ……………….2
………………………..47
Offtake to Tyne level….7
40 fathom lift of water
An Engine with an 84 inch cylinder double power with 3.18 sets of pumps to be employed
An Engine of the above size will cost according to Murray and Woods charge (£40 per inch diameter
of cylinder freight of materials………………………………£3360
Drainage and conveyance etc…………………………………£50

…..
Boilers 4-14 20 tons……………………………………………….£800
Engine House, setting boilers with chimneys etc….£800
Crab, sheer legs, ground crabs, crab ways…………….£1000
Crab rope condensing cistern and pond………………..£250
Diagonal staple, Spear and V bob with the Y…………£800
……………………………………………………………………………..£7060
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Supposing the Pit to be sunk with one 18 inch set ground spears for a single set only will be required.
80 fathoms of ground spears
120 feet of timber at 4/6 including sawing and dressing and allowance for waste……..£27
Spear slates, 7cwt per joint 12 joints with top and bottom rods weigh 5 tons at………..£46
Working spear 47 fathoms, timber and iron blocks and Bruntons……………………………….£150
3 pairs of Block with Shears………………………………………………………………………………………….£50
40 fathoms of 19 inch Pumps at 11/4 inch thick will weigh 240 lbs per foot or say
13cwt per fathom
38 fathoms of pumps 494 cwt at 14/-………………………………………………………………………£345
A 10 foot brass working barrel 14 640 @2/- 3660 lbs……………………………………………….£366
Five buckets and two clacks, brass 448 lbs @2/-……………………………………………………….£14.16.0
Bucket shards and Crossbars of iron 4 cwt @40/-……………………………………………………..£8
Leather and Grathing…………………………………………………………………………………………………£12.4.0
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..£1233
Engine brought forward……………………………………………………………………………………………..£7060
Forward………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………£8293
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Brought forward ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….£8293
Flange bolts, flannel, tar etc. and sundry unforeseen incidents…………………………………£707
Cost of Engine and sinking set…………………………………………………………………………………..£9000

…..
The winning to be made by two Pits viz. an Engine and a coal pit. The Engine pit to be 10 feet
diameter the coal pit to be 8 feet diameter.
An offtake to be driven from the Pit at high water mark 100 yards of delivery drift. Sinking the two
pits to the stone head 10 fathoms. The Engine pit may also be made a coal pit if required.
Sinking the Engine pit to Stone Head 15 fathoms exclusive of timber but to put in the timber at 80/........................................................................................................................................................£60
Driving 100 yards of delivery drift including the expense of walling arching and flooring @30/-….£150
Timber to sink the Pit to the Stone Headv45 cribs @25/-……………………………………………………….£565.5.0
55 backing and 11 inside seals to go round the Pit 9 lengths 594 seals @20/- ………………………£49.10.0
Forward………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….£315
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Sinking Brought Forward………………………………………………………………………………………………………….£315
Sinking the pit with the Engine from the stone head to the High Main Seam 32 fathoms including the
sump at:
Sinkers 9 at per week………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..£9
Waiters on 4………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………£3
Engine wrights plug and firemen………………………………………………………………………………………………..£6
Leather grease etc………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………£6
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..£24
Candles and gunpowder……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..£4.0
Sharping gear………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………£1.10
Sinking corves……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..£1.10
Tin cartridge paper and oakum…………………………………………………………………………………………………….£2.0
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….£33 per week
Supposing to sink 11/2 fathoms is £22 per fathom but to cover unforeseen incidents say £24 32
fathoms……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..£768
Brattice in Engine pit to be tight on Engine side and rough Clead on the other. The Bunton 101/2 long
6 inches deep by 3 broad. Norway timber 11/4 inch clearing on both sides, five Buntons per fathom
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….£1083.0.0
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…..
Sinking etc. brought forward……………………………………………………………………………………………£1083
Bratticing of Engine Pit buntings per fathom 3 fathom sawing included @ 2/6 per foot….7/6
Cleading of Engine side American timber @ 4d per superficial foot 1o feet by 6………………£1
Rough cleading coal pit……………………………………………………………………………………………………..£1
Filleting 2/- Nails 2/4 Oakum 4/6………………………………………………………………………………………£2.12.0
50 fathoms of brattice at 52/-………………………………………………………………………………………….£130.0.0
Walling the pit
Stones per superficial foot………………………………………………………………………………………………..£0.0.3
Dressing…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….£0.0.1
Loading……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..£0.0.1
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….£0.0.8
Circumference 31 fathoms x6 =186@ 8d……………………………………………………………………………£6.4.0
3 men can wall a fathom in 12 hours
Waiting on 3 men @2/6…………………………………………………………………………………………………….£0.7.6
Lime and wedges……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….£0.5.6
15 fathoms of walling at top, and 10 fathoms in soft stone, in the shaft 25 fathoms………..£171.5.0
The cribs and both deals to be taken out when the top of the Pit is walled, is to stand against the
timber that may be required in the soft stone, before it can be walled.
Forward…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….£1384.5.0
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Brought forward……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… £1384
A standing set of pumps
35 fathoms of 19 inch pumps @ 15 cwt. Per fathom 570 cwt @14/-………………………………..£399
A 10 foot brass barrel 3890 @2/-………………………………………………………………………………………£389
Two buckets and two clacks with iron work and fitting up timber for collarings, nails,
Flannels, tar, paint etc. for fixing the set…………………………………………………………………………….£50
Working spear complete as before…………………………………………………………………………………….£150
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..£1053

…..
Two standing sets………………………………………………………………………………………………………………£2016
Note, the value of the ground, spears etc. of the sinking set is supposed to stand against the expense
of fixing that set………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..£3490.5.0
Cost of Engine brought forward…………………………………………………………………………………………£9000.0.0
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….£12490.5.0
Consideration for split pumps broken spears and other accidents while sinking………………..£509.15.0
Engine and sinking……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..£13000.0.0
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Winding Engine 24 horse power in a Brick House complete with pulleys ropes etc………………£1500.0.0
Buildings
Two dwelling houses, smiths shop, wrights shop…………………………………………………………………£200.0.0
Heap stead and screens………………………………………………………………………………………………………..£300.0.0
Branches heap stead and to join the present way 500 yards of cast iron way 12/-………………..£300.0.0
Making sundry borings to try the stone head previous to commencing the sinkings………………..£20.0.0
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….£2320.0.0
Engine sinking brought forward…………………………………………………………………………………………£13000.0.0
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..£15320.0.0
Note, the above is the expense of winning the High Main Coal (45 Acres) on the principle of a
complete drainage of the adjoining wastes except that of Byker.
Supposing the whole produce of Ships Coals to be 86,400 chaldrons, the above cost of winning is
equal to 3/61/2 per chaldron
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Brought over the expense of winning per chaldron………………………………….3/6
Suppose the expense of working the High Main Coal thus won, all charges included to putting the
coals on board of ships………………………………………………………………………..£0.18.0
Suppose the selling price of the coals, sinking the small to be……………..£1.5.0
Leaves for profit……………………………………………………………………………………£0.7.0
Which on a vend of 20000 chaldrons yearly is £7000 or 46% on the capital expended.
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…..
August 10th 1820
Approximate Estimate of the value of coal in the Holywell Estate
Belonging to Bates esq.
This estate contains according the plan of farms………………………………….A745 R0 P9
As the north branch of the ‘Main Dyke’ runs close to the south part of the Estate there is reason to
apprehend that a considerable tract of the coal may be lost by other Troubles and also what coal
may have to be left in Barriers against other Collieries etc…………………245.0.9
Nil quantity of workable coal………………………………………………………………500.0.0
The following seams of coal are supposed to be in this property viz.
The High Main or Branton seam………………………………………………………….4ft 0in
Yard Seam……………………………………………………………………………………………3ft 6in
Low Main or Hartley Main Coal……………………………………………………………3ft 0in
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The High Main Coal is of such inferior quality (in the Hartley Colliery adjoining) as not to be saleable
at present, even as Land sale; but as it may probably become saleable at some future point for
burning lime, or some other purpose at a low price, I will consider it at half value or what amounts to
the same thing will call it half of the thickness say, 2 feet.
The whole thickness of the coal will therefore be
Main coal……………………………..2 ft 0in
Yard Coal……………………………..3ft 6in
Low Main Coal……………………..3ft 0in
Deduct coal to be lost in Pillars and small coals for colliery consumption 1/4th ………2ft 1 1/2in
Leaves the next thickness for merchantable coals…………………………………………………..6ft 41/2in
But say…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….6ft 4in
There a seam 6ft 4in thick contains 1857/10tons or 18003 chaldrons, the foregoing quantity of coal
will supply this vend for 941/2years but say 94 years.
Considering the heavy way leaves with which this coal will in all probability have to be saddled; and
the length of load either to the sea or the River Tyne I cannot state it as being worth more than 18/per ton.
Then 982 tons yearly at 18/- gives an annual rent of £883.16.0
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…..
A yearly rental or annuity of £883.11.0 for 94 years allowing a purchase at the rate of
5% is worth ………………..17.796 or £17495.14.0
6% is worth………………….16.597 or £14668.8.6
7% is worth………………….14.261 or 12603 17.0
8% is worth…………………..12.491 or £11039.11.0
Note, property of this description is seldom bought to pay less interest than 5% or more than 8
depending upon the opinion or views of the purchaser-In this case the value at 5% may be called
£17500 at 8% £11000.
The medium value is £15000
J Buddle
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To Messrs Buddle and Smith
Gentlemen
You are requested by the Lessees of Hebburn Colliery, to take a view of the present state of
workings in the whole mine and Pillars in this and adjoining colliery of Jarrow Grange, and reply to
the following Questions with reference to the propriety of the Lessees applying for a renewal of the
Leases of these collieries.
The present Leases expire in July 1827
1st Whether the whole coal and pillars now existing will, be exhausted during the term of the present
Leases at a vend of from 40 to 45 thousand chaldrons, if not, what quantity you suppose will remain
after that period?
2nd As the object, namely the renewal of the Leases, embraced the probability of lower seams being
wrought advantageously either separately or in conjunction with the present High Main coal you will
consider the depth, quality and situation of these seams, as far as information will enable you to
judge: derived from neighbouring collieries where they have been wrought, and state whether it will
be more advisable, to endeavour to produce a mixture of these seams with the High Main during its
continuance or work the low seams exclusively.
3rd Whether any advantages are likely to arise, in the event of the leases being renewed, by taking
any portion of the Dean and Chapter coal to the south?
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4th As the coal within the Pit will shortly be exhausted, the shaft will be at liberty and may be used in
exploring the nature of the low seams, wither by sinking or boring; you will state whether this would
be advisable, previous to applying for a renewal, or whether conditions for such a measure should

…..
be proposed in making the application-should such an application be thought advisable, you will also
say whether sinking or boring would be the best method?
In conclusion, you will take into your consideration every circumstance relative to the Colliery, as
well with regard to the High Main-the nature of the low seams, and the probability of working them
advantageously, wither by themselves, or with a mixture of the High Main, as also the situation in
which the Lessees are at present placed by the possession of so perfect and valuable an estate for
continuing the undertaking and which may suffer a material dimunition in value, should the
materials at the conclusion of the present leases be bought to an ordinary market.
In the event of your considering it advisable for the Lessees to make the application for a renewal of
the Leases you will state the terms you would recommend the Lessees to propose for the Lessees of
Hebburn.
W Thomas
Charlotte Square 6th January 1821
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February 14th 1821
Report on Hebburn Colliery
We have in compliance with the annexed request taken a view of the present state of the workings
in the whole Mine and Pillars of Hebburn and Jarrow Grange Collieries and having measured the
extent thereof now remaining to be wrought upon the Colliery plan, and having made such
allowance for the waste and loss by crushed and small coal etc. as we think will arise from the
particular state and circumstances of the Colliery, and also having taken such other circumstances
into consideration as appear to us, requisite to enable us to reply to the annexed queries, we now
proceed to answer them in detail as follows.
Ans to query 4th Our measurement and estimate of the quantity of ship-coal remaining unwrought,
after making due allowance for the loss and waste of crushed and small coals gives the following
result viz.
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Coal Remaining in Hebburn
In the north side of Dyke
Whole 45297

South side of Dyke
76735

Total
122032

Pillars 112023

21280

133305

157320

98015

255335

Remaining in Jarrow Grange
Whole 6035

36000

42035

…..
Pillars 42358
48393

4890

47248

40890

89283

Total 344618
In the above quantity we have not included any coal beyond the large upcast Dyke to the south
which runs nearly parallel to the B and C Pits staple Dyke at the distance of about 450 yards south of
it, it may therefore be said in the estimate we have only reckoned upon that part of the Colliery,
which has been actively explored and proved to contain the quantity of available coal which we have
calculated.
At an annual vend of 40000 chaldrons, this estimate quantity of coal will supply the Colliery for
344.618/40000 86/10 years.
At an annual vend of 45000 chaldrons the coal will last 73/4years.
It may therefore be said that the present available coal will supply a vend of 40000 chaldrons for two
years beyond the term of the existing Lease and for 11/4 years at the annual vend of 45000 chaldrons
ships coal.
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We can only judge from analogy of either the existence or thickness of the lower seams in Hebburn
Colliery, as the stratification there hasn’t yet been explored below the metal coal seam.
The nearest points at which the lower seams have been explored are Lawson’s main, Walker and
Collingwood main.
These explorings show a regular thickening of Bensham seam from Lawson’s main to Collingwood
main, as a Lawson’s main it is 2ft 10 inches thick, at Walker it is 3ft and at Collingwood main it is { }
thick. The Low Main Seam does not however appear to follow the same law, as it is reported to be
inferior in every respect to Collingwood main to which it appears to be at both Lawson’s main and
Walker.
The Low Main Seam has been sunk to Lawson’s main and Collingwood main; but is only proved by
boring at Walker; at these points it has ascertained that more of the other lower seams hold out any
definite period time; It therefore only seems requisite on the present occasion that we should
confine our views to the Bensham and Low Main seams.
As the boring made in the Charlotte pit Walker is the nearest point to Hebburn Colliery, at which
these seams have been proved, we shall take it as our chief guide for forming our opinions on this
query,This boring forms the best grounds for our conjecture, as to the depth to and the probable
thickness of these seams in Hebburn-the workings in Lawson’s main and Collingwood will influence
….
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…..
…our consideration as to the quality.
According to the boring in the Charlotte pit of the Walker Colliery the Bensham Seam lies at the
depth of 37 fathoms and the Low Main at 60 fathoms below the High Main Seam.
The Bensham seam was stated to be strong and of good quality in the boring and 3 feet thick- clean
coal.
The Low Main Seam is reported to be {
} thick with tender coal with sulphur. A trial was made of
the Bensham seam at Lawson Main, and it was reported to be a hard coal of good quality and burnt
to red ashes. The colliery was given up in consequence of the coals not being vendable at a price
that would pay the cost of working them.
At Collinwood Main the quality of the Bensham seam is sufficiently proved by the facility with which
it is sold and the respectable price obtained for the coals under the name of ‘Burdon’s Main’. The
Low Main Seam as we have been informed is not deemed a vendable coal at present.
On taking all these points into consideration, we are of opinion that the Bensham seam may
probably prove worth the attention of the Lessees of the Hebburn colliery and that the Low Main
may also eventually be worth working, although it does not hold out so good a prospect as the
Bensham seam.
We now come to the consideration of the most difficult part of the question viz. whether it will be
more advisable to endeavour to procure a mixture of these seams with the “ high main during its
continuance or work the low seams exclusively”.
The only way which it is expected that a mixture of the lower seams can improve the coals from the
High Main, is in point of roundness, as there is no reason whatever to suppose that the quality can
be improved by such admixture; we therefore think that nothing is to be hoped for in this respect
from the Low Main, as every fact with which we are acquainted respecting it proves decidedly that it
is inferior both in hardness and quality to the High Main-even when wrought in the Pillars.
We are however inclined to think from the Bensham seam, being of such respectable quality and
working so sound at Collingwood main that there is reasonable grounds for expecting it may be
wrought and vended in mixture with the main coal at Hebburn Colliery; but as this must chiefly
depend….
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Answer to query 3rd
As it is not likely that any person will take the Dean and Chapter Colliery in this quarter we do not
see any necessity for the Lessees of Hebburn Colliery, taking it even in case they should renew their
lease with Mr Ellison, until the seam is further explored by the regular extension of the workings in
that direction; But at the same time we advise in the vent of renewing the Hebburn Lease, that the
privilege of outstroke should be secured for as this privilege would not incur any addition of certain
rent, unless the outstroke should at any time be required by the Lessees, it is unquestionably better
that they should possess the power of using it whether it be wanted or not.

…..
Answer to query 4th
On giving this question our best attention our feeling is given the certainty of the supply of a
sufficient quantity of main coal to the terms of the present lease, and the uncertainty of the state of
the lower seams we are, inclined to recommend that the latter be explored previously to applying to
the Lessors for a renewal of the lease. We are led to the opinion chiefly from the consideration that
Mr Ellison would be more likely to over rate than to under rate the value of these seams unseen, and
might also be disposed to advance the tentale of the main coal as a bonus for renewing the lease, at
a period so distant from its termination. We therefore recommend the lower seams at least the
Bensham to be proved by boring, before any application is made to Mr Ellison, for a renewal of all
the lease- especially as the boring to this seam may be made at the trifling expense of £70.
Should this seam prove worth the attention of the company, they must negotiate at their leisure for
the renewal of that lease. But on the contrary if the same should not prove worth their attention to
work it the expense of the boring, which may be done at any time without interrupting the coal
work. It is probable that Mr Ellison may be induced to bear a part of the expense of boring.
That part of the question which relates to the value of the materials hinges mainly on the value of
the lower seam, and as we have given our opinion above on this subject, it would be premature at
the time to go into the consideration of the terms to be offered for the renewal of the lease.
John Buddle
John Smith
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